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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter is an introduction to the Storage Technology 
Corporation Model 292X .Magnetic Tape Subsystem (MTS). This 
chapter includes a general description of the physical and 
functional layout of the MTS and includes the MTS specifications. 

Two model types are available, the 2921 and the 2922. The 2921 
has a tape speed of 50 inches per second (ips) (127 cmps) , 
start/stop. The 2922 has a tape speed of 50 ips (127 cmps) 
start/stop and 100 ips (254 cmps) streaming. 

1.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The MTS (Figures 1-1 through 1-4) is an integrated tape 
formatter/controller and half-inch (12.7 cm) tape drive packaged 
as a single self-contained unit (1x1). The MTS is a dual-density 
device capable of recording and reading ANSI compatible tapes in 
phase-encoded (PE) format at 1600 bits per inch (bpi) (63 bpmm) 
and group-coded recording (GCR) format at 6250 bpi (246 bpmm) at 
a tape speed of 50 (127 cmps) or 50/100 ips (127 cmps/254 cmps) , 
depending on the model. 

The MTS is a low-cost, medium performance device intended for use 
in normal tape processing and/or disk off-loading. The device 
features automatic or semiautomatic tape threading/loading of 
open reel sizes 7, 8.5, and 10.5 inches; tension arm tape 
buffering; microprocessor capstan servo and microprocessor reel 
servo; and on-board diagnostics for functional verification and 
fau 1 t detect ion. 

Data can be read when tape is moving either forward or backward 
but recording can be performed during forward tape motion only .. 
Performance specifications are shown in Table 1-1. 

Nominal access time from stop is shown in Table 1-2 for the 
models 2921 and 2922. Access time is defined as the time from 
assertion of Busy on receipt of a read or write command at the 
interface to the time the beginning of the record is read from or 
written to tape. This is assuming tape starts from a stopped 
position, no turn-around condition is required, and tape is not 
positioned at BOT. See Chapter 2 for a detailed description of 
the access time and interblock gap generation. 
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Table 1-1. Performance Specifications 

Tape Speed 50 ips/127 emps 100 ips/254 emps 

Data Density 
GCR 6250 bpi (246 bpmm) 6250 bpi (246 bpmm) 
PE 1600 bpi (63 bpmm) 1600 bpi (63 bpmm) 

Data Transfer Rate 
GCR 313 kB/s 625 KB/s 
PE 80 kB/s 160 KB/s 

Access Time (nomi na 1 ) 5.0 ms See Table 1-2 

Write Interblock Gap 
(nomi na 1 ) 

GCR 0.45 in.(1.14 em) See Chapter 2 
PE 0.60 in. (1.52 em) 

.. 

Rewind Time (nomi na 1 ) 2.5 minutes 2.5 minutes 
(2400- foot ree 1 ) 

(731.52 meter reel) 

Table 1-2. Nominal Access Time From Stop (milliseconds) -
2921/2922 

MODE IBG READ WRITE 

Start/Stop 0.28 in.10.71 em 5.6 ms - -
6250 bpi 0.30 in./0.76 em 6.0 ms - -
246 bpmm 0.45 in./1.14 em 9.0 ms 6.0 ms 

Start/Stop 0.50 ;n./1.27 em 5.6 ms - -
1600 bpi 0.60 in./1.52 em 7.6 ms 6.0 ms 
63 bpmm 

Streaming 0.28 - 1.2 in./ 12.0 ms - -
0.71 - 3.05 em 

6250 bpi 0.30 in.10.76 em - - 12.5 ms 
246 bpmm 

Streaming 0.5 - 1.2 in.1 12.0 ms - -
1. 27 - 3.05 em 

1600 bpi 0.60 in ./1. 52 em - - 12.5 ms 
63 bpmm 
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1.2.1 Power Features 

Models 2921 and 2922 operate from either a 120 Vac, 60 Hz power 
source or a 220 Vac, 50 Hz power source. Chapter 6 provides a 
description of the power supply. 

1.2.2 Interface Features 

Both models can be provided with either the 
Interface or the Industry Standard Interface 
Standard Interface is described in Chapter 
Standard Interface is described in Chapter 5. 

1.2.3 Mounting Options 

StorageTek Standard 
(Per tec) . The STK 
4 and the Industry 

Both models are available with either 
gravity (horizontal) mounting options. 
installation. 

vertical or center of 
Chapter 3 describes each 

1.2.4 Diagnostic Features 

The internal diagnostics programs are ·capable of detecting fault 
conditions in the tape subsystem and isolating failures within a 
specific number of field replaceable units (FRUs). Optional 
programs are available on floppy diskettes to provide 292X 
interface verification and limited online exercising. See Chapter 
9 for details. 

1.2.5 Electronics 

The electronics of the MTS are located on five plug-in printed 
circuit cards located in a card cage below the operator panel. 
The Industry Standard Interface requires two additional cards: PA 
and PB adaptor cards. These cards are identified in Figures 1-5 
and 1-6. In addition, there is an operator panel circuit card 
(KK) and three power supply circuit cards: the AK and NK 
regulator cards and the PK power circuit damage protection card. 
Chapter 6 describes the functions of each card. 
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1.3 SPECIFICATIONS 

Physical, environmental and power requirements for theMTS are as 
follows: 

1.3.1 Physical Dimensions 

The nominal outside dimensions of the MTS are: 

Height 24.5 inches 
Width 19.0 inches 
Depth lS.0 inches 
Project ion 4.B inches 

Weight 125 pounds 

(S2.2 
(4B.3 
(40.S 
( 12.2 

(57 kg) 

cm) 
cm) 
cm) 
cm) from RETMA 

mounting surface 

1.3.2 Environmental Requirements 

Temperature (Ambient Room Air): 

Optimum 
Operating 
Non-Operating 

Relative Humidity: 

Optimum 
Operating 
Storage 
Shipping 

+lSoC to +22°C (+SooF to +72°F) 
+lSoC to +31 oC (+SooF to +90 0 F) 
-400C to +70 oC (-40 0 F to +15BOF) 

37% to 42%, noncondensing 
20% to BO%, noncondensing 
10% to 90%, noncondensing 
Any~ noncondensing 

The storage environment must not exist outside the limits of the 
operating environment for a period longer than six months. 

The MTS must not be subjected to a temperature change greater 
than BOC (15°F) per hour. 

A lti tude: 

Operating 

Non-Operating 

1-10 

Up to 1B30 meters .(S,OOO feet) standard 
Up to 3050 meters (10,000 feet) with 

manual-assisted thread 

Up to 15,240 meters (50,000 feet) 
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1.3.3 Power Requirements 

The MTS is designed to operate on anyone of the following 
single-phase power sources (refer to Table 1-3) 

Table 1-3. Power Requirements 

Nominal Vo 1 tage Maximum 
Vo 1 tage Range Frequency Current 

100 Vac 85 - 110 60 (± 1 ) Hz 4 amps 
120 Vac 102-132 60 ( ± 1 ) Hz 4 amps 

100 Vac 85 - 110 50 ( ± 1 ) Hz 4 amps 
200 Vac 170-220 50 ( ± 1 ) Hz 2 amps 
220 Vac 187-242 50 ( ± 1 ) Hz 2 amps 
240 Vac 204-264 50 (± 1 ) Hz 2 amps 

The MTS is assembled and shipped to operate from either a 120 
Vac, 60 Hz power source or a 220 Vac, 50 Hz power source. 
Conversidn to other power sources requires changes to the primary 
side wiring of the MTS input power transformer (refer to chapter 
3) . 
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when that record is later sent to the host, the status with that 
record will indicate the correction and all errors will be 
summarized in the Sense or Status Bytes. It may occur' that a 
record cannot be read from tape, even after all retries. When 
the host later requests that record, data will be transferred and 
Data ChecK or Hard Error status asserted at that time. 

A command to write a tape marK following a series of Write 
commands mayor may not (depending on the switch setting), cause 
all data in the buffer memory to be written out to tape, before 
accepting any other comrnands. A switch-selectable option allows 
either one Write Tape MarK command or two Write Tape MarK 
commands in a row to be received before draining all memory data 
out onto tape and thus synchronizing physical tape with the 
logical host interface. 

A series of read comrnands causes records to be read ahead into 
cache. If any command other than a read (except a NOP for 
machines with the StorageTeK Standard Interface) occurs while 
there are records remaining in cache, those records are ignored 
and physical tape is positioned to align with the logical host 
interface. The Read Forward and Write commands are the only 
commands that can cause multiple records to be in cache memory. 
All other commands cause physical tape to become aligned with the 
logical host interface. 

2.15.2 Long-Record Mode Operation 

In long-record mode, the cache acts as a conduit between the host 
interface and physical tape. This mode does not store multiple 
records in cache, but rather causes a single record to pass 
through, between the host interface and the tape. When dealing 
with records larger than cache memory, this mode of operation 
must be selected. The host interface mustbe--·ae-le--to·transfer 
data at a rate equal to or faster than the tape data rate in this 
mode. 

2.15.3 Cache-Specific Commands 

Several cOl1111ands ewe used specifically with the cache buffer. 
These include both functional and diagnostic cOl1111ands. When 
writing data in functional mode, a failure may result where 
several records that cannot be written to tape, are left in cache 
memory. On the next available cOl1111and, the MTS will signal 
Reject or Hard Error for this comrnand and all subsequent 
commands, except for the Sense cOl1111and. The Sense command 
reports status, including how many records are remaining in cache 
memory that could not be written to tape. The mode set command 
may then be used to set the MTS to the cache data mode where host 
data is written to or read from the cache memory' without 
involving physical tape. The host can now read back the records 
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left in cache memory in an attempt to recover the data. Care 
must be exercised to determine if the data on tape is usable. 

If the host does not issue a Sense command following the Reject, 
then all subsequent commands continue to be Rejected. Also for 
machines with the StorageTeK Standard Interface, if the Sense 
command does not request 59 or more sense bytes from the MTS, all 
subsequent commands will continue to be rejected. For machines 
with the Industry Standard interface, a Read Controller Sense 
Command must be executed. After the required number of sense 
bytes have been received by the host a Reset command will free 
the MTS to again accept all commands. 

If performing diagnostics, the mode set (StorageTeK Interface) or 
Write Extended (Industry Standard Interface) command can be used 
to enter cache data mode, where the host can write to and read 
bacK from the cache memory itself; data is not passed through to 
tape. The mode set command can also be used to select buffered 
or long-record mode. Power-on default to either buffered or 
long-record mode is a switch-selectable option. 

The CLR command (StorageTeK Interface) can be 
series of buffered writes to "synchronize" the 
any remaining data blocKs in cache memory to be 
before accepting further commands from the host. 

2.15.4 Early EOT 

used fo llowi ng a 
tape by causing 
written to tape 

When writing records in buffered mode the MTS determines how much 
tape is left before reaching the EDT marKer. Starting a short 
distance before the EDT marKer, the amount of write data allowed 
in the buffer memory is reduced to either one or four records, 
depending on an option switch setting. 

2.15.5 Maximum Block Size 

For optimum performance, the cache buffer microprocessor should 
Know the maximum read or write blocK size to be expected. It can 
then manage the remaining buffer memory space most efficiently. 
Switch-selectable options are: 8, 16, 24, or 32K byte. If 
records longer than the switch setting are encountered, system 
performance may be degraded. 
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2.13 TURNAROUND 

Turnaround delays are encountered between certain command 
sequences. For example, when a write command follows a read 
forward or read backward command, the erase head must be properly 
repositioned. When any backward-type command follows a write 
command, a gap is erased in the forward direction before the 
backward-type command is executed. 

Turnaround delays include not only any time necessary for tape 
repositioning but also time for the swing arms to approach their 
normal stopped positions. At 50 ips the arms may take as long as 
100.0 milliseconds to stabilize. However, if sufficient time has 
elapsed since the previous command ended, the arms may have 
already stopped so that no extra time for arm motion is required. 

In the 100 ips mode a change in direction necessitates 
even if the swing arms are stable. Since the stop 
forward is different from the stop position backward, a 
direction means the swing arms must first move toward 
stop position before any motion can take place. This 
stop positions takes approximately 160.0 milliseconds. 

2.14 DUTY CYCLE 

a delay 
position 

change in 
their new 
change of 

In the 100 ips streaming mode, the Model 2922 enters a duty cycle 
limit mode if more than 6000 tape starts are encountered within 5 
minutes. The Model 2925 enters duty cycle limit mode if more 
than 3000 tape starts occur within 5 minutes. Once in duty cycle 
limit mode the MTS stays in this mode for a fixed time period and 
then automatically exits duty cycle limit mode when the time 
period is completed. While in duty cycle limit mode the MTS does 
not allow a tape start (after a deceleration and stop) until the 
tape has been idle for a specified-t-ime-.--Thus, the access time 
for the command issued could be increased if the MTS isin duty 
cycle limit mode, and if the host misses the reinstruct window 
needed to ensure streaming. 

If the drive is kept streaming, many commands can be processed 
for one tape start and the chance of entering duty cycle limit is 
greatly reduced, and usually avoided altogether. 

There is no duty cycle limit for the 50 ips start/stop mode. 

With the Model 2925 operating at 100 ips, the MTS minimizes the 
number of tape starts so that the duty cycle limit is generally 
avoided. 
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2.15 CACHE BUFFER 

The 2925 contains a cache buffer located on a printed circuit 
card in the card cage. This card also includes the host 
interface logic and the microprocessor control for the buffer. 
The cache h.as two modes of operation. The. first is buffered mode 
where multiple read or write records are generally contained in 
the cache. The second is long-record mode where, at most, one 
record is allowed in the cache. Long-record mode is required for 
records that are longer than 256K bytes. 

2.15.1 Buffered Mode Operation 

In buffered mode, data can be transferred between the host and 
the cache at a faster or slower rate than the normal tape data 
rate. Buffered mode ;s a switch selectable option. Up to 255 
read or write records may be contained in the buffer memory. 

If a series of write records are received from the host at a fast 
enough rate, there will be mul~iple records in the cache. These 
records are then wr it ten to 'tape. If an error is encountered 
when writing to tape, the ca~he control automatically tries an 
error recovery process. Thisiis accomplished by doing an Erase 
Gap over the bad record and then rewriting the record from the 
buffer memory. A swi tch-se.lectab le opt ion allows thi s process to 
be repeated 5, 10, or 15 times~.· At the time the host writes the 
record into the buffer memory, the status to the host may 
indicate no errors. Later.when that record is written to tape, 
errors may occur' that r~quire retries. If the retries are 
successful, no error stat!Js, ):$ sent to the host, a 1 though the 
errors are summarized in the Sense or Status Bytes. If a retry 
is not successful, Reject: .0'1" Hard Error is sent to the host on 
the next available cC>ll1l11and. 

A switch-selectable option determines if single-tracK corrections 
written at 6250 bpi are left .on tape or rewritten. In either 
case the status presented ,to the host at the time the record is 
written into the buffer memory wi 11 not indicate the single-tracK 
correction. All errors are summarized in the Sense or Status 
Bytes. The switch is ignor;'ed jn long-record mode; 

During read operations a series of read records are read ahead 
from tape, and held in the,cache for later transfer to the host. 
If an uncorrectable error is encountered when reading from tape, 
the cache control ~ttempts: an error recovery process by 
bacKspacing and re-r.eading t~e record. A swi tch-selectable 
option allows this process;to tpe repeated 0, 5, 10, or 15 times. 
If the record is successfuJ1y ~ead during a retry, then, when it 
is later transferred to the host, the status with that record 
will indicate good data. Errors encountered during the retries 
will be summarized in the Sense or Status Bytes. If a 
correctable error is encountered when reading from tape, then, 
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For Model 2925 cache buffer in the 100 ips streaming mode, fixed 
IBGs of 0.3 inch at 6250 bpi, or 0.6 inch at 1600 bpi are 
generated. 

A reposition cycle occurs when reading in the 100 ips streaming 
mode (either 6250 bpi or 1600 bpi), if a gap of 1.2 inches is 
traversed without a reinstruct command, or no reinstruct is 
received before the next block is encountered.· This is 
independent of the gap size selected. The minimum read gap that 
is supported in both 50 ips start/stop mode and 100 ips streaming 
mode is 0.28 inch for 6250 bpi and 0.50 inch for 1600 bpi. 
During 100 ips streaming mode, if the next block is encountered 
before the MTS is reinstructed, the tape is repositioned relative 
to the start of this next block, rather than to the beginning of 
the IBG, to achieve minimum access time. 

Reposition cycles while reading are generally masked from the 
host when operating with the cache buffer model. 

2.10 REPOSITION TIMING 

Reposition time is the time between point A and point E shown in 
Figure 2-6. It is a function of the maximum interblock gap 
length selected. Table 2-2 shows the reposition times for each 
gap length listed in Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3. Reposition Times (Milliseconds) 

DENSITY INTERBLOCK GAP REPOSITION TIMES 

6250 BPI 0.3 in. 50.0 ms 
.. _-- -- --&-;-6- - in. 53.0 ms 

0.9 in. 66.0 ms 

1600 BPI 0.6 in. 50.0 ms 
0.9 in. 53.0 ms 
1.2 in. 66.0 ms 

2.11 REINSTRUCT TIMES 

Reinstruct time without cache buffer, is defined for streaming 
mode as the time from the resetting of the interface output 
signal BUSY at the completion of a command, to the time when the 
tape moves to the latest point in the interblock gap beyond which 
a reposition cycle is required. These times are a function of 
gap size, density, and read/write operations. Table 2-4 shows 
the times for the longest gaps and Table 2-5 for the shortest 
gaps. 
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With the cache buffer model, a delay on 
between commands does not directly relate to 
interblocK gap on tape. A shorter delay, 
results in better system throughput. 

the host interface 
the crossing of an 
however, generally 

Table 2-4. Nominal Reinstruct Times (Maximum Gap) 

MAXIMUM REINSTRUCT TIME (MILLISECONDS) 

DENSITY INTERBLOCK GAP READ WRITE 

6250 BPI 0.9 in. 8.0 ms 6.5 ms 
1600 BPI 1.2 in. 11 .0 ms 9.5 ms 

Table 2-5. Nominal Reinstruct Times (Minimum Gap) 

MINIMUM REINSTRUCT TIME (MILLISECONDS) 

DENSITY INTERBLOCK GAP READ WRITE 

6250 BPI 0.3 in. 2.0 ms 0.5 ms 
1600 BPI 0.6 in. 5.0 ms 3.5 ms 

2.12 SPEED CHANGE 

An interface command sequence is used to change speeds between 50 
ips and 100 ips. The user can change speeds at various times 
(for example, at the beginning of the tape or after reading some 
data) provided execution of the previous command is complete. 
This causes the repositioning of the loaded tape and the movement 
of the tension arms to a new position. The amount of time 
required to accomplish this change is: 

100 ips to 50 ips: approximately 300 milliseconds 

50 ips to 100 ips: approximately 300 milliseconds 
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Figure 2-6. Capstan Velocity Profile 
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gap selected, the longer it takes to bacK up. The tape then 
decelerates and stops at point E. The tape remains at point E 
until a new command is received. The nominal streaming mode 
start time between points E and F is 10.0 milliseconds. Point G 
denotes the beginning of the next record on the tape. 

With-the-cache buffer mode 1, the effects of repos it i on and access 
times are generally masked from the host interface. The MTS wi 11 
act to Keep tape streaming with a minimum number of repositions 
between records. 

2.9 INTERBLOCK GAP (lBG) 

InterblocK gaps are generated by the MTS as shown in Table 2-1. 
An interface command sequence can be used to select the gap 
settings; or, defaults can be selected by way of the switches on 
the IF card. 

For Model 2922 in the 50 ips start/stop mode, the nominal GCR 
IBGs vary as a function of reinstruct time. In this mode, the 
tape decelerates but does not stop if reinstructed early enough, 
causing the shorter 0.37 inch nominal gap to be generated. 
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For Model 2922 in the 100 ips streaming mode, variable gaps may 
be generated. The gap size is then a function of how quicKly the 
MTS is reinstructed, up to the maximum gap length selected. For 
example, if a 0.9 inch maximum gap length is selected and the MTS 
is rei ns t ructed before the tape moves tha t far, then a shor ter 
gap (between 0.3 inch and 0.9 inch for 6250 characters per inch) 
is generated. If not reinstructed in time, then a repositioning 
cycle is necessary and the next gap generated is the short gap 
length, listed under "fixed" in Table 2-1. For example, after 
reposit ion i ng in 6250 bpi, a 0.30 inch gap is gener a ted. The 
maximum gap lengths that may be selected are shown in Table 2-2. 

Table 2-1. Generated InterblocK Gap Lengths (Inches) 

50 IPS START/STOP 100 IPS STREAMING 

DENSITY NOMINAL MAX FIXED VARIABLE 

6250 BPI 0.37 to 0.43 0.50 0.30 0.30 to "Select" 
1600 BPI 0.60 0.65 0.60 0.60 to "Select" 

Note: Minimum IBGs are 0.28 inch for GCR and 0.50 
inch for PE per ANSI. 

Table 2-2. Selectable InterblocK Gaps 

DENSITY GAP SIZE 

6250 BPI 0.3, 0.6, or 0.9 in. 
0.76, 1.52, or 2.29 cm 

1600 BPI 0.6, 0.9, or 1.2 inches 
1.52, 2.29, or 3.05 cm 
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revolutions is sufficient. Wipe the capstan with a dry, lint-free 
cloth to remove excess cleaner fluid. 

2.7.5 File Reel Hub 

Clean the expansion surface of the file reel hub using a 
lint-free cloth moistened with Hub and Transport Cleaner Fluid. 

2.8 TAPE MOTION CHARACTERISTICS 

The 2921 operates at a nominal tape velocity of 50 inches per 
second (ips) in the start/stop mode. 

The 2922 operates at a nominal tape velocity of 50 ips in the 
start/stop mode and 100 ips in the streaming mode. 

The 2925 with Cache Buffer operates at a nominal tape velocity of 
100 ips in the streaming mode. Although the 2925 is capable of 50 
ips operation, the 50 ips mode is generally not used. 

NOTE 

The MTS'defaults to the velocity switch setting at 
power on. 

The effects of velocty profiles and gap sizes in tahe 2925 are 
generally masked from the host interface as a result of the cache 
buffer. The buffered MTS includes both the start/stop mode and 
streaming mode as described in the following paragraphs. The 
start/stop and streaming modes are apparent to the host interface 
when the MTS is operated in the long-record (non-buffered) mode. 

2.8.1 Start/Stop Mode 

In start/stop mode the tape travels a certain distance after the 
read head reaches the end of a record before the tape begins to 
decelerate. This "holdover" travel can be useful at 1600 bits 
per inch (bpi) density because it gives the maximum "reinstruct 
window" during which time the MTS can be given a new cOll111and and 
continue traveling at full speed. The nominal holdover distances 
at 1600 bpi are 0.25 inch for a read and 0.19 inch for a write, 
which translates into reinstruct windows of 4.0 milliseconds and 
2.8 milliseconds, respectively. 

If the MTS is reinstructed during the deceleration ramp in either 
density, tape need not come to a complete stop as shown in Figure 
2-5. Refer to Section 2.9 for- further information on IBGs. 
In GCR (6250 bpi) mode, if a write reinstruct is issued within 
the first half of the deceleration period (that is, within 2.5 
milliseconds), a 0.37 inch gap r~sults. The gap after a complete 
stop is 0.43 inch. This is illustrated in Figure 2-5. Refer to 
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Section 2.9 for further information on IBGs. 
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The nominal start or stop time at 50 ips is 5.0 milliseconds. 
The dotted area in Figure 2-5 shows, however, that the tape need 
not come to a complete stop if it is reinstructed early enough. 
The start and stop times are then less than 5.0 milliseconds. If 
the tape does come to a complete stop, it can be restarted 
without further delays. 

2.8.2 Streaming Mode 

In the 100 ips streaming mode without cache buffer, the tape does 
not stop at all if reinstructed promptly enough. However, if the 
end of the interblock gap is reached and a new command has not 
been received, a repositioning cycle is performed. Repositioning 
is accomplished relatively quickly by using the capstan to stop 
the tape and back it up to the point where it is ready for the 
next instruction. Meanwhile, the machine and file reels are 
decelerated more slowly with the difference in the tape being 
taken up by the tension arm buffer (Figure 2-6). 
At point A in Figure 2-6, the tape has traversed the gap without 
a reinstruct. The capstan decelerates to a stop at point B, then 
ramps up to backward velocity at point C. The amount of time 
that the tape moves at full backward velocity between points C 
and 0, is a function of the i~terblock gap length; the longer the 
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cloth or foam-tipped swab. Refer to Appendix B for the part 
number of the cleaning supplies. After applying cleaner, allow a 
few minutes for excess fluid to evaporate before mounting a tape. 

2.7.1 Read/Write Head and Tape Cleaner Block 

WARNING 

The tape cleaner blade is sharp. Use extreme care 
when handling the tape cleaner blocK. 

Clean the read/write head and the tape cleaner blocK using a 
lint-free cloth moistened with Hub and Transport Cleaner Fluid. 
MaKe certain the head and cleaner blocK are free of oxide 
deposits. Use foam-tipped swabs to clean the cleaner block. 

2.7.2 EOT /BOT and Leader Sensors 

Clean the EaT/BOT and leader sensor windows using a foam-tipped 
swab moistened with Hub and Transport Cleaner Fluid. Allow time 
for complete drying and remove any residue with a dry swab. 

2.7.3 Tape Guides, Rollers, and Swing Arms 

Clean the two tape guides, the three fixed rollers, and the four 
swing arm rollers using a lint-free cloth moistened with Hub and 
Transport Cleaner Fluid. To reach otherwise inaccessible areas, 
foam-tipped swabs may be used. If necessary, the edge of a data 
processing card may be used to clean the flange corners of the 
guides. 

2.7.4 Capstan 

Clean the capstan using a lint-free cloth wrapped around the 
index finger and moistened with Hub and Transport Cleaner Fluid. 

CAUTION 

Do not touch the outer, tape-contacting surface of 
the capstan with the bare hand as the surface is 
sensitive to contamination. Always use a cloth 
when handling the capstan and grip only the hub of 
the caps tan. 

With the free hand, slowly rotate the capstan hub while wiping 
the capstan surface with the moistened cloth. Two or three 
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5. Press the Load/Rewind button. 

2.6.5 Midtape Load, EOT Area 

If a load is required when the tape is in the EOT area (after 
POWER DOWN or LOOP OUT), a load problem may occur. A forward 
search for BOT will be initiated and may cause tape to be pulled 
off the file reel. To avoid this, use the following procedure: 

1. Power up the machine if necessary (allow diagnostics to 
comp 1ete) . 

2. Press 'UNLOAD' 

3. Allow the tape to rewind onto the file reel for about 10 
seconds. 

4. Press' RESET' to halt the unload. 

5. Press' LOAD' for a midtape load. 

2.6.6 Rewind 

1. If the MTS is in Online Status, press RESET. 

2. Press LOAD/REWIND. Tape rewinds at high speed, passes BOT, 
stops, moves forward to the BOT marker, and stops in Ready 
Status. 

2.6.7 Unload 

1. If the MTS is in Online Status, press RESET. 

2. Press REWIND/UNLOAD. If tape is positioned off BOT, it will 
rewind at high speed, pass BOT, stop, and move forward to t~e 
BOT marker. With tape at BOT, the swing arms retract, tape 1S 
unloaded onto the file reel, and power for the reel motors is 
turned off. 

2.7 OPERA TOR MAINTENANCE 

Because cleanliness is crucial to successful magnetic tape 
operations, there are several operator cleaning procedures which 
should be performed daily or after each eight-hour shift under 
normal operating conditions. 

These procedures are for cleaning components of the tape path 
(Figure 2-4). Cleaning should be done using only Storage 
Technology Hub and Transport Cleaner Fluid to moisten a lint-free 
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2.6.1 Automatic Thread/Load--Vertical Mount 

The automatic thread/load is the normal procedure for vertically 
mounted machines. 

1 . Power up the MTS, 'i f necessary: the swi ng arms automa t i ca 11 y 
extend and then retract. Ensure the machine reel cover and 
the thread cover are closed. 

2. Unlatch the file hub locKing lever. Place the reel of tape 

3. 

on the file reel hub, then relatch the lever. MaKe certain 
that the reel is secure. 

Press LOAD/REWIND. 
sensors are enabled, 
on. 

The vacuum blower motor turns on, the 
and power for the reel motors is turned 

The MTS initially assumes that the tape leader is positioned 
at the entrance of the tape threading path and rotates 
clocKwise to slip the tape leader into the path. If tape is 
not sensed at the EaT/BOT sensor within a given amount of 
time, the file reel reverses and attempts to position the 
tape leader using the leader sensor. I·f the leader cannot be 
sensed, it is assumed that the leader is stucK to the tape 
reel with static and the file reel is rotated rapidly to try 
to breaK the static. When the leader is sensed, it is 
positioned at the entrance of the tape threading path. 

Vacuum created by the blower motor pulls the tape up the tape 
threading path. The tape is sensed at the EaT/BOT sensor as 
Tape Present. When the tape has wrapped the machine reel hub, 
it is sensed as Tape Attached and the blower motor turns off. 
If any of these steps fails to occur in the prescribed time, 
a marK is counted against the load. If three marKs are 
counted, the load has been unsuccessful and a fault code is 
posted in the display. 

When Tape Attached is sensed, the tape is moved forward until 
the beginning-of-tape (BOT) marKer is found. Tape continues 
to move forward a few feet and stops. The swing arms are 
lowered into their normal operating area. 

Tape is rewound to BOT. When BOT is sensed and t ape is 
stopped, the file reel is moved such that the MTS logic can 
determine file reel size. Tape then moves forward past BOT 
and a series of start/stop operations is run forward and then 
repeated bacKward. These start/stops allow the adaptive 
features of the capstan control algorithms to initialize for 
the current tape. 

Tape is then brought bacK to BOT and stopped. The Ready 
indicator is illuminated and the MTS is ready for operation. 
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4. Pressing ON LINE after the Ready indicator is lit enables the 
MTS to accept commands from the user. 

2.6.2 Semiautomatic Thread/Load~Vertical Mount 

If the tape does not load successfully during automatic 
thread/load, the semiautomatic thread/load procedure can be used. 

1. Power up the MTS and load the file reel onto the hub. 

2. Press the Load/Rewind button twice, 
interval between presses. 

with a four second 

3. Manually and slowly rotate the file reel clockwise to allow 
the tape leader to drop into the tape path until the file 
motor moves on its own. 

2.6.3 Semiautomatic Thread/Load~~Center of Gravity Mount 

The semiautomatic thread/load is the normal procedure for center 
of gravity mounted machines. 

1. Power up the MTS and load the file reel onto the hub. 

2. Press the Load/Rewind button once. 

3. Manually and slowly rotate the file reel clockwise and pull 
the tape leader into the tape path cavity. 

4. Continue to rotate the file reel until enough tape leader is 
released into the tape path for the file motor to move on its 
own. 

2.6.4 Manual Thread/Load~~Vertical or Center of Gravity Mount 

If the blower motor is not operating, tape must be loaded 
manually. Refer to 2-3 

1. Power up the MTS and load the file reel onto the hub. 

2. Open the thread cover and remove the machine reel cover. 

3. Pull the tape leader under the lower swing arm roller, 
through the tape path, over the capstan wheel, under the 
upper swing arm roller and over the machine reel. 

4. Manually wind the upper reel clockwise, using a finger to 
hold the tape leader against the machine reel hub, until the 
tape is secured to the reel. 
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The address last displayed is stored so that normal machine 
operation will not destroy it. The Display Address key may then 
be used at any time (for instance, following a diagnostic 
routine) and the Enter key may be pressed to recall a frequent 
memory location. 

If the Display Address key is pressed following subsystem power 
up and before the Enter Address function is used, memory location 
0000 is displayed. 

2.5.3 Modify Memory Key 

The Modify Memory <MOD MEM> key is used to modify a writeable 
memory location within the MTS controller. This key is recognized 
only while data from the target location (from an <ENTER ADDR> or 
<DISP ADDR> key sequence) is being displayed. No memory 
modification is allowed while a diagnostic routine is executing. 
If this key is pressed at any other time, there will be no 
response. 

CAUTION 

If the memory is modified, MTS operation is not 
guaranteed. 

Following the actuation of the Modify Memory key, the display 
prompts for a byte value input (two hexadecimal entries) by 
displaying two question marks ( ??). The operator may now use as 
many keystrokes as necessary to produce the required data in the 
display. Each entry results in a shift left of the two digits on 
the right (the two digits on the left remain blank). 

When the data desired to be written is being displayed, pressing 
the Enter key causes the data to be stored in the current memory 
location. (If the location being written is a read-only address, 
there will be no effect on that location.) 

2.5.4 Enter Probe Key 

The Enter Probe <ENTER PROBE> key is used to cause a constantly 
updated display of a particular controller memory space location. 
The updating is indicated by a rapidly flashing byte on the 
display. 

Following the actuation of the Enter Probe key, the display 
prompts for address input by displaying four question marks 
(????). Input of the address is as described in Section 2.5.1. 
Following the delimiting Enter key actuation, the contents of 
that address is displayed in the two digits on the right. The 
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display flashes the byte continuously at about 
second. The system may be brought bacK to idle 
the Clear or Reset Key. 

2.5.5 Enter Diagnostic Key 

ten times per 
by us i ng either 

The Enter Diagnostic <ENTER D1AG> Key is used to initiate the 
entry of subsys tem se If -conta i ned di agnos tic rout i ne numbers. 
After pressing the Enter Diagnostic Key, the display prompts for 
the entry of a two-digit hexadecimal routine identification by 
displaying two question marKs ( ??). The operator may now use as 
many KeystroKes as necessary to produce the required 10 in the 
display. Each entry results in a shift left of the two digits. on 
the right (the two digits on the left remain blanK). 

When the desired routine number appears in the display. pressing 
the Enter Key results in the attempted execution of that routine. 
The 10 is displayed while the routine is being executed. If the 
routine is not successful, fault codes are displayed as three 
hexadecima 1 di gits . I f the rout i ne is success fu 1, comp 1 et ion is 
indicated by the idle display (----). 

A routine in progress may be terminated by pressing the Reset 
Key. 

2.5.6 Enter Key 

The Enter <ENTER> Key is specific in nature and is described in 
the sections above for all sequences. For most cases this Key 
serves to delimit address and data entries and initiates the 
performance of a requested function. 

2.5.7 Clear Key 

The Clear (CLEAR> Key is used to clear the last data and/or 
address entry in the display and return to the prompt mode 
(question marKs in the display) of the last function attempted. 
If the MTS is currently in a prompt mode (no entry has been 
made), the MTS returns to an idle state and awaits a function 
request. If a diagnostic routine is being executed, its 10 is 
again displayed. 

2.6 TAPE THREADING OPERATIONS 

MTS operations are provided by the operator functions Keypad on 
the operator panel. Machines with vertical mount can have tape 
loaded automa t i ca lly, semi automa t iea 11 y, or manua 11 y. Mach i nes 
with center of gravity mount can have tape loaded 
semiauto'natical1y or manually. Procedures are described below. 
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Successive actuations of the key causes the MTS to cycle through 
the possible densi ty modes. Upon power up, the MTS w-i 11 be set to 
SYS SEL/1600 mode. Pressing DENSITY causes the MTS to go to 1600 
bpi density. A second press causes the MTS to go to 6250 bpi 
density. Entering DENSITY a third time returns the MTS to SYS 
SEL/1600 mode. 

Execution of a diagnostic routine may cause the density status of 
the MTS to change. A tape load operation will reinitialize the 
MTS to SYS SEL/1600 mode. 

2.4.9 Rewind/Unload Key 

The Rewind/Unload (REW/UNLD) key is used to unload tape. If tape 
is not at BOT when the key is pressed, a high speed rewind to BOT 
is initiated, the swing arms are retracted, and tape is unloaded 
from the tape path. Select and Ready Status are reset by this 
key. This key is not accepted if the MTS is in Online Status. 

2.4.10 Reset Key 

The Reset key is used to generate a subsystem reset. Pressing 
this key resets Select, puts the MTS in Offline Status, 
terminates any operation and tape motion that is in progress, 
clears any machine check condition, and returns the display to 
idle (----). 

2.4.11 Load/Rewind Key 

The Load/Rewind (LOAD/REW) key serves a dual purpose. If tape is 
not loaded, this key is used to load tape and position tape at 
BOT. If tape is loaded, this key causes tape to be rewound and 
positioned at BOT. This key is disabled if the MTS is in Online 
Status. 

2.4. 12 On Li ne Key 

The On Line key is used to set the M1S to Online Status. Setting 
the MTS to online status will cause all presently on-going MTS 
operations to cease. Online status disables the Rewind/Unload and 
Load/Rewind keys. The online condition is reset by the reset key. 

2.5 DIAGNOSTIC KEYPAD 

Commands entered on the diagnostic keypad (Figures 2-1 and 2-2) 
allow access to various functions. These include maintenance 
programs execution, internal diagnostics execution, memory 
examination and modification, and a continuous readout of a 
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memory space location (probe). The operations available are 
dependent upon the status of the MTS and the current display 
contents. The Keypad will not respond when the MTS is in Online 
Status or if a machine checK is present ( nnn). While idle 
(----) or error ( nnn) is present, all panel functions are 
available. During the execution of a maintenance program or 
diagnostic routine (@n ) or (@nn ), only memory read functions 
are available (Enter Address, Enter Probe, and Display Address). 
The Reset Key serves to return the panel to an idle condition 
( - - - - ) . 

The main function of each Key on the Keypad is marKed on the Key. 
Some Keys have alternate control functions. The protocol for 
using the diagnostic Keypad consists of entering a control 
function and then entering data characters as required. The 
display contains input and output symbols appropriate to the 
function in process. 

The diagnostic Keypad is also used to enter data characters. The 
data character associated with a given Key appears iri its upper 
right corner. 

2.5.1 Enter Address Key 

The Enter Address Key is used to select an address from which 
data display is desired. Pressing the Enter Address <ENTER ADDR> 
Key allows the entry of a hexadecimal number representing a 
location within the memory of the MTS controller. The display 
prompts for the entry with four question marKs (????) until the 
first entry is made. The first entry then appears right-jl,Jstified 
in the display with subsequent entries producing a shi'ft'left on 
the display. Any number of entries may be made. If the target 
address desired is the same as that most recently refere6ced, a 
press of the Enter Key directly following the prompt display is 
sufficient. " 

When the desired address appears on the display, the Enter Key 
terminates address entry and causes the byte at that ad~ress to 
be displayed as two hexadecimal digits, right-justified. At this 
time each actuation of the Enter Key displays the contents of the 
next memory location. 

2.5.2 Display Address Key 

When using the Enter Key to display a long series of memory 
locations, it may be necessary to determine the location 
currently being displayed. The Display Address Key ,is l;Ised to 
display the MTS current address. Pressing the Display~*ddress 
<DISP ADDR> Key causes the current address to be displ*yed as 
four hexadecimal digits. Press the Enter Key to disp',y the 
contents of this address as in a normal enter address seq~ence. 

, ,', 
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Figure 2-2. Operator Panel, Center of Gravity Mount 

2.4.1 Ready Indicator (Green) 

The Ready indicator is illuminated when the MTS is fully loaded 
and not performing a rewind operation. The indicator is active 
whether or not the MTS is in Online Status. In the model 2925 
this indicator flashes along with the Machine Check Indicator to 
signify the inability to write a record in cache mode when other 
write records are in the buffer. 

2.4.2 Select Indicator (Yellow) 

The Select indicator is illuminated when the MTS is in Online 
Status and has been selected for use by the USER (that is, the 
MTS Address lines match the address of the MTS). 

2.4.3 EaT/BOT Indicator (Green) 

The EDT/SOT indicator is illuminated when EaT or SOT Status is 
set in the MTS; that is, when the SOT marker is detected by the 
S'OT sensor or when the EaT marker has been detected by or is past 
the EaT sensor. When the indicator is lit at EaT, it remains 
illuminated until a rewind or backward read operation moves the 
EaT marker back past the EaT sensor. 
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2.4.4 On Line Indicator (Green) 

The On Line indicator is illuminated when Online Status is set in 
the MTS; that is, when the MTS is available to the user. 

2'.4.5 Machine Check Indicator (Red) 

The Machine Check (MACH CHK) indicator flashes to signal either a 
load Check, which may be operator correctable, or to signal a 
malfunction of the MTS that requires service. A fault code of 
three characters is posted in the display. In model 2925 this 
indicator flashes along with the Ready Indicator. to signify the 
inability to write a record while in cache mode when other write 
records are in the buffer. 

2.4.6 File Protect Indicator (Red) 

The Fi 1e Protect (FILE PROT) indicator, is illuminated when tape 
is loaded and a write enable ring is not in place on the file 
reel. Write operations can not be performed when this indicator 
is illuminated. 

2.4.7 System Select/ 1600/6250 Indicators (Yellow) 

The System Select (SYS SELl, 1600, and 6250 indicators are used 
to show the current operating density of the MTS. The operator 
may select a density mode using the Density Select key when the 
MTS is either not loaded or loaded and positioned at BOT. The 
selected mode determines the density in which a tape is to be 
written. . 

Illumination of the 1600 indicator alone indicates that the tape 
will be written in 1600 bpi density (PE format). Illumination of 
the 6250 indicator alone indicates that the tape will be written 
in 6250 bpi density (GCR format). Illumination of the System 
Select indicator in combination with illumination of the 1600 
indicator indicates that the recording density is to be selected 
by the CPU. On power up, the MTS wi 11 indicate System Select and 
1600. 

A read operation will be in the correct density regardless of the 
initial setting of the indicators. When the density of the tape 
being read has been determined, the corresponding indicator (1600 
or 6250) is i 11 umi na ted. 

2.4.8 Density Select Key 

The Density Select (DENSITY) key is used to select a recording 
density when the drive is unloaded or tape is loaded and at BOT. 
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CHAPTER 2 

OPERATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the operator panel functions and status 
indicators, the common MTS operating procedures, and the required 
operator maintenance. 

2.2 POWER ON/OFF SWITCH 

The Power On/Off switch is used to power up or power down the 
MTS. When powered up, the MTS initializes and invokes a series of 
power-up diagnostics. 

2.3 DISPLAY 

The operator panel contains a four-character display. When the 
MTS is in Online Status, the display is blank. During machine 
check conditions, the display contains a three-digit fault code. 
When the MTS is offline and at idle, the display contains four 
dashes indicating that the MTS is ready to accept diagnostic 
commands. When a key is depressed, all segments of the display 
are lit to indicate that the key has been recognized and 
accepted. When pressure is removed from the key, the display 
returns to its previous state. 

Throughout this manual, display conditions are shown enclosed 
within parentheses. To summarize the display conditions and their 
meanings: 

( ) 
(----) 
(@In ) 
(@lnn ) 
( nn) 
(nnnn) 
( ??) 
(????) 
( nnn) 

On 1 i ne 
Offline, panel idle, test successfully completed 
Executing maintenance routine 
Executing diagnostic routine 
Displaying data (flashing if from probe) 
Displaying address 
Request for data or test 1D input 
Request for address input 
Fault code (refer to Fault Code Dictionary PN 97712 
or 87004) 

2.4 OPERATOR FUNCTIONS AREA 

The operator functions area of the operator panel 
and 2-2) provides status indicators and a keypad 
control of the normal functions of the MTS. 
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CHAPTER 3 

INSTALLATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides instructions for inspection, power set up, 
preliminary checKout, and cabinet mounting of the MTS. 

Each MTS is shipped on a foam cushion shipping pallet assembly 
with a corrugated overcarton. The container provides stability 
and protection for the MTS and should not be removed until the 
unit is ready to be mounted into an equipment racK. Provision has 
been made for an operational checKout of the MTS while on the 
shipping pallet. 

3.2 INSPECTION 

1. Position the pacKaged MTS upright at the operational checKout 
station. 

WARNING 

The MTS and its shipping carton weigh 
approximately 150 pounds (68 Kg). Use 
appropriate mechanical aids and sufficient 
personnel when moving the unit to prevent 
personnel injury or equipment damage. 

2. Remove the unpacKing instructions and any other documents 
from the exterior of the shipping carton. 

3. Visually inspect the exterior of the shipping carton for 
evidence of physical damage that may have occurred in 
transit. Verify that a shocK watch is located on the carton 
and inspect the bubble. A red bubble indicates that damage 
has occurred. If any damage is found or if no shocK watch is 
located on the carton, promptly report the condition to a 
company representative. 

4. Remove only the top of the shipping container (corrugated 
carton, corrugated inner tray, and top foam cushion). The MTS 
should be sitting upright, supported by the bottom of the 
cushion pallet assembly. Do not lay the MTS on its side. 

5. Remove the front cushion foam from the lower front area of 
the cushion pallet. This permits access to the front of the 
MTS. 
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6. Open the taped end of the antistatic polybag. Pull the bag 
completely down around the sides of the MTS. Cut the polybag 
as necessary to permit free opening of the front door of the 
MTS. Do not attempt to remove the polybag from under the MTS 
until ready to mount the unit in a rack. 

7. Check all items against the shipping list to verify container 
contents. Verify that the serial number of the unit 
corresponds to that on the shipping invoice. Contact a 
company representative in case of a packing shortage or 
incorrect serial number. 

8. Visually inspect the MTS for evidence of physical damage that 
may have occurred during handling or in transit. If any 
damage is found, promptly report the condition to a company 
representative. 

9. Open the front door of the MTS and remove any cellophane and 
tape. 

10. Remove all packing materials from cables and connectors. 
Check for bent or mi sa 1 igned pins and straighten as 
necessary. 

11. Verify that all cable connections are tight. (Refer to Figure 
3- 1 . ) 

12. Check for 109se hardware throughout the MTS and tighten as' 
necessary. Ensure that all DIP packages on the circuit cards 
in the card cage are secure in their sockets. 

3.3 POWER CONNECTION 

The input frequency rating for the unit is determined by the 
frequency option installed at the time of manufacture. 

Verify that the facility AC power frequency and voltage matches 
that indicated on the CAUTION - HIGH VOLTAGE label on the MTS 
before connecting the unit to the facility power. 

If the facility AC power does not match the machine 
configuration, move the Xor PKX Wire to the appropriate terminal 
on top of the PK board as shown in Table 3-1. 
If this wire is moved in order to change the input voltage rating 
of the unit, ensure that the indication on the CAUTION - HIGH 
VOLTAGE label accurately reflects the new configuration. 

The MTS is equipped with a three-conductor power cable. The card 
cage and the deck casting are connected to the safety ground of 
the power cord. The center pin of the power plug is the ground 
connection. 
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Table 3-1. PK Board Wiring for Input Power 

Input Input Connect X or PKX Wire 
VAC Freq. 

100 60 Hz To PK Board Terminal 6 

120 60 Hz To PK Board Terminal 4 

200 50 Hz To PK Board Terminal 6 

220 50 Hz To PK Board Terminal 4 

240 50 Hz To PK Board Terminal 2 

3.4 PRELIMINARY CHECKOUT 

The preliminary checKout 
the MTS offline before 
Test the MTS on the 
connections to the CPU. 

tests the major electrical functions of 
it is installed in an equipment racK. 
cushion pallet assembly and without 

1. Ensure the Power On/Off switch is off, then plug the power 
cord into the facility power. 

WARNING 

Do not touch any part inside the MTS when the 
MTS is powered up to prevent electrical shocK 
or damage to the machine. 

2. Set the circuit breaKer to ON. 

3. Press on the operator panel Power On/Off switch. The cooling 
fans in the top of the· electronics cage should turn on and 
MTS power-on diagnostics will be initiated. 

4. Without a tape on the file reel hub, press LOAD/REWIND. The 
threading vacuum blower will come on and the machine reel 
will rotate as if in a tape threading sequence. Since the 
presence of tape will not be detected, the operation will 
halt and the Machine ChecK indicator will flash, indicating a 
load failure. Press RESET to enable the MTS again. 
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NOTE 

Center of gravity (horizontal) mounting requires 
the semiautomatic thread procedure on every tape 
load. Enabling the Center of Gravity Option causes 
the load sequence to automatically pause for manual 
pos it ion i ng of the tape 1 eader . To enab 1 e th is 
option, set the appropriate DIP switch on the IF 
card to the OFF position. Refer to Figures 3-2 and 
3-3. 

5. Mount a write enable ring onto a reel of scratch tape. 

6. For vertically mounted units, use the following procedure: 

a) Mount the reel of scratch tape onto the file hub with the 
tape leader end positioned at the threading channel. 

b) Ensure that the threading door is closed with all catches 
firmly engaged. 

c) Press the Load/Rewind 
automatically. 

button; tape wi 1 1 load 

7. For center of gravity (horizontally) mounted units, use the 
fo llowi ng procedure: 

a) Mount the reel of scratch tape onto the file hub. 

b) Press the Load/Rewind button. 

c) Manually and slowly rotate the file reel clockwise and 
pull the tape leader into the tape path cavity. 

d) Continue to rotate the file reel until enough tape leader 
is released into the tape path for the file motor to move 
on its own. 

8. Successful tape thread and load causes the EDT/BOT indicator 
to be illuminated and the File Protect indicator to be off. 

9. Remove the write enable ring from the scratch tape, mount the 
reel of scratch tape onto the file hub, and load the tape as 
in step 6 or 7 above. Both the EDT/BOT indicator and the 
File Protect indicator should be illuminated. 

10. Check· reel motion by completing the 
Terminate each step by pressing RESET. 

following steps. 

a) 
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Initiate steady state forward motion by entering 
following at the diagnostic keypad: <ENTER DIAG>, 
<ENTER>. 

the 
<0>, 
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0 1 0 0 0 

CENTER 0;: { 
I1I11 6 11111 6 16 6 GRA'v'!'TY 

tv.OU~;T 
SV: :-:::H: 5 15 IS 5 
o = SE~=CT=~ 

} 'WlTe"", 1 = NOT 
14 

3,4,ANC 
SELECTED 4 4 4 5 NOT 

USED 

.. : .... ~ 3 3 13 3 

ADDRm { 1111 2 1111 2 I 111112 1111 2 
SELECT 
SWITCHES.· . 

1111 1111 1 111I1 11 111111 

ADDRESS (BINARY) 00 01 10 11 
(DECIMAL) 0 2 3 

NOTE: 
DARK AREA ON SWITCH IS PRESSED DOWN FOR ABOVE CONFIGURATIONS. 

12066 

Figure 3-2. Interface Card Address, 
Center of Gravity Configuration 

b) Initiate steady state backward 
<ENTER DIAG>, <1>, <ENTER>. 

motion by entering: 

c) Ini tiate shoeshine motion by entering: <ENTER DrAG>, 
<2>, <ENTER>. Change shoeshine motion speed by 
continuing to press <ENTER>. 

d) Initiate start/stop motion (backward and forward) by 
entering: <ENTER DlAG>, <3>, <ENTER>. Change speed and 
direction by continuing to press <ENTER>. 

11. Press REWIND/UNLOAD and ensure that the MTS rewinds to BOT 
and successfully unloads the reel of tape. Remove the reel 
of tape. 

12. If the MTS is not to be rack mounted at this time, reinstall 
all packaging material previously removed to assure safe 
storage. 

3.5 VERTICAL CABINET MOUNTING 

The MTS is designed to be mounted 
rack or universal cabinet with a 
inches (75.8 cm). 

3-6 

in a standard 
minimum panel 

19-inch RETMA 
space of 29.8 
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IF CARD (STD STK -' 100 IPS AND 2925) IF CARD (STD STK - 50 IPS) 
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IF CARD (INDUSTRY STD - 50 IPS) IF CARD (INDUSTRY STD - 100 IPS) 

~SWITCHES ~SWITCHES 

BA75 BA69 BA75 BA69 

TERMINATORS TERMINATORS 

12065 A 

Figure 3-3. IF Card Terminator and Address Switch Locations 
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NOTE 

The hinges, screws, and· keeper required for mounting 
the MTS onto a vertical rack are supplied in a package 
shipped with the MTS. 

CAUTION 

Ins tabi 1 i ty of the ver t i ca 1 racK may occur when 
the deck casting is open. To prevent tipping, a 
90 pound (40 kg) ballast (refer to Figure 3-4) may 
be secured to the bottom of the rack at the back. 
Any suitable alternative may be used if the 
possibility of the rack tipping is precluded. 

1. Install the two half hinges on the mounting rails of the racK 
as shown in Figure 3-5 using two 10-32 x 0.750-inch screws 
with flat and lockwashers (supplied). Note that the half 
hinge with the longer hinge pin is the bottom hinge. 

WARNING 

The MTS weighs approximately 125 pounds (57 
kg). Use appropriate mechanical aids and 
sufficient personnel when moving the unit to 
avoid personnel injury or equipment damage. A 
suggested lifting method is shown in Figure 
3-6. 

2. Lift the MTS from the cushion pallet assembly. Ensure that 
the antistatic polybag does not hang or pull on the MTS 
components causing damage. 

3. Position the MTS near the hinges and start the unit onto the 
lower hinge pin, then onto the upper hinge pin (refer to 
Figure 3-5). 

4. Loosen the bottom screw of the upper half hinge on the MTS 

5. 

3-8 

casting, slide the keeper into place, then refasten the 
screw. Refer to Figure 3-5. 

Connect the MTS chassis ground strap by placing the ground 
strap lug over the top screw of the top hinge on the back 
side of the mounting rail and securing with a 10-32 nut and 
lockwasher. 
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HOLE LOCATIONS FOR LIFTING 
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3.6 CENTER OF GRAVITY (HORIZONTAL) CABINET MOUNT 

NOTE 

A mounting kit is shipped with each center of gravity 
mount MTS. Detailed instructions are included in the 
ki t. Follow these instructions when mounting the MTS. 

WARNING 

The MTS weighs approximately 125 pounds (57 kg).·· 
Use appropriate mechanical aids and sufficient 
personnel when moving the unit to avoid personnel 
injury or equipment damage. A suggested lifting 
method is shown in Figure 3-6. 

Cabinet Dimension requirements and casting pivot locations and 
dimensions are shown in Figure 3-7. 

3.7 STORAGETEK STANDARD INTERFACE CABLING 

Interface cables are not supplied with the MTS. For 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) purposes, shielded I/O cables 
are recommended (Spectra-Strip 152-2831-060 or equivalent, plus 
Spectra-Strip 802-060 60-pin connectors). Two cables are 
required. The maximum cable length from the USER CPU to the last 
MTS in the string is 40 feet (12.19 meters). Refer to Figures 3-9 
and 3-10. Terminators are required on the IF card slot A3 (the 
kCB or CP card slot A2 if a 2925 is in use) of the last MTS in 
the string and must be removed from any other MTS units in the 
string. Refer to Figure 3-3 for the locations of the terminators 
on the IF card. Refer to Figure 3-8 for the locations of the 
terminators on the CB and CP cards when the 2925 is used. 
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CB CARD (STD STK 2925) CP CARD (INDUSTRY STD 2925) 

'0AO VSWlTCHES 
~SWITCHES 

o [D 
KE92 KC47 KC37 

Dt<27 BH12 

TERMINATORS TERMINATORS 

12136 A 

Figure 3-8. CB and CP Card Terminator and Address Switch 
locations 

(2925 Only) 

3.8 INDUSTRY STANDARD INTERFACE CABLING 

Interface cables are not supplied with the MTS. Two 50-conductor 
twisted-pair cables are required, with card edge connector AMP 
88373-1 or equivalent and keying plug AMP 88113-1 or equivalent. 
For electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) purposes, shielded liD 
cables are recommended (Spectra-Strip 152-2831-050 or equivalent, 
plus Spectra-Strip 802-050 50-pin connectors). 

The keys between tabs are located as follows: 

Connectors: J6A J6B J7A J7B 

Key Between Tabs: 5, 7 5, 7 1 1 , 13 1 1 , 13 

The maximum cable length from the USER CPU to the last MTS in the 
string is 40 feet (12.19 meters). Refer to Figure 3-11. 

Terminators are required only on the IF card of the last MTS in 
the string and must be removed from any other MTS units in the 
string. Refer to Figure 3-3 for the locations of the terminators. 
When the 2925 is in use, the terminators are located on the CB or 
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USER CPU 

MTS 0 WITH 
TERMINATORS 

CABLE PN 50039010 OR EQUIVALENT 

USER CPU 

MTS 0 

CABLE PN 403434301 OR EQUIVALENT 

MTS 1 WITH 
TERMINATORS 

ONE MTS UNIT 

TWO MTS UNITS 

Figure 3-9. Storagetek Standard Interface Cabling 
Block Diagram (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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USER CPU 

MTS 0 MTS 1 

CABLE PN 403434302 OR EQUIVALENT 

USER CPU 

MTS 0 MTS 1 

CABLE PN 4023434303 OR EQUIVALENT 

MTS 2 WITH 
TERM INA TORS 

MTS 2 

THREE MTS UNITS 

FOUR MTS UNITS 

MTS 3 WITH 
TERM INATORS 

Figure 3-9. Storagetek Standard Interface Cabling 
Block Diagram (Sheet 2 of 2) 
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Cl 
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12060 

Figure 3-10. StorageteK Standard Interface Cable Configuration 
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CP card. Refer to Figure 3-8 for the location of the CB/CP card 
terminators. 

NOTE 

For I/O cables exiting the cabinet, clamps (3M 3504-2 
or equivalent) should be mounted at the point of exit 
and adequate ground contact made to the cable shield. 

3.9 ADDRESS SELECTION 

The address of the MTS is selected by setting the appropriate DIP 
switches on the IF card. Refer to Figures 3-2 and 3-3. When 
using the 2925, the address switches located on the IF card must 
be on. The address of the MTS is selected by setting the 
appropr i ate DIP swi tches on the CB or CP cards. (Refer to Figure 
3 - 12) 

3.9.1 Option Switches on the 292X IF and IFP Cards 

There are six (6) option switches on each of the various types of 
2920 IF cards (50 ips StorageTek, 100 ips StorageTek, 50 ips 
Industry Standard and the 100 ips Industry Standard Interface). 
These switches are contained in a six-switch package and are 
numbered from 1 to 6. The switches may be ON (CLOSED, LEFT, LOGIC 
0, DISABLED) or they may be OFF (OPEN, RIGHT, LOGIC 1, ENABLED). 

In the tables that fo'llow, the Machine Address is the MTS Address 
as presented on the interface to select a particular drive, The 
Horizontal/Vertical switch selects the autoload (vertical) or the 
manual assist load algorithm (horizontal); The default speed/gap 
selection switches select the speed/gap combination to which the 
drive will be set each time a tape is loaded. Any time after the 
tape is loaded an interface command or Diagnostic 4 may be used 
to change the speed/gap setting. In 50 ips only the nominal gap 
is used. In 100 ips streaming mode there are three selections: 
100/1 (nominal gap maximum); 100/2 (nominal + .3" gap maximum) 
and 100/3 (nominal + .6" gap maximum).In the Industry Standard 
100 ips Interface the HISP (High Speed Select) and the LGAP 
(Write Extended Gap) lines may be ignored. This is for the 
benefit of those coup'lers which have not implemented these lines 
or have used then for other purposes. The IF and IFP card switch 
definitions are shown in Table 3-2 thru Table 3-5. 
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Table 3-2. StorageTeK Interface 50 ips IF Card Switch Definitions 

Machine Address Selection: 

Address 0 1 2 3 

Swi tch 1 ON OFF ON OFF 

Swi tch 2 ON ON OFF OFF 

Unused: 

Swi tch 3 is reserved. 

Swi tch 4 is reserved. 

Swi tch 5 is reserved. 

Vertical or Horizontal Load Selection 

Orientation Vertical Horizontal 

Swi tch 6 ON OFF 
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Table 3-3. StorageTek Interface 100 ips IF Card Switch Definitions 

Machine Address Selection: 

Address 0 1 2 3 

Swi tch 11 ON OFF ON OFF 

Swi tch 21 ON ON OFF OFF 

Speed/ 50 100/ 100/ 100/ 
Gap 1 2 3 

Swi tch 3 ON OFF ON OFF 

Swi tch 4 ON ON OFF OFF 

Swi tch 5 is reserved. 

Vertical or Horizontal Load Selection 

Orientation Vertical Horizontal 

Swi tch 6 ON OFF 

1 These two switches always ON 
when 2925 is being used. 
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Table 3-4. Industry Interface 50 ips IFP Card Switch Definitions 

Machine Address Se lect ion: 

Dr" i ve Address 0 1 2 3 

Sw; tch 1 ON OFF ON OFF 

Sw; tch 2 ON ON OFF OFF 

Formatter Address 0 1 

Sw; tch 3 ON OFF 

Unused 

Swi tch 4 is reserved. 

Swi tch 5 is reserved. 

Vertical or Horizontal Load Selection 

Orientation Vertical Horizontal 

Swi tch 6 ON OFF 
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Table 3-5. Industry Interface 100 ips IFP Card Switch Definitions 

Machine Address Selection: 

Drive Address 0 1 2 3 

Swi tch 1 ON OFF ON OFF 

Swi tch 2 ON ON OFF OFF 

Format ter Address 0 1 

Swi tch 3 ON OFF 

HISpl/LGAp2 Status Obey Ignore 

Switch 4 ON OFF 

Speed/Gap 50 100/3 

Swi tch 5 ON OFF 

Vertical or Horizontal Load Se lect ion 

Orientation Vertical Horizontal 

Swi tch 6 ON OFF 

1 HIgh Speed Select 
2 Write Extended Gap 

3.9.2 Option Switches on the 2925 CB and CP Cards 

There are ten option switches on each of the various types of 
2925 CB or CP cards. These switches are contained in a ten-switch 
pacKage and are numbered from 1 to 10. The. switches may be ON 
(CLosed, Left, Logic 0, Disabled) or they may. be OFF (Open, 
Right, Logic 1, Enabled). . 

The CB CP card switch definitions are shown in Table 3-6, Table 
3~7 and Figure 3-12. 

3.9.2.1 LOCATIONKEAO(CB} OR KC39(CP) 

The ten switches located at KEAO(CBl or KC39(CP) are defined in 
this paragraph. Use the definitions in conjunction with Figure 
3-12 and table 3-6. 
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3.9.2.1.1 Switches 1, 2 a.nd 7 at KEAO(CB) or KC39(CP) 

These three switches determine the data rate for the 2925 using 
the Industry Standard Interface. 

The switches are defined as follows: 

• Swi tch = Data Rate a 
• Switch 2 = Data Rate 

• Switch 7 = Data Rate 2 

When set in the fo llowi ng configurations, the data rates are 
shown: 

Rate 2 Rate 1 Rate a Resulting Data Rate -0- - -0- - -0- - 1000 Kb/s --
a a 1 833 Kb/s 
a 1 a 714 Kb/s 
a 1 1 625 Kb/s 
1 0 a 500 Kb/s 
1 a 1 313 Kb/s 
1 1 a 200 Kb/s 
1 1 1 76 Kb/s 

NOTE 

These switches are spares when using a StorageTek 
Interface. 

3.9.2.1.2 Switches 3 and 4 at Location KEAO(CB) or KC39(CP) 

These two switches set the interface ramp as follows: 

NTF RAMP 1 
NTF RAMP 0 

RAMP 1 
o 
o 
1 
1 

RAMP 0 

Interface Ramp bit 1, IND STD 
Interface Ramp bit 0, IND STD 

o Interface Ramp = 1ms to 2ms 
1 Interface Ramp = 4ms to 6ms 
o Interface Ramp = 8ms to 12ms 
1 Interface Ramp = 12 ms to 18ms 

The interface 
time the first 
Host. 

ramp refers to the time from busy falling to the 
strobe (FROST or FWDST for IND STD) is sent to the 

3.9.2.1.3 Switches 5 and 6 at Location KEAO(CB) or KC39(CP) 

Switches 5 and 6 define the maximum blocK size as shown: 

AX BLK SIZE Maximum Block Size bit 1 
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AX BlK SIZE 0 Maximum BlocK Size bi t 0 
SIZE SIZE 0 

0 0 Maximum BlocK Size = 8K 
0 1 Maximum BlocK Size = 16K 
1 0 Maximum BlocK Size = 24K 
1 1 Maximum BlocK Size = 32K 

The maximum blocK size is used for reading ahead and for 
accepting the next buffered write. If there is not the Maximum 
BlocK Size left as free space in the buffer, the microprocessor 
quits reading ahead or on a write holds off ending status to the 
Host unt i 1 there is enough roOm. 

3.9.2. 1 .4 Swi tch 8 at Loca t ion KEAO (CB) or KC39·( CP ) 

Switch 8 defines the GCI< Write Correction as follows: 

o GCR ONE TRACK No GCR One TracK; When enabled, 
will retry single tracK GCR write 
disabled, the subsystem wi 11 not 
tracKGCR write errors. 

the subsystem 
errors. When 

retry single 

3.9.2.1.5 Switches 9 and 10 at Location KEAO(CB) or KC39(CP) 

Switches 9 and 10 define the Cache Address as follows: 

CACHE ADDRESS 
CACHE ADDRESS 0 

ADDR ADDR 0 
0 0 Cache Address = 0 
0 1 Cache Address = 1 
1 0 Cache Address = 2 
1 1 Cache Address = 3 
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Table 3-6. CB(STK) KEAO and CP (IND STD) KC39 Definitions 

Machine Address Selection 

Address 0 1 2 3 

Swi tch 10 ON ON OFF OFF 

Swi tch 9 ON OFF ON OFF 

Swi tch 8 ON = no correction during GCR WRT 
OFF = correct 1 track GCR WRT 

Switch 7 see description 
(IND STD only) 

for ; 1 , 2, and 7 

Max Block Size in Buffer 

Size 8K 16K 24K 32K 

Swi tch 6 ON ON OFF OFF 

Swi tch 5 ON OFF ON OFF 

IND STD Data Rate (IND STD only) 

RATE(Kb/s) 1 meg 833 714 6254 500 312 200 75 

'Swi tch 7 ON ON ON ON OFF OFF OFF OFF 

Switch 2 ON ON OFF OFF ON ON OFF OFF 

Swi tch 1 ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF ON OFF 

3.9.2.2 LOCATION KE92(CB) OR KC47(CP) 

The ten switches located at KE92(CB) or KC47(CP) are defined in 
the following paragraphs. Use the definitions in conjunction with 
Figure 3-12 and Table 3-7. 

3.9.2.2.1 Swi tches 1 and 2 at Location KE92(CB) or KC47(CP) 

These two swi tches define the Write Retry Count as fo 1 lows : 

WR RETRY CNT1 Write Retry Count Bit 1 
WR RETRY CNTO Write Retry Count Bit 0 

CNT1 CNTO 
0 0 Write Retry Count = 5 
0 1 Write Retry Count = 5 
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3.9.2.2.2 Swi tches 

These two swi tches 

RD RETRY CNT1 
RD RETRY CNTO 

o 
1 

3 and 4 at 

define the 

CNT1 CNTO 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

Write Retry Count = 10 
Write Retry Count = 15 

Location KE92(CB) or KC47(CP) 

Read Retry Count as fo 1 lows : 

Read Retry Count Bit 1 
Read Retry Count Bit 0 

Read Retry Count = 0 
Read Retry Count ;; 5 
Read Retry Count = 10 
Read Retry Count = 15 

3.9.2.2.3 Switch 5 at Location KE92(CB) or KC47(CP) 

This switch is the Tape Mark Sync. When enabled, the buffer is 
synchronized after two Tape Marks in a row are read from tape or 
written from Host. Iii/hen disabled, the buffer is synchronized 
after one Tape Ma.rk is read from tape or written from Host. 

3.9.2.2.4 Switch 6 at Location KE92(CB) or KC47(CP) 

This switch ;s the Early EOT switch. When enabled, the subsystem 
will allow only one wr'ite record in the buffer at a time when the 
Early EOT indication is valid. Also, dummy status is not 
presented to the Host, i.e., the record just received from the 
Host will be written to tape and errors checked before status is 
presented for that record. 

When disabled, the subsystem will allow at 
in the buffer when the Early EDT indication 
are more than 4 records in the Buffer 
indicateed, the cache processor reduces the 
the Buffer to 4 or less. 

most 4 write records 
is valid. If there 
when Early EOT is 
number of records in 

Once the actual EOT status is sent from the Tape Drive, the 
subsystemwill behaveas if the switch is enabled (i.e., as 
described in the previous paragraph). 

NOTE 

Switch 7 at location KE92 or KC47 is a spare. 

3.9.2.2.5 Switch 8 at Location KE92(CB) or KC47(CP) 

Switch 8 is the Long Record Mode switch. When enabled, 
subsystem defaults to Long Record Mode at power up and 
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panel reset. When disabled, the subsystem defaults to Buffered 
mode at power up and front panel reset. 

3.9.2.2.6 Switch 9 at Location KE92(CB) or KC47(CP) 

Switch 9 is the Formatter Address switch and is defined as 
follows: 

FORMATTER ADDRESS 
ADDRESS 

o 
1 

Formatter address = 0 
Formatter address = 1 

NOTE 

Switch 9 is a spare when a StorageTek Interface is in 
use. 

Switch 10 is a spare with both interfaces. 
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Table 3-7. CB (STK) KE92 and CP (IND STD) KC47 Definitions 

Unused: 

Swi tch 10 is reserved 

Industry Standard formatter address 

Address 0 1 

Swi tch 9 ON OFF 

Long Record Mode 

Mode Buffered Sync (Long Record Mode) 

Swi tch 8 ON OFF 

Swi tch 7 is reserved 

Early EDT: 
Swi tch 6 ON = early EDT 4 records in buffer 

OFF = one record in buffer 

Tape Mark. Sync: 
Switch 5 ON = sync buffer after 1 tape mark 

OFF = sync buffer after 2 tape marks 

Number of Read Retries: 

Retries 0 5 10 15 

Swi tch 4 ON ON OFF OFF 

Swi tch 3 ON OFF ON OFF 

Number of Write Retries 

Retries 0 5 10 15 

Swi tch 2 ON ON OFF OFF 

Swi tch 1 ON OFF ON OFF 

3.10 RESHIPPING 

If the MTS requires reshipping, Field Bill 68390 supplies the 
necessary parts and Field Instruction 68369 contains detailed 
instructions to ensure that the MTS is shipped without damage. 
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FOR MODELS 
2921 & 2922 
ONLY 

FOR MODEL 
2925 ONLY 

DAISY CHAIN 
TO NEXT MTS 

TO J7 
ON MBD 

PB CARD 

12059 

Figure 3-11. Industry Standard Interface Cabling (Sheet 1 of 3) 
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US=:Fi CP~ 

MTS 0 WITH 
TERM INA TORS 

USER CPU 

MTS 0 

F ; gu rf'> 3 - 11 . 

3-30 

MTS 1 WITH 
TERMINATORS 

ONE ~TS UNiT 

TWO MTS UNITS 

12058 

Industry Standard Interface Cabling Block Diagram 
(Sheet 2 of 3) 
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USER CPU 

MTS 0 

USER CPU 

MTS 0 

F i gu re 3 - 1 ~ . 

95521 

MTS 1 

MTS 1 

MTS 2 WITH 
TERM INATORS 

MTS 2 

THREE MTS UNITS 

FOUR M TS UNI TS 

MTS 3 WITH 
TERMINATORS 

12057 

Industry Standard Interface Cabling Block Diagram 
(Sheet 3 of 3) 
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SW. NO. 

10 

9 

e 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

3-32 

LOCATION KEAO (STK CBl 
LOCATION KC37 UND STD CPl 

DEVICE ADDRESS 1 
(SEE TABLE 3-6) 

DEVICE ADDRESS 0 . 
(SEE TABLE 3-6) 

I 
1 TRK GCR ~RT. CORR. 

NOCORRECTION I CORRECT SINGLE 
DURING GCR I TRK GCR WRITE 

WRITE I 

SPARE (STK) 
DATA RATE 2 UND STD) 

MAX BLOCK SIZE 1 
(SEE TABLE 3-6) 

MAX BLOCK SIZE Cl 
(SEE TABLE 3-6) 

IND STD I/FRAMP 1 
(N/A FOR STK) 

IND STD I/F RAMP 0 
(N/A FOR STK) 

SPARE (STK)\ 
DATA RATE 1 (INDSTD) 

SPARE (STK) 
DATA RATE 0 (IND S1'D) 

ON OFF 

SW. NO. 

10 

9 

e 

7 

6 

5 

4 

3 

2 

LOCATION KE92 (STK CBl 
LOCATION KC47 (IND STD CPl 

SPARE 

SPARE (STK) 
FORMATTER ADDRESS 

UND STD) 

I 
LONG RECORD MODE 

1 

BUFFERED I SYNCHRONOUS 
I 
I 

I 
I 

SP-t-RE 

I 

EARLY EOT 
I 

FOR RECORDS. IN I ONE RECORD IN 
BUFFER R/W I BUFFER R/W 

.1 

TAPE MArK SYNC 

/ SYNC BUFFER I SYNC BUFFER 
AFTER 1 'I'M. R/W I AFTER 2 'I'M. R/W 

I 

READ RETRY 1 
(SEE TABLE 3-7) 

READ RETRY 0 
(SEE TABLE 3-7) 

WRITE RETRY 1 
(SEE l' ABLE 3-7) 

WRITE RETRY 0 
(SEE l' ABLE3-7l 

ON OFF 

Figure 3-12. CB and CP Card Switch Definitions 

, 
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CHAPTER 4 

STORAGE TECHNOLOGY STANDARD INTERFACE 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides a description of the MTS-user interface 
circuits, defines the MTS-user interface signals, and describes 
the user commands to the MTS for the Storage Technology Standard 
Interface. 

The MTS and user interface connections are shown in Tables 4-1 
and 4-2. The MTS and user interface circuits are shown in Figure 
4-1. The maximum allowable cable length from the user system to 
the last MTS in a chain is 40 feet (12.19 meters). Refer to 
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 for cabling a~d cables. 

The interface signal levels are: I 
I 

Unasserted (Reset) = +3.4 (±0.3) Vdc = nonselected line 
Asserted (Set) = 0 «0.7) Vdc = selected line 

The interface resistive termination for each signal is 390 ohms 
to ground and 180 ohms to +5 Vdc. The termination for each signal 
line is provided in the MTS or required of the user interface or 
both. The termination includes a ground wire, connected in both 
the MTS and the user interfaces. Only the last MTS in a chain 
contains terminators. 

4.2 STORAGETEK STANDARD INTERFACE INPUT SIGNAL DEFINITIONS 

The input line definitions given in this section are for 
functional mode only. The timing specifications given refer to 
measurements made at the Standard Interface connector. 

4.2.1 MTS Address (ADO, AD1) 

The two MTS Address lines are decoded to select one of the four 
possible MTSs, as shown in Table 4-3. 

If the MTS is not busy (the BUSY line is not asserted), the 
Address lines may be changed at will to select a different MTS 
and thus view a different set of MTS status lines. The delay time 
between the selection of a new MTS and stabilization of the MTS 
status lines is 150 nanoseconds maximum. 

For comnand operations, the MTS Address lines must be stable 90 
nanoseconds prior to the assertion of START, remain stable until 
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OUTPUT LINES (MTS TO USER) 

1 

I 
I 

MTS 

I 

D 
INPUT LINES (USER TO MTS) 

+5 

1800 

MTS 

3900 

BI-DIRECTIONALDATA liNES (MTS -' USER) 

,-----
I 

I 

10 
MTS I 

I L. _____ .....i 

G) = 7418 OR EQUIVALENT 

0= DM8837OR EQUIVALENT 

o =DM8838 OR EQUIVALENT 

+5 

SIGNAL 

GROUND 

-

SIGNAL 

GROUND 1'.>l1li--, 
I~ 

+5 r- - - ---, 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 1 

I 
SIGNAL 4+ ...... --+--r------0<:' 

Figure 4-1. MTS-User Interface Circuits 

USER 

USER 

12086 
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Table 4-1. Input Lines for the Storage Technology Standard 
Interface 

MTS CONNECTOR 

TERMINATION 
SIGNAL GROUND RESISTANCE 

DESCRIPTION MNEMONIC NO. PIN PIN LOCATION 

MTS Address 0 ADO 07 AOl BOl MTS 
MTS Address 1 ADl 07 A02 B02 MTS 

Command Select 0 CMDO 07 A03 B03 MTS 
Command Select 1 CMDl 07 A04 B04 MTS 
Command Select 2 CMD2 07 A05 B05 MTS 
Command Select 3 CMD3 07 A06 B06 MTS 

Density Select 0 DSO 07 A07 B07 MTS 
Initiate Command START 07 A08 B08 MTS 
Terminate Command STOP 07 A09 B09 MTS 
Transfer Acknowledge TRAK 07 Al0 Bl0 MTS 

Bi-Directional Data P DATA-P 07 All B 11 Both 
Bi-Directional Data 0 DATA-O 07 A12 B12 Both 
Bi-Directional Data 1 DATA-l 07 A13 B13 Both 
Bi -Directiona 1 Data 2 DATA-2 07 A14 B14 Both 
Bi-Directional Data 3 DATA-3 07 A15 B15 Both 
Bi-Directional Data 4 DATA-4 07 A16 B16 Both 
Bi-Directional Data 5 DATA-5 07 A17 B17 Both 
Bi-Directional Data 6 DATA-6 07 A18 B18 Both 
Bi-Directional Data 7 DATA-7 07 A19 B19 Both 

System Reset RESET 07 A20 B20 MTS 
Select Multiplex 1 SLXl 07 A21 B21 MTS 
Select Multiplex 0 SLXO 07 A22 B22 MTS 
Densi ty Select 1 DSl , 07 A23 B23 MTS 
Select Multiplex 2 SLX2 07 A24 B24 MTS 
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Table 4-2. Output Lines for the Storage Technology Standard 
Interface 

MTS CONNECTOR 

TERMINATION 
SIGNAL GROUND RESISTANCE 

DESCRIPTION MNEMONIC NO. PIN PIN LOCATION 

Slave Status Change . SSC J7 A25 B25 User 
Oscillator OSC 1.17 A26 B26 User 
End of Tape Status ' EOTS 1.17 A27 B27 User 
Begin. of Tape Status BOTS J7 A28 B28 User 
File Protect Status FPTS J7 A29 B29 User 
Rewindi ng Status ! REWS J7 A30 B30 User 

Error Mu It i P lex P ERRMX-P J6 A1 B1 User 
Error Mu It ip lex 0 ERRMX-O J6 A2 B2 User 
Error Mult iplex 1 .. ERRMX-l J6 A3 B3 User 
Error Multiplex 2 ERRMX-2 J6 A4 B4 User 
Error Multiplex 3 ERRMX-3 J6 A5 B5 User 
Error Multiplex 4 ERRMX-4 J6 ' A6 B6 User 
Error Multiplex 5 ; ERRMX-5 J6 A7 B7 User 
Error Mu It i p lex 6 ERRMX-6 J6 A8 B8 User 
Error Multiplex 7 ERRMX-7 J6 A9 B9 User 

Busy BUSY J6 Al0 Bl0 User 
Transfer Request ; TREQ 1.16 A11 B 11 User 
Expecting Data . RECV J6 A12 B12 User 
Identification Burst .. IQBRST J6 A13 B13 User 
Operation Incomplete OPINC J6 A14 B14 User 

End of Data Pulse ; ENDATP J6 A.15 815 User 
Tape Mark Status' TMS J6 A16 B16 User 
Conmand Reject ' REJECT 1.16 A17 817 User 
Overrun Status .. ' OVRNS 1.16 A18 B18 User 
Data Check ; PATA CHK J6 A19 B19 User -
EPROM Error ROMPS J6 A20 B.20 Us'er 
Corrected Error CRERR J6 A21 B21 User 
Block 'Sensed BLOCK 1.16 A22 B22 User 
Reserved J6 A23 B23 User 
Da ta Bus Par ity Error BUPER 1.16 A24 B24 User 

Online Status ONLS 1.16 A25 B25 User 
High Density Status HDNS 1.16 A26 B26 User 
Ready Status RDYS J6 A27 B27 User 
Write Status WRTS 1.16 A28 B28 User 
Reserved 1.16 A29. B29 
Reserved J6 A30 B30 
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USER 
INTERFACE 

MTS 0 WITH 
TERMINATORS 

USER 
INTERFACE 

MTS 0 MTS 1 WITH 
TERMINATORS 

ONE MTS UNIT 

TWO MTS UNITS 

Figure 4-2. MTS Interface Cabling (Sheet 1 of 2) 
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USER 
INTERFACE 

MTS 0 

USER 
INTERFACE 

MTS 0 

MTS 1 

MTS 1 

MTS 2 WITH 
TERM INATORS 

MTS2 

THREE M TS UNITS 

FOUR MTS UNITS 

MTS 3 WITH 
TERMINATORS 

Figure 4-2. MTS Interfa~e Cabling (Sheet 2of2) 
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Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 

Cl C2 C3 C4 C5 

CD SPECTRA-STRIP 4SS-248-60 OR EQUIVALENT 

CD SPECTRA- STRIP 802-060 OR EQUIVALENT 

CABLE 
StorageTek PN CONNECTORS USED LENGTH BETWEEN CONNECTORS 

50039010 Cl,CS 20 FT (NOT SHIELDED) 

403434301 Cl,C3,CS 20 FT 6.10 METERS 

403434302 Cl,C2,C4,CS "" 13 FT • 3.96 METERS 

403434303 Cl,C2,C3,C4,CS 10 FT 3.05 METERS 

4038127-01 Cl,CS 10 FT 3.0S METERS 

12139 A 

Figure 4-3. MTS Interface Cables 
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Table 4-3. MTS Address Line Decode 

MTS ADDRESS LINES SELECTED 
MTS 

AD1 ADO 

0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 3 

the selected MTS responds by asserting BUSY, and must not change 
while BUSY is asserted. 

4.2.2 Initiate Command (START) 

The assertion of the Initiate Command line causes the user 
Command Select and Density Select lines to be captured and the 
command operation to begin. START must remain asserted until the 
MTS responds by asserting BUSY, after which time START may be 
reset. START may be asserted to initiate a command whenever BUSY 
is not asserted. START assertions while BUSY is asserted have no 
effect. START must be unasserted before the MTS Address lines 
change. 

4.2.3 Command Select (CMDO, CMD1, CMD2, CMD3) 

The four Command Select lines are decoded in. the MTS and causes 
one of 16 command operations. These lines must be stable 90 
nanoseconds prior to the assertion of START and must remain 
stable unti 1 the MTS responds by asserting BUSY. Command Select 
decoding is shown in Table 4-4. The detail descriptions and 
timing of each command operation are specified in Section 4.3. 
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Table 4-4. Command Select Decode 

CMDO CMD1 CMD2 CMD3 MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION 

0 0 0 0 NOP No-Operation 
0 0 0 1 CLR Drive Clear 
0 0 1 0 DMS Diagnostic Mode Set 
0 0 1 1 SNS Sense Drive Status 

0 1 0 0 RDF Read Forward a Block 
0 1 0 1 RDB Read Backward a Block 
0 1 1 0 INRT Write a Data Block 
0 1 1 1 LWR Loop Write-to-Read 

1 0 0 0 BSF Backspace a File 
1 0 0 1 BSB Backspace a Block 
1 0 1 0 FSF Forward Space a File 
1 0 1 1 FSB Forward Space a Block 

1 1 0 0 WTM Write Tape Mark 
1 1 0 1 ERG Erase Gap 
1 1 1 0 REW Rewind Tape to BOT 
1 1 1 1 RUN Rewind and Unload Tape 

4.2.4 Density Select (DSO, OS 1 ) 

A switch on the MTS operator panel is used to select 1600 bpi 
(PEl, 6250 bpi (GCRI, or System Select recording density. When 
1600 or 6250 bpi is selected and the tape is positioned at BOT, 
the MTS generates tapes written in the selected density. When 
System Select is selected and the tape is positioned at BOT, the 
MTS generates tapes written in the density selected by the 
Density Select lines. The Density Select lines must be stable 90 
nanoseconds prior to the assertion of START and remain stable 
until the MTS responds by asserting BUSY. The decode of the 
Density Select lines is shown in Table 4-5. 

Table 4-5. Dens; ty Select Line Decode 

DENSITY SELECT LINES SELECTED 
DENSITY 

DS1 DSO 

0 0 1600 ( PE I 
0 1 6250 (GCRI 
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The MTS recording density can be altered only at the time a write 
command is issued and tape is positioned at BOT. At all other 
times the MTS reads and writes in the density indicated by the 10 
burst of the tape in use. 

4.2.5 Transfer Acknowledge (TRAK) 

The assertion of the Transfer Acknowledge line by the user is in 
response to the asser·tion of Transfer Request by the MTS. The 
assertion of TREQ by the MTS on a WRT operation indicates that 
the MTS is requesting data character transfer on the 
Bi-Directional Data bus and the responding assertion of TRAK (or 
STOP) by the user indicates that the Bi-Directional Data bus 
contains the valid data character to be accepted. 

The assertion of TREQ by the MTS on a RDF or ROB operation 
indicates that a data character is valid on the Bi-Directional 
Data bus and the responding assertion of TRAK (or STOP) by the 
user indicates that the data character has been transferred. The 
signal protocol for TREQ and TRAK is similar for either a write 
or a read operation. For example, once TREQ is asserted, it 
remains asserted until TRAK or STOP is asserted. TRAK must remain 
asserted until TREQ is reset, at which time TRAK must be reset. 

4.2.6 Terminate Command (STOP) 

The Terminate Command line is asserted by the user in response to 
TREQ or BLOCK to indicate one of the following situations: 

1 . Our i ng a WRT or LWR command in response to TREQ, tha t the 
last data character to be written in the data block has been 
placed on the Bi-Directional Data bus. 

2. On an RDF or ROB command in response to TREQ, that the MTS is 
to terminate the transfer of data characters on the 
Bi-Directional Data bus. 

3. On a BSS or FSB operation in response to BLOCK, that the MTS 
is to terminate spacing over blocks. 

For the first two situations, STOP replaces TRAK as the user 
response to TREQ. In response to STOP, the MTS terminates the 
command in progress and reset BUSY, but only after the MTS has 
completed the necessary tape formatting, deformatting, and 
positioning according to the nature of the command in progress. 
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4.2.7 System Reset (RESET) 

The assertion of System Reset by the user causes the MTS to 
immediately terminate any command in progress. BUSY is then 
asserted until completion of the reset procedure. No command is 
accepted while BUSY is asserted. Between the assertion of RESET 
and the clearing of BUSY, error status output lines are reset. 
The density selected remains unchanged. 

During termination, the MTS discontinues formatting and 
deformatting, and causes tape motion to halt without regard to 
IBG positioning. (Note: Partially written or erased blocks during 
write commands may occur when a RESET is given.) If the system is 
in diagnostic mode, it will be set to functional mode. 

The RESET pulse from the user interface must be 1 microsecond 
minimum. 

4.2.8 Select Multiplex (SLXa, SLX 1, SLX2) 

The three Select Multiplex lines are decoded in the MTS and 
determine which of four 9-bit registers is multiplexed to the 
Error Multiplex (ERRMX) output lines. The ERRMX lines are valid 
only as a part of the ending status (i .e., after BUSY has been 
reset). The delay time between the selection of a Select 
Multiplex code and the stabilization of the selected MUX byte is 
150 nanoseconds maximum. Table 4-6 shows the Select Multiplex 
decode. 

Table 4-6. Select Multiplex Decode 

MUX 
SLX2 SLX1 SLXO BYTE DESCRIPTION 

0 0 0 0 Dead Tracks 
0 0 1 1 Read/Write Errors 
0 1 0 2 Diagnostic Aids 
0 1 1 3 Drive Sense Byte 

4.2.9 Bi-Directional Data (DATA a-7,p) 

The nine Bi-Directional Data lines are used to transfer the data 
characters between the interfaces in conjunction with the TRAK 
(or STOP) responses to TREQ. When a line is asserted, a ONE bit 
is transferred between the interfaces. When a line is reset, a 
ZERO bit is transferred. Odd parity must be maintained on these 
li.les for all functional mode data transfer operations. Data bit 
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7 is the least significant bit; data bit a is the most 
significant. 

The Data lines must be stable 90 nanoseconds prior to the 
assertion of TRAK (or STOP) during a write operation, or the 
assertion of TREQ during a read operation. 

4.3 STORAGETEK STANDARD INTERFACE OUTPUT SIGNAL DEFINITIONS 

The output line definitions given in this section are for 
functional mode only. 

4.3.1 Transfer Request (TREQ) 

The Trans fer Reques t ( TREQ) 1 i ne is asser ted by the MT S to 
request data character transfer on the Bi-Directional Data bus. 

4.3.2 Expecting Data (RECV) 

The Expecting Data line is asserted by the MTS to indicate that 
the Bi-Directional Data bus 1S under control of the user 
interface and that theMTS will receive data character transfers. 
This line is asserted on WRT or LWR command operations only. It 
remains asserted until a new command is initiated. 

4.3.3 Block Sensed (BLOCK) 

The Block Sensed line is asserted by the MTS to indicate that a 
data block or a tape mark block has been detected. This line is 
asserted during BSB and FSB commands or during any read-type 
command detecting a tape mark block. BLOCK is a pulse of 250 
nanoseconds nominal duration for Models 2922 and 2925, and 400 
nanoseconds nominal duration for the Model 2921. 

4.3.4 Oscillator (OSC) 

The Oscillator line is derived from the internal MTS crystal 
oscillator. The frequency is 2.5 MHz (400 nanosecond period). The 
frequency is stable within 0.01% and the half-cycle periods are 
symmetrical within 5%. 

4.3.5 End of Data Pulse (ENDA TP) 

The End of Data Pulse line is asserted by the MTS to indicate 
that the last data character has been read from tape and 
transferr·3d to the user. ENDATP is asserted on read command 
operations (RDF or RDB) only. The ENDATP pulse is 800 
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nanoseconds in duration. 

4.3.6 Busy (BUSY) 

The Busy line is asserted by the MTS following the acceptance of 
the command initiated by START. This line remains asserted until 
completion of the command operation or until conditions arise 
which cause a REJECT. A command operation may be initiated only 
when BUSY is reset. 

4.3.7 Identification Burst (10 BRST) 

The Identification Burst line is asserted by the MTS to indicate 
that an identification burst procedure is being performed by the 
MTS. It is asserted on read or wri te commands from BOT. ID BRST 
is asserted only while the identification burst procedure is 
being performed. 

On a read command, the procedure includes the determination of 
the format (PE or GCR) of the burst. 

If the ID burst procedure is performed satisfactorily, the MTS 
proceeds with the command initiated. If the procedure is not 
performed satisfactorily, REJECT and a reject code (Section 
4.3.15) is asserted. ID BRST remains asserted. ID BRST is also 
asserted if a backward operation is initiated with tape 
positioned off BOT and tape reaches either BOT or an ARA ID burst 
before the end of the operation. (Under this condition, DATA CHK 
is also set.) 

4.3.8 Tape Mark Status (TMS) 

The Tape Mark Status line is asserted by the MTS to indicate that 
a tape mark block has been detected. This line is asserted 
following a write tape mark command and following any read or 
space command when a tape mark block is detected. TMS is reset by 
the next command issued unless that command is a CLR, SNS, or 
Nap. 

4.3.9 Command Reject (REJECT) 

The Command Reject line is asserted by the MTS whenever 
conditions within the MTS are inappropriate to the command 
operation. The conditions which cause REJECT are given in 
Section 4.3.15 under the Error Multiplex bus definitions. After 
theasser t ion of REJECT and the. reset of BUSY, reject, codes for 
the conditions causing the reject are the octal contents of the 
diagnostic aids register, addressable on the Error Multiplex bus 
as MUX Byte 2. 
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Read or write commands given after 
in mispositioning and/or creation 
tape. 

4.3.10 Operation Incomplete (OP INC) 

REJECT is received may result 
of an unreadable portion of 

The Operation Incomplete line is asserted by the MTS in 
conjunction with a reject code in MUX Byte 2 (Section 4.3.15). 
OP INC indicates that the given command was initiated but was not 
completed. REJECT includes those commands that were not able to 
be initiated as well as those not completed. 

4.3.11 Overrun Status (OVRNS) 

During a write operation, the Overrun Status line is asserted by 
the MTS when the MTS is not supp li ed da ta characters by the user 
as fast as the MTS requires them. This can occur when previous 
TREQ/TRAK responses are not within the timing requirements, or 
when STOP is not ,sserted. The data blocK written is then 
incorrectly encoded,. If OVRNS is asserted, DATA CHK is also 
asserted following the read validity checKing. 

During a read operation, OVRNS is asserted by the MTS when data 
characters have backed up .in and overflowed the MTS due to the 
user not accepting data at a high enough rate. 

4.3.12 EPROM Error (ROMPS) . 

The EPROM Error line is asserted by the MTS to indicate that an 
error in the microprogram code was detected after a diagnostic 

.. ____ cbecK_sum was performed. 

4.3.13 Slave Status Change (SSC) 

The Slave Status Change line is asserted by the MTS to indicate 
that it has gone online, gone offline, or gone from not ready to 
ready. The MTS asserts SSC if a rewind is issued when tape is 
positioned at BOT. The MTS resets SSC after accepting any 
command, other than a NOP or SNS. 

4.3.14 Data Check (DATA CHK) 

The Data ChecK line is asserted by the MTS to indicate that one 
or·mbre of the error conditions of Table 4-7 has occurred. 
References to more detailed descriptions of each error are 
included in the table. 
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Table 4-7. Error Conditions Setting DATA CHK 

ERROR CONDITION REFERENCE SECTION 

CRC Error 4.2.15.2, item 1 
Write Tape MarK ChecK 4.2.15.2, item 2 
Uncorrectable Error 4.2.15.2, item 3 
Partial Record 4.2.15.2, item 4 

Multiple TracK Error 4.2.15.2, item 5 
End of Data ChecK 4.2.15.2, item 6 
Velocity Error 4.2.15.2, item 7 
Overrun 4.2. 11 

BOT Reached ' Note 1 
PE Postamble Error Note 2 
Single TracK Error Note 3 

1 This error indicates that a backward command was initiated 
with tape positioned off BOT and BOT was reached before 
the command was completed. ID BRST and BOTS are also set. 

2 During PE read or write operations, the postamble was not 
detected to be the correct length. 

3 During a PE write operation, an error detected in any tracK 
sets DATA CHK. 

4.3.15 Error Multiplex (ERRMX Q-7,P) 

The nine Error Multiplex lines are asserted by the MTS to allow 
transfer of additional error and reject status information. The 
lines are valid only as a part of the ending status of the most 
recently completed command (for example, after BUSY is reset). 
One Of four registers is multiplexed to the ERRMX bus, as 
selected by SLXO, SLX1, and SLX2. Table 4-8 gives the ERRMX 
decode for functiona 1 mode operat ion. 

4.3.15.1 MUX BYTE 0 

ERRMX bits P through a are asserted upon detecting a dead tracK 
during a read or a write operation. A dead track is caused by the 
inability to detect correct data on a specific track on tape. 
These bits are reset at the start of each new command. 
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Table 4-8. Decode of Error Multiplex Bus for 
Functional Mode Operation 

MUX ERROR MULTIPLEX BIT 
BYTE P 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 DESCRIPTION 

0 DTP DT7 DT6 DT5 DT4 DT3 DT2 DT1 DTO Dead Track 

CRC WTM PART NOT END VEL DIAG 
1 ERR CHK UCE REC MTE USED DATA ERR MODE Read/Write 

CHK LTCH Errors 

2 TACH DA7 DA6 DA5 DA4 DA3 DA2 DA1 DAO Diagnostic 
Aid Bits 

NOT 
3 WRTS EaTS BaTS USED FPTS BWDS HDNS RDYS ONLS Status 

4.3.15.2 MUX BYTE 1 

The following bits of MUX Byte 1 are asserted when the conditions 
defining the bit occur: 

1. Cyclic Redundancy Character Error (CRC ERR) 

The internal checks of data character CRC registers indicate 
a loss of data integrity on tape. This error can occur during 
read or write operations in GCR, or during write operations 
in PE. DATA CHK is also asserted. 

This error is also asserted if the CRC character associated 
wi th the buffer mE~mory is found to be in error. 

2. Write Tape Mark Check (WTM CHK) 

The MTS is unable to write a tape mark correctly. DATA CHK 
and REJECT may also be asserted (refer to Table 4-9). 
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Table 4-9. Status Lines Asserted With WTM CHK 

ASSERTED LINES 

WTM CHK DATA CHK REJECT COMMENTS 

The tape mark wr i tten does not 
X X meet ANSI specifications but is 

readable as a TM. 

The tape mark written is probably 
not readable as aTM. Noise may 

X X be left on tape and may not be 
detected by any read or space 
command. 

3. Uncorrectable Error (UCE) 

An uncorrectable error has been detected. This error can 
occur during PE or GCR read or write commands. DATA CHK is 
also asserted. 

4. Partial Record (PART REC) 

An IBG is detected before detecting end-of-data characters. 
This error can occur during PE or GCR read or write commands. 
DATA CHK is also asserted. 

5. Multiple Track Error (MTE) 

Two or more tracks are detected in error. This error can 
occur during PE or GCR read or write commands. DATA CHK is 
also asserted except during aGCRread. In GCR read mode, 
DATA CHK is set only if the error can not be corrected. 

6. End of Data Check (END DATA CHK) 

The end-of-data-characters are not detected, or the preambles 
and postambles do not meet format requirements. This error 
can occur during PE or GCR read or write commands. DATA CHK 
is also asserted. 

7. Velocity Error (VEL ERR) 

The MTS speed indication is outside acceptable limits. This 
error can occur during PE or GCR write commands. DATA CHK is 
also asserted. 

8. Diagnostic Mode Latch (DrAG MODE LTCH) 

The diagnostic mode of operation has been set in the MTS. 
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4.3.15.3 MUX BYTE 2 

ERRMX bit Pis the di gi ta 1 tachometer ( TACH) from the MT Sand 
contains information concerning tape speed and distance. This 
line is used in certain diagnostic routines and is valid during 
commands as well as after the command is completed~ 

ERRMX bits 7 and S (DA7 and DAS) are used during diagnostic mode 
operation only. 

Various reject codes are asserted on bits 5 through 0 under their 
defining conditions. The reject code is the octal equivalent of 
bits DA5 through DAO with bit DA5 being most significant and bit 
DAO being least significant. Table 4-10 defines Reject Codes 1 
through 37 and indicates: those that set OP INC. 

4.3.15.4 MUX BYTE 3 

MUX Byte 3 contains certain MTS status 
exception of BacKward Status (BWDS), 
interface output lines and are defined 
4.3.24 . 

bits. These bits, with the 
are duplicated as separate 
in Sections 4.3.18 through 

. The BacKward Status bit is asserted when the command in progress 
or just completed is a bacKward tape motion command. If the 
current or previous command is a forward tape motion command, 
this bit is unasserted. 

4.3.16 Corrected Error (CRERR) 

The Corrected Error line is asserted by the MTS to indicate: 

1. A single-tracK error has been corrected during a PE read. 

2. A single- or double-tracK error has been corrected during a 
GCR read. 

3. A Single-tracK error has been detected during a GCR write. 
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REJECT 
CODE 

Table 4-10. Reject Codes (Sheet 1 of 2) 

(OCTAL) DESCRIPTION 

1 The MTS is not in Ready Status. 

2* Internal interface error (Cache Buffer model only) . 
. . '::..~ 

3* The TRAK response to the initiating TREQ was not 
received within 75 milliseconds on a write-type 
command. 

4 Reserved 

5 The MTS is in File Protect Status when a write-type 
command is attempted. 

6* The MTS did not go to Erase Status only. 

7 Illegal command sequence. 

10* The MTS did not go to Read Status. 

11* The MTS is unable to read a PE or GCR 10 burst either 
during a read operation or during a read checK while 
writing the 10 burst. 

12 Reserved 

13 Reserved 

14* The MIS did not go to Write Status. 

15 Reserved 

16 Reserved 

17* Noise (possibly data) was detected during an erase 
gap comnand or dur i ng a wr He command fo llowi ng a 
read-type command. 

20* The host has issued a READ in cache data mode 
and no record is in the buffer. 

21* The MTS reset Ready Status. 

22 Reserved 

* OP INC is also set 
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REJECT 
CODE 

Table 4-10. Reject Codes (Sheet 2 of 2) 

(OCTAL) DESCRIPTION 

23 A backward-type command (except a 
rewind/unload command) was given, 
already positioned at BOT. 

rewind or a 
but tape was 

24* The ARA BURST portion of the GCR 10 burst just 
written did not have all nine tracks active. 

25* An IBG longer than 25 feet in PE mode or longer than 
15 feet in GCR mode was detected on a read- or 
space-type command. 

26 More than one speed change requested without 
intervening motion. 

27 Reserved 

30* The MTS is not in the recording density selected. 

31 LWR attempted when tape loaded and positioned off BOT. 

32* No tape motion. 

33* During a readback check of a write operation, data 
was detected in an IBG area. 

34 Reserved 

35* The MTS a t tempted to backspaee--{)ve-P--abad record jus t 
written but was unable to detect the record. 

36* The ARA 10 burst was unreadable during a GCR write 
command. 

37* During the readback check of a write or write tape 
mark corrrnand, no data was detected. 

* OP INC is also set 
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4.3.17 Data Bus Parity Error (BUPER) 

The Data Bus Parity Error line is asserted by the MTS to indicate 
that the Bi-Directional Data bus detected an even parity data 
character during a TREQ/TRAK data transfer. On WRT operations, 
assertion of this line indicates that the data written on tape is 
incorrect. On RDF or RDB operations, assertion of this line 
indicates either an uncorrectable read error or an internal 
malfunction of the MTS read data processing system. Data 
transmission is not'.halted in either write or read operations 
until the normal ending point is reached. Data check is also 
set. 

4.3.18 Online Status (ONLS) 

This line is asserted by the MTS when it is in Online Status. 
(The MTS can be in Online Status when it is not in Ready Status; 
for example, Tape Not Loaded.) If the MTS is not in Online 
Status, all other status is invalid. The MTS accepts interface 
commands only if it is Online. 

The Online key is used to set the MTS to Online Status; the Reset 
key is used to reset Online Status. 

4.3.19 Ready Status (RDYS) 

This line is asserted by the MTS when in Ready Status. The MTS 
is in Ready Status when it has tape loaded, is not rewinding, and 
is not in Machine Check Status. 

4.3.20 Beginning of Tape Status (BaTS) 

The Beginning of Tape Status line is asserted by the MTS when 
tape is positioned at the BOT marker. 

4.3.21 End of Tape Status (EaTS) 

The End of Tape Status line is asserted by the MTS when the tape 
is positioned on or past the EOT marker, indicating that tape is 
within the end~of-recording area. 

4.3.22 File Protect Status (FPTS) 

The File Protect Status line is asserted by the MTS when tape is 
loaded and the file reel does not contain a write enable ring. 
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4.3.23 Write Status (WRTS) 

This line is asserted by the MTS when in Write Status. 

4.3.24 High Density Status (HDNS) 

The High Density Status line indicates the recording format 
(density) in which the MTS is operating. GCR format is indicated 
when HDNS is set; PE format is indicated when HDNS is reset. 

On Read or Space commands from BOT, the MTS is first set to PE 
mode, reads the 10 burst, and then sets to the format indicated. 
Once positioned away from BOT, the MTS reads in the density 
previously determined by reading the 10 burst of the tape in use. 

On wr i te operations from BOT, the MTS is set to the dens i ty 
selected by the user. 

The MTS is set to PE mode whenever it has just been loaded, 
unloaded, or powered up. 

4.3.25 Rewinding Status (REWS) 

The Rewinding Status line is asserted by the MTS when in the 
process of rewinding tape to BOT (for example, the MTS is loaded 
and in Online Status but not in Ready Status). 

4.4 INTERFACE COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

The interface command descriptions given in this section are for 
functional mode only. The corrmands are decoded from--'--t-he--four- . 
Command Select lines (CMDO, 1, 2, 3) as described in Section 
4.1 .3. 

4.4; 1 General Information 

The information in this section applies to all of the interface 
commands. Individual command descriptions begin with Section 
4.4.2. 

4.4.1.1 COMMAND INITIATION 

All corrmands are initiated by asserting the appropriate address, 
density, and corrmand lines and then asserting START. The AD, OS, 
and CMD lines must be valid and stable for 90 nanoseconds minimum 
prior to the assertion of START. START must have had a res,et 
duration of 90 nanoseconds minimum prior to assertion. Upon the 
assertion of START, the addressed MTS stores the density and 
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command, and asserts BUSY. START must remain asserted until BUSY 
is asserted. Once BUSY is asserted, the OS, CMO, and START lines 
may change s ta te. Refer to Figure "4-"4 for command in it i at ion 
timing. START must be unasserted when the MTS Address lines are 
changed. 

DON'T CARE DON'T CARE 

CMD,DS MUST BE VALID \~;~:<>;<~S:~~S<:'.<;~< .~~~~~~~~~::~~~'; 
I 

~~~~"~'~I AD ~:"\':'::CC .". MUST BE VALID 

START 

I 

BUSY ----t--t---, __ ~T4~~ ( I BUSY 

T1 T2 
. .. STATUS INVALID n I I ) I 

STATUS VALID _ _~mmmmmmmmmm"'.~.1 STATUS VALID 

COMMAND 1 ' I COMMAND 

STATUS 

INITIATION ----J. COMMAND OPERATION "'1- COMPLETED 

T12:0s AFTER BUSY IS. ASSERTED 
T22:90ns 
T3-START MUST NOT RESET BEFORE BUSY SETS 
T4:..0 

BUSY AND START ARE ASSERTED IN THE LOW STATE 

12085 

Figure 4-4. Conmand Initiation, Operation, and COf11)letion 

4.4.1.2 REJECT CONDITIONS 

When reject conditions occur (as specified in Section 4.3.15.3) 
during the command operation, REJECT is asserted, BUSY is reset, 
and the operation is terminated. 

4.4.1.3 OPERATION COMPLETED 

The command operation can only 
terminated after BUSY is reset. 
only when BUSY is reset. 

4.4.1.4 ENDING STATUS VALIDITY 

be considered 
A new command 

as completed or 
can be initiated 

All MTS st.tus (and error) lines may change during an operation; 
however, all lines must be considered invalid while BUSY is 
asserted, and valid only after completion of the operation when 
BUSY is reset (Figure 4-4). 
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4.4.1.5 END OF TAPE STATUS (EOTS) 

EaTS (tape positioned in the end-of-recording area) does not 
i nhi bit or contro 1 any command opera t ions with; n the MT S. If 
forward-type commands are repeated (such as WRT) or allowed to 
continue (such as FSB) when EaTS is asserted and the physical end 
of tape is reached, the MTS resets Ready Status, the operation 
terminates, and REJECT is asserted. The tape will be completely 
removed from the file reel and requires manual loading before a 
rewind can be performed. 

With the Cache Buffer rr~del in use and the tape positioned in the 
end-of-recording area, the MTS will, during WRITEs, wait until 
the record is successfully written to tape before giving ending 
status to the host for this record. During READ commands the MTS 
will not read a record until requested to do so by the host. 

4.4.1.6 COMMANDS WITH MTS IN WRITE STATUS 

When a backward command (BSB, BSF, REW, ROB, RUN) 
and the addressed MTS is in Write Status, the MTS 
causes an erasure of tape in the forward direction 
(nominal) before commencing the command operation. 
the erasure of tape is at least 0.8 inch. 

is initiated 
automatically 
of 1.5 inches 

At 100 IPS, 

Forward read commands (FSB, RDF, FSF) 
Write Status are considered improper 
Section 4.4.1.7.) 

with the addressed MTS in 
command sequences. (See 

4.4.1.7 IMPROPER COMMAND SEQUENCES 

The tape area forward of a just completed write-type command 
(WRT, WTM, ERG) is erased for a short distance. When this erasure 
impinges into another block, this block is partially erased. 
Write-type commands followed by forward read commands are not 
prohibited but should be avoided or the user tape operating 
system should maintain knowledge of the condition. 

4.4.2 No Operation (NOP) Command 

Nap command operations perform essentially no function. The MTS 
error status outputs do not change. BUSY is asserted only for the 
short time necessary to accept and process the command. 

Other than command initiation, no signal responses are required 
of the user interface. 
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4.4.3 Drive Clear (CLR) Command 

CLR resets the OVRNS, DATA CHK, 
error status outputs if they 
operation. CLR also resets SSC. 
if previously in that state. 

IO SRST, CRERR, SUPER, and ERRMX 
are asserted from the previous 

The MTS remains in Online Status 

The functions of a Drive Clear 
automatically by the MTS as the 
except a Nap, SNS, or OMS comnand. 

command are always performed 
initial part of all commands 

Other than command initiation, no signal responses are required 
of the user interface. 

4.4.4 Diagnostic Mode Set (OMS) Command 
-

The OMS command causes the MTS to accept certain commands, most 
of which are used for diagnostic purposes, but some of which are 
tailored for functional operation use. 

Other than command initiation, no signal responses are required 
from the user in ter"face. 

The change from diagnostic mode to functional mode is 
accomplished when: (1) the user asserts the Reset line, or (2) 
w!1en the MTS automatically transfers the mode after certain 
diagnostic mode command sequences. 

The diagnostic mode set command must be followed by the specific 
conmand desired. This second command consists of a functional
type command AND an identifying code on SLX 2.,1, and 0 lines in 
the following format: 

OMS/CCC slx 

Where CCC is the conmand following OMS, and slx is the code on 
the SLX lines. 

In most cases (except some parts of the OMS/NOP command), the 
conmand following the OMS command is not valid unless it comes 
with the proper SLX lines code. The available OMS commands are 
described in the following paragraphs. 

4.4.4.1 OMS/Nap (STATUS LINES TEST COMMAND) 

This command initiates and sequences the status line test portion 
of the interface test. Following the initial Nap command which 
resets all status except the Online Status (ONLS) line, each 
subsequent NOP command results in the assertion of an individual 
status line (in addition to ONLS) in the order shown in Table 
4 - 11 . 
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Following the 52nd assertion of Nap, the subsystem enters a 
comnand wrap mode. In this mode the host may issue any command 
(with START assertlons) with SLX lines 2, 1, and 0 = XXX. For 
each subsequent START assertion, BUSY is set and the individual 
incoming command lines are mapped to the outgoing status lines 
shown in Table 4-12. This mode of operation is maintained until a 
reset command is issued. Functional operations can proceed only 
after a reset command is issued. 

4.4.4.20MS/WRT (SLX 2J 1, 0 = 000) (WRITE IN PLACE COMMAND) 

For the MTS wi thout the Cache Buffer, thi s command resu 1 ts ina 
functional write but with tape positioning such that the rewrite 
occurs at the same place. This command is used in a diagnostic 
write error recovery sequence which attempts to isolate media as 
the cause of temporary errors. This command is intended to 
follow a failing WRT, BSB command sequence. Only the WRT 
immediately following the DMS occurs at the same place. 

For the MTS with the Cache Buffer, this command is functional 
only in long-record mode. 
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Table 4-11. Status Line Assertion For DMS/NOP Command 
Sheet 1 of 2 

NOP SLX 
NO. 210 ASSERTED STATUS 

1 XXX 
2 XXX Identification Burst Status (ID Burst) 
3 XXX File Protect Status (FPTS) 
4 XXX Rewinding Status (REWS) 
5 XXX Expecting Data Status (RECV) 
6 XXX Operation Incomplete Status (OP INC) 
7 XXX None, except ONLS 
8 XXX Tape MarK Status (TMS) 

9 XXX Overrun Status (OVRNS) 
10 XXX Data ChecK Status (DATA CHK) 
11 XXX EPROM Error Status (ROMPS) 
12 XXX Corrected Error Status (CRERR) 
13 XXX None, except ONLS 
14 XXX High Density Status (HDNS) . 
15 XXX Ready Status (RDYS) 
16 XXX Write Status (WRTS) 

17 XOO MUX Byte 0 Bit 0 (ERRMX 0) 
18 xoe MUX Byte 0 Bit 1 (ERRMX 1 ) 
19 XOO MUX Byte 0 Bit 2 (ERRMX 2) 
20 XOO MUX Byte 0 Bit 3 (ERRMX 3) 
21 xeo MUX Byte 0 Bit 4 (ERRMX 4) 
22 xoo MUX Byte 0 Bit 5 (ERRMX 5) 
23 xoo MUX Byte 0 Bit 6 (ERRMX 6) 
24 xoo MUX Byte 0 Bit 7 (ERRMX 7) 
25 XOO MUX Byte 0 Bit P (ERRMX P) 

26 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 0 (ERRMX 0) 
27 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 1 (ERRMX 1 ) 
28 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 2 (ERRMX 2) 
29 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 3 (ERRMX 3) 
30 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 4 (ERRMX 4) 
31 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 5 (ERRMX 5 ) 
32 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 6 (ERRMX 6) 
33 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit 7 (ERRMX 7 ) 
34 X01 MUX Byte 1 Bit P (ERRMX P) 

x = do not care 
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Table 4-11. Status Line Assertion For DMS/NOP Command 
Sheet 2 of 2 

NOP SLX 
NO. 210 ASSERTED STATUS 

35 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit a (ERRMX 0) 
36 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit 1 (ERRMX 1) 
37 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit 2 (ERRMX 2) 
38 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit 3 (ERRMX 3) 

;·39 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit 4 (·ERRMX 4) 
40 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit 5 (ERRMX 5) 
41 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit 6 (ERRMX 6) 
42 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit 7 (ERRMX 7) 
43 X10 MUX Byte 2 Bit P (ERRMX P) 

44 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit a (ERRMX 0) 
45 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit 1 (ERRMX 1) 
46 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit 2 (ERRMX 2) 
47 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit 3 (ERRMX 3) 
48 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit 4 (ERRMX 4) 
49 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit 5 (ERRMX 5) 
50 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit 6 (ERRMX 6) 
51 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit 7 (ERRMX 7) 
52 X 11 MUX Byte 3 Bit P (ERRMX P) 

x = do not care 

Table 4-12. Status Line Assertion For. Diagnostic Command Wrap 
Mode 

INCOMING MAPPED TO 
COMMAND LINES ERRMX LINES 

CMDO 7 
CMD1 6 
CMD2 5 
CMD3 4 
DSO 3 
DS1 2 
SLXO 1 
SLX1 a 
SLX2 p 
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4.4.4.3 DMS/WRT (SlX 2, 1, 0 = 001) (WRITE NO MOTION COMMAND) 

This command initiates data transfer to the subsystem without 
tape motion, and is part of the interface bus test. TREQ and 
TRAK are used to sequence data across the data bus at a slower 
than normal, processor-controlled rate. The last two bytes 
transferred are stored in the subsystem for later retrieval by 
the DMS/RDF command. This command terminates in diagnostic mode 
so that the DMS/RDF command may immediately follow, by issuing an 
RDF command. 

4.4.4.4 DMS/RDF (SlX 2, 1, 0 = 000) (READ NO MOTION COMMAND) 

This command results in a diagnostic data transfer to the host 
system. The transfer rate may be slower than the TREQ/TRAK 
specifications for functional data transfers. Only the first two 
bytes transferred are significant, but transfer continues until 
the user asserts STOP in response to TREQ. These two bytes are 
the last bytes sent for the write no motion command described 
above. 

4.4.4.5 DMS/WRT (SlX 2, 1, 0 = 111) (FUNCTIONAL MODE SET) 

When the MTS receives a Functional Mode Set command, it begins 
accepting data from the host', unti 1 the host sends STOP in 
response to a TREQ. The last byte sent is interpreted as the 
Speed/Gap Select Control and the Cache Buffer Mode Control. 
Table 4-13 shows the mode command combinations. 

Table 4-13. Speed/Gap Selection Decodes and Cache Mode Set 
Decode 

BITS OF LAST 
DATA BYTE MODE 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 a SELECTED 

x X x x a a a 1 50 IPS, Nominal Gap 
X X X X 1 a a a 100 IPS, 0.6" PE, 0.3"GCR 
X X X X 1 a a 1 100 IPS, 0.9" PE, 0.6"GCR 
X X X X 1 a 1 a 100 IPS, 1.2" PE, 0.9"GCR 
a a a 1 X X X X Set to Buffered Mode 
a a 1 a X X X X Set to Long-Record Mode 
a 1 a a X X X X Set to Cache Data Mode 

The set buffered mode command causes normal cache buffer 
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operation, generally storing multiple records in cache memory. 
The set long-record mode command causes the opposite mode, 
keeping physical tape synchronized to the host interface, 
generally storing less than one record in cache memory. 
Long-record mode must be selected for records longer than cache 
memory. 

Set cache data mode will cause data to be read from or written to 
cache memory only, without using physical tape. 

For machines without the Cache Buffer installed, Bits 4, 5, 6 and 
7 should always be zero in the Byte described in Table 4-13. 

Receipt of bit combinations not defined in the above Tab]e will 
not result in REJECT CODE 7, Illegal Command. This command is 
used in functional mode operations. The "X" values can be valid 
bit combinations or should be set to "a" if the mode is not to 
change. If the MTS is in cache data mode, selecting buffered or 
long-record mode will cause the MTS to exit cache data mode and 
begin normal tape data. processing. 

4.4.4.6DMS/FSF (SLX 2, 1, a = 000) (PERFORM LOADED DIAGNOSTICS) 

This command initiates the Loaded subset of internal diagnostics 
and bypasses all tests that require the MTS to be unloaded. This 
eliminates all Section 1 routines (power up), and Test 32 
(unload/load). Note that this limited set of internal 
diagnostics results in a lesser detection and isolation of 
problems than optimum. 

The sense bytes Iresulting from this command are described under 
the next heading--DMS/FSB command. 

4.4.4.7 DMS/FSB (SLX 2, 1, 0=000) (PERFORM ALL DIAGNOSTICS) 

This command initiates the entire package of internal 
diagnostics. BUSY is set until successful completion or an error 
is detected. At this time the user may interrogate termination 
status by means of the sense (SNS) command. 

4.4.4.8 OMS/RUN (SLX 2, 1, a = 000) (RESET CACHE ERROR COUNTERS) 

This command resets the cache error counters. This command 
sequence is available only on CB cards with PN 403855308 and 
above. 
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4.4.5 Read Forward a Block (RDF) Command 

4.4.5.1 NON-CACHED OPERATION 

The RDF command causes tape to be moved in the forward direction 
and the next block (only) to be read. Non-data characters of the 
block are detected, decoded, checked for validity, and used for 
their specific purposes, but not transferred across the 
interface. Data characters of the block are detected, decoded, 
checked for validity, corrected if appropriate, and transferred 
across the interface. Data is transferred until end-of-data is 
detected, or until STOP is asserted by the user interface, or 
until REJECT occurs. All characters within the block are checked 
for validity even if they are not all transferred. Tape motion is 
then halted. Ending status signals reflect the validity check 
for the entire block. 

4.4.5.1.1 Signal Sequence 

After command initiation, the MTS moves tape in the forward 
direction. When a data block is detected and sufficient data 
characters have been decoded and deformatted, the MTS asserts a 
data character on the Bi-Directional Data bus (DATA), delays 
approximately 90 nanoseconds, and then asserts TREQ. 

The user interface must then signal transfer of the data 
character by asserting TRAK or STOP. Upon sensing the TRAK or 
STOP assertion, the MTS resets TREQ. The user interface must then 
reset TRAK or STOP. Responses must meet the timing requirements 
of Figure 4-5. 

If TRAK or STOP does not respond according to the timing 
requirements, an MTS internal read buffer may be overloaded. If 
the MTS buffer does become overloaded, data characters may be 
lost. Although data transfer could resume by asserting TRAK, lost 
data characters cannot be recovered during the in-process command 
operation. When data characters are lost in this type of signal 
sequence, CRC ERR, OVRNS, and DATA CHK are asserted in the ending 
status. The time between consecutive TREQ signals may vary, thus 
it is important that the user interface timing is not determined 
by the time between TREQs. Normal TREQ/TRAK responses and data 
character transfer continues unti 1: (1) the user interface 
signals STOP, (2) the MTS transfers the last byte of data, or (3) 
the MTS sets REJECT and terminates the command. When end-of-data 
is decoded, the MTS asserts the End of Data Pulse (ENDATP). 
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-TREQ 
------1· I-------------------1 ------------------- . ---

-DATA 
--1 -------------------------------- __ I _ 

-TRAK 
-------------------1 . I---------

-------------------L----_------------ T5 __________________ J 

L- - - - T 2 - - - -J L_ - - - T 4 - - - _J 
LT 1 J L_ T3 -J 

50 IPS 2921 50 IPS 2922 100 IPS 2922 

11 ~ 90 nanoseconds ~ 90 nanoseconds ~ 90 nanoseconds 

T2 S366 nanoseconds S960 nanoseconds s480 nanoseconds 

T3 ~ 0 nanoseconds s960 nanoseconds s480 nanoseconds 

T4 S366 nanoseconds S960 nanoseconds s480 nanoseconds 

T5 2 microsec nom 2.5 microsec nom 1. 25 microsec nom 

Note: Speci fied· times for GCR are at the 2920 MTS interface 
connectors. 

Figure 4-5. RDF or RDB Command TREQ, TRAK, and DATA Timing 

Unless the user TRAK timing is greater than the specified 
maximum, all data is transferred before ENDATP is asserted. Any 
data not transferred by the time ENDATP is asserted is 
unrecoverable. 

The MTS then halts tape motion, asserts ending status, resets 
BUSY, and the command operation is complete. 

4.4.5.2 CACHED OPERATION (MULTIPLE BUFFERED RECORDS) 

The RDF command causes the next blocK of data to be transferred 
from the cache memory to the hos t. Genera 11 y, . a ser i es of Read 
records are read ahead from tape and held in the cache memory for 
later transfer to the host. If an uncorrectable error ;s 
encountered when reading ahead from tape, the MTS bacKspaces and 
rereads the record, repeating this error recovery process the 
number of times selected, either 0, 5, 10, or 15 times. If zero 
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is selected, no retires are attempted. 
requests the blocK in error, Data ChecK 
the data transfer. The host can then 
procedures if desired. 

When the host interface 
is asserted at the end of 
command further recovery 

When reading ahead from tape, if EOT is encountered, no further 
blocKs are read unless the host interface catches up to physical 
tape and commands further Reads. Then the MTS only reads one 
data blocK from tape at a time. 

When reading a record from tape that is presently being requested 
by the host, any error status is given directly to the host and 
no retry procedures are automatically attempted. 

4.4.5.2.1 Signal Sequence (Buffered Mode) 

The TREQ and TRAK (or STOP) interface signal sequence is the same 
as for long-record mode, except that the timing requirements of 
Figure 4-5 can be relaxed for slower interfaces. T2 and T4 are 
determined by the host system and can be longer or shorter than 
shown in the figure. T5 would change correspondingly. T2 plus 
T4 cannot exceed 75.0 milliseconds on any data byte. Of course, 
faster timing results in higher system throughput. Table 4-14 
shows the timing requirements to achieve the maximum transfer 
rate. 

Table 4-14. Timing Requirements For Maximum Interface Data 
Transfer Rate (READ or WRITE), Model 2925 

T 1 ~ 90 nsec 

T2 ::;275 nsec 

~100 nsec 
T3 ::;300 nsec 

T4 ::;275 nsec 

800 nsec and 
T5 1000 nsec 

Note: Refer to Figures 4-5 and 
4-7. 

4.4.5.3 RDF/BOT 

When an RDF command is initiated with tape positioned at BOT, the 
MTS will first process the identification area (ID area) before 
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proceeding to process the first block. The proc~s~ing of the 10 
area is automatic within the operation, requlrlng no siC]na1 
responses from the user interface. In the processing, the 10 drea 
is detected and interpreted and the MTS is set to the appropriate 
density. The MTS asserts 10 BRST during the process. The 
following block is then processed. If the 10 area is 
uninterpretable, the MIS asserts the interface signals as defined 
in Section 4.2.7 and terminates the operation. 

4.4.5.4 RDF/TAPE MARK BLOCKS 

4.4.5.4.1 Non-Cached Operation 

When an ROF operation is initiated, but the next block is a tape 
mark block, the MTS moves the tape past the tape mark, asserts 
Tape Mark Status (TMS), asserts BLOCK, and resets BUSY. A data 
block wi 11 not have been processed and no data characters wi 11 
have been transferred across the interface. No signal responses 
will have been requested from the user interface. 

4.4.5.4 .. 2 Cached Operation (Mult ip le Buffered Records) 

. If the switches indicate to synchronize on one tape mark and a 
tape mark block is read from tape, the MTS will read ahead 
commands to the tape drive and wait for the host to break the ROF 
command string or request a read of the tape mark block. If the 
hardware switches indicate to synchronize on two tape marks in a 
row and one TM block is detected, the MTS wi 11 issue a series of 
ROF commands as explained in Section 4.4.5.2. If two tape marks 
in a row are encountered, the MTS will halt tape motion, i.e. not 
issue any more read ahead commands. The MTS then waits for the 
host to break the ROF command string or issue a command after 
reading the second tape mark. At that time the MTS wi 11 execute 
the command issued and begin reading ahead again if appropriate. 

4A.6 Read Backward a Block (ROB) Command 

4.4.6.1 NON-CACHED OPERATION 

This operation proceeds as in Section 4.4.5.1 for ROF except that 
tape motion is backward. 

4.4.6.1.1 Signal Sequence 

The signal sequence is the same as described in Section 4.4.5.1.1 
for ROF except that data is transferred in the opposite order of 
the ROF command. 
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4.4.6.2 CACHED OPERATION (MULTIPLE BUFFERED RECORDS) 

The ROB command causes the physical tape to become s~'nchronized 
with the host interface and the previous record to be read 
backward from tape and placed in the Cache memory. The record is 
then transferred out of Cache memory to the host and ending 
status is presented to the host. No further tape motion is 
initiated until requested by the host. 

4.4.6.2.1 Signal Sequence (Buffered Mode) 

The signal sequence is the same as described in Section 4.4.5.2.1 
for RoF except that data is transferred in the opposite order of 
RoF. This command is not valid in the cache data mode. 

4.4.6.3 ROB/BOT 

An ROB command initiated with tape positioned 
invalid command. REJECT is asserted and the 
terminated. 

An ROB command initiated in which tape reaches 
without a data or tape mark block being detected, 
and the operation is terminated. Upon completion of 
the tape is then positioned at BOT. 

at BOT is 
operation 

an 
is 

the 10 area 
sets DATA CHK 
this command, 

For both of the above conditions, no signal responses wi 11 have 
been requested from the user interface. 

4.4.6.4 ROB/TAPE MARK BLOCKS 

This situation is the same as that described in Section 4.4.5.4 
except that tape motion is backward and, when the command is 
completed, the read head is positioned relative to the IBG 
preceding the tape mark block. 

4.4.7 Write a Data Block (WRT) Command 

4.4.7.1 NON-CACHED OPERATION 

The WRT command causes, (1) tape to be moved in the forward 
direction, (2) the ending portion of the preceding lBG to be 
generated, (3) the data block to be written, (4) the data block 
to be read and checked for validity, and (5) the beginni~g 
portion of the next IBG to be generated. The data blocK 1S 

written in the format as determined by the Density Status/Select 
lines and the Density Select switch. 
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Non-data characters of the data block are automatically 
generated, encoded, formatted, and written. Data characters to be 
written are transferred serially across the interface, 
automatically encoded, formatted, and written. 

4.4.7.1.1 Signal Sequence 

After the command ini tiation, the MTS first asserts RECV, 
signifying that the Bi-Directional Data bus (DATA) is under 
control of the user interface and that the MTS will receive data 
transfer on DATA. 

The MTS next asserts one initiating TREQ signal sequence. The 
user interface must respond with assertions of data characters on 
DATA and by assertion Of TRAK within the timing limitations of 
Figure 4-6. If the user interface does not respond accordingly, 
the MTS resets TREQ, asserts REJECT, and terminates the command. 
If the user interface responds correctly, then the MTS starts 
tape motion. After the ending portion of the IBG is created, the 
preamble is written. The user interface must respond to TREQ by 
placing a data character on DATA and then asserting TRAK. The MTS 
then acknowledges transfer of the data character by resetting 
TREQ. At this time the user interface may change DATA and must 
reset TRAK. 

-TREQ 
-----1 S-------------------l 

------------------- ---

-DATA 
----------~l S-----------

-------------------

-TRAK 
--------------------1 S---------

----------
L_ T 1 - -J - - -12 - - _J - T 3 _J - T 4 - -J 

T1, T2, T3, T4, = ~ 0 
T1 + T2 S 75 milliseconds 

.. 

Figure 4-6. Write Comnands Initiating TREQ/TRAK/DATA Timing 
(Applies to First Byte of Data) 

Normal TREQ/TRAK/DATA response continues until the user interface 
signals STOP, signifying that the last character to be written is 
being transferred. The MTS then causes the remainder of the 
block to be formatted and written. The read-after-write checks 

"are performed and the beginning portion of the next IBG is 
generated. Ending status is asserted, BUSY is reset, and the 
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operation is completed. RECV remains asserted until a command 
other than a WRT or LWR command is .ini tiated. These user 
interface responses must meet the timing limitations given in 
Figure 4-7. The time between consecutive TREQsignals may not be 
uniform. No user interface timing should be developed based on 
the time between consecutive TREQ signals. If TRAK or STOP does 
not respond according to the timing limitations, an internal MTS 
write data character buffer may be overrun. When this occurs, 
incorrect data encoding has occurred. The MTS then discontinues 

. requesting data, finishes formatting the block, sets Overrun 
Status (OVRNS), and tape motion halts. 

-TREQ 
-----l . J-------------------1 ------------------- ---

-DATA 
----~------l __________________________ J-----------

-TRAK 
------------------1 J---------

-------------------L---- _____________ 
T5 

_ _________________ J 

L- - -- T2 
____ J L ____ 

T4 - - --J 
L_ T1 _J 

L- T3 _J 

50 IPS 2921 50 IPS 2922 100 IPS 2922 

T1 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 

T2 :::; 766 nanoseconds :::; 1100 nanosecond :::; 550 nanoseconds 

T3 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 

T4 :::; 766 nanoseconds ~ 1100 nanoseconds ~ 550 nanoseconds 

T5 2.8 microsec nomin 3.0 mic rosec nomin 1.5 microsec nomin 

Note: Specified times for GCR a re at the 2920 MTS interface 
connectors. 

Figure 4-7. WRT Comn(] nd TREQ, TRAK and DATA 
(Appl ies to All Subsequent Bytes of Data Transferred) 

4.4.7.2 CACHED OPERATION (MUl TIFLE BUFFERED RECORDS) 

The WRT command causes the next data block to be transferred from 
the host to the cache memory. Generally, a series of WRT 
commands causes multiple records to be held in cache memory for 
later transfer to tape. If an error is encountered when writing 
to tape, the cache control will backspace, erase a portion of 
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tape, and try to rewrite the record. This error recovery process 
is repeated the number of times selected, either 5, 10, or 15 
times. If the data cannot be written to tape, REJECT is asserted 
on the next available command, and no other commands can be 
executed until a Sense command transfers the appropriate status 
to the host and a reset is then given to the MTS. 

4.4.7.2.1 Signal Sequence (Buffered Mode) 

The TREQ and TRAK (or STOP) interface signal sequence is the same 
for long-record mode, except that the timing requirements of 
Figure 4-7 can be relaxed for slower interfaces. T1, T2 and T4 
are determined by the host system and can be longer or shorter 
than shown in the f i gUlre. T5 wou 1 d change cor respond i ng 1 y. T 1 
plus T2 plus T4 cannot exceed 75.0 milliseconds on any data byte. 
Of course, faster timing results in higher system throughput. 
Table 4-14 shows the timing required to give the maxfmum transfer 
rate. 

4.4.7.2.2 WRT/Earlly EDT (Buffered Mode) 

When writing with the Cache Buffer installed and operating in 
buffered mode, a number of records may be present in the buffer 
at any given time. When the MTS determines that the tape is 
approaching the end-of-recording area, the maximum number of 
records in the buffer is reduced to 1 or 4 as indicated by the 
swi tches . Th i s ensurE~S tha t no more than 1 or 4 records wi 11 be 
written after the end-of-recording area is encountered without 
the host's Knowledge. After the end-of-recording area is 
reached, only 1 record maximum is allowed in the buffer so that 
status is not given to the host until this record has been 
written to tape. 

4.4.7.3 WRT/BOT 

When a WRT command is "initiated with tape positioned at BOT, the 
MTS writes and checKs the 10 area before proceeding to the WRT 
command. The 10 area is written and checKed automatically within 
the MTS, requiring no signal responses from the user interface. 

For the model 2925, the data for the record is taKen into the 
buffer, transferred to tape, and checKed for validity before BUSY 
is unasserted and status is given to the host. Note that when 
operating in buffered mode, no record can be written or read that 
is larger than the buffer. 

If the 10 area cannot be written and read with validity, the 
operation is terminated. A data blocK is not written and the WRT 
command is not performed. Appropriate 10 BRST, REJECT, and DATA 
CHK signals are included in the ending status. 
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4.4.8 Loop Write-to-Read (LWR) Command 

The LWR command operations provide a means of testing the read 
and write data circuit paths within the MTS. Read signals are 
derived (looped) within the MTS from the write circuits. There is 
no tape motion. LWR is not allowed if tape is loaded and 
positioned away from BOT. Data is transferred over the interface 
the same as during a Write command. 

The signal sequence is the same as that described in Section 
4.4.7.1 for a WRT command operation. 

4.4.9 Backspace a File (BSF) Command 

4.4.9.1 DESCRIPTION 

The BSF command causes tape to be moved backward, passing over 
data blocks encountered until a tape mark block is detected. 
Tape motion is halted with the read head positioned relative to 
the IBG preceding (on the BOT side of) the tape mark. Tape Mark 
Status is included in the ending status and the operation is 
completed. No data characters are checked for validity or 
transferred across the interface. BLOCK is not asserted for any 
data blocks passed over; BLOCK is only asserted at the Tape Mark. 

Other than command initiation, no signal responses are required 
of the user interface. 

4.4.9.2 BSF/BOT 

If the ID area is reached before finding a 
operation is terminated. Tape is positioned 
BOTS are asserted in the ending status. If 
tape positioned at BOT, the command is 
asserted, and the operation is terminated. 

4.4.10 Backspace a Block (858) Command 

4.4.10.1 DESCRIPTION 

tape mark block, the 
at BOT. DATA CHK and 
BSF is initiated with 

invalid, REJECT is 

The BSB command operation causes tape to be moved backward, 
passing over data blocks until signaled to STOP by the user 
interface. When signaled to stop, the read head is positioned 
relative to the IBG preceding the last data block passed over. 
No data characters are checked for validity or transferred across 
the interface. 
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4.4.10.2 SIGNAL SEQUENCE 

After the comnand initiation, the MTS begins backward tape 
motion. If a data block is detected, the MTS asserts BLOCK pulse 
at the standard interface. If data block spacing is to be 
terminated, the user interface must assert STOP. This assertion 
must occur within 2 microseconds of the assertion of BLOCK and 
must have a 1 microsecond minimum duration. 

If data block spacing is not to be terminated, STOP must not be 
asserted, tape motion continues, and BLOCK is pulsed (refer to 
Section 4.3.3 for BLOCK timing) when and if the next block 
detected is a data block. When STOP is asserted, tape motion is 
halted with the read head positioned in the preceding IBG, BUSY 
is reset, and the operation is completed. 

4.4.10.3 BSB/BOT 

If BOT is reached before STOP is asserted or before a data block 
is detected, the operation is terminated. Tape is positioned at 
BOT. DATA CHK and BaTS are asser ted in the endi ng s ta tus . I f BSB 
is initiated with·tape positioned at BOT, the command is invalid; 
REJECT is then asserted and the operation is terminated. 

4.4.10.4 BSB/TAPE MARK 

When a tape mark block -is encountered during the operation, tape 
motion halts with the.Read Head positioned.relative to the lBG 
preceding the tape mark block. TMS is included in the ending 
status. 

4.4.11 Forward Space a File (FSF) Command 

4.4.11.1 DESCRIPTION 

This operation is the same as that de.scribed in Section 4.4.9.1 
for BSF except that tape motion is forward and, at the completion 
of the command, the read head is positioned relative to the lBG 
fol"lowing the tape mark block. 

a ther than in it i at i ng the commapd, 
required of the user interface. 
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4.4.11.2 FSF/BOT 

When an FSF command 
MTS first processes 
for RDF/BOT before 
block. 

is initiated with tape positioned at BOT, the 
the 10 area as described in Section 4.4.5.3 

proceeding to space to the next tape mark 

4A.12 Forward Space a Block (FSB) Command 

4a4.12.1 DESCRIPTION 

This operation is the same as that described in Section 4.4.10.1 
for BSB except that tape motion is forward and, at the completion 
of the command, the read head is positioned relative to the IBG 
following the data block. 

The signal sequence is the same as that described in Section 
4.3.10.2 for BSB. 

4.4.12.2 FSB/BOT 

When an FSB command is ini tiated w.i th tape posi tioned at BOT, the 
MTS first processes the 10 area as described in Section 4.4.5.3 
for RDF/BOT before commencing the FSB operation. 

4.4.12.3 FSB/TAPE MARK 

When a tape mark block is encountered during the operation, tape 
motion halts with the read head positioned relative to the IBG 
following the tape mark block. TMS is included in the ending 
status. 

4.4.13 Write Tape Mark (WTM) Command 

4.4.13.1 DESCRIPTION 

The WTM command causes tape to be moved forward and a tape mark 
block to be written and checked for validity. If the validity 
check indicates that the tape mark does not meet ANSI 
specifications, the MTS automatically backspaces and erases 
forward over the written tape mark and rewrites the tape mark 
block. Up to two rewrites are automatically attempted. If the 
tape mark does not meet ANSI specifications after the rewrite 
attempt (s), WTM CHK is asser ted. Refer to MUX Byte ·1 . 

Other than initiating the command, 
required of the user interface. 
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4.4.13.2 WTM/BOT 

When a wTM command is initiated with tape positioned at BOT, the 
MTS first writes and checks the 10 area as described in Section 
4.4.7.3 for WRT/BOT before commencing the WTM operation. 

4.4.14 Erase Gap (ERG) Command 

4.4.14.1 DESCRIPTION 

The ERG command causes tape to be moved in the forward direction 
and a 3.6 inch nominal (PE) or 3.4 inch nominal (GCR) section of 
tape to be erased. Ouring the ERG operation, read checks are 
performed to verify that erasure has occurred. If Read signals 
are detected, REJECT is asserted in ending status. 

Other than initiating the command, 
required of the user interface. 

4.4.14.2 ERG/BOT 

no signal responses are 

When an ERG command is initiated with tape positioned at BOT, the 
MTS first automatically causes the generation and checking of the 
10 area as described in Section 4.4.7.3 for WRT/BOT before 
commencing the ERG operation. 

4.4.15 Rewind (REW) Command 

4.4.15.10ESCRIPTION 

The REW command causes tape to move in the backward direction at 
rewind speed. Tape motion halts with tape positioned at BOT. 
BUSY is asserted only until the MTS accepts the REW command. The 
MTS resets Ready Status and asserts Rewinding Status while 
performing the rewind operation, and then reasserts Ready Status 
and resets Rewinding Status when BOT is reached. 

Other than initiating the command, 
required of the user interface. 

4.4.15.2 REW/BOT 

no signal responses are 

No tape motion occurs and tape remains positioned at BOT. BUSY is 
asserted only for the short time required to check that tape was 
positioned at BOT. 
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4.4.16 Rewind and Unload (RUN) Command 

4.4.16.1 DESCRIPTION 

The RUN comnand causes tape to move in the bacKward direction at 
rewind speed. When BOT is reached, tape motion slows and tape is 
wound onto the file (supply) reel. BUSY is asserted only until 
the MTS accepts the RUN command. The MTS resets Online Status 
upon accepting the comnand. 

Other than initiating the command, 
required of the user interface. 

no signal responses are 

4.4.16.2 RUN/BOT 

Tape is wound completely onto the file (supply) 
resets Online Status upon accepting the command. 

ree 1 . The MTS 

4.4.17 Sense Drive Status (SNS) Command 

4.4.17.1 DESCRI~TION 

This command initiates the transfer of the various Drive Status 
Bytes (DSBs) across the Error Multiplex Bus to the user. The 
three Select Mux lines must be set for "Drive Sense" (SLX 2, 1, a 
= all). To start, the first status byte (DSBO) is asserted at 
the interface. Then the first SNS command causes the next status 
byte (DSB1) to be asserted at the interface. This DSB remains 
valid until the MTS is issued a NOP command. At this point the 
MTS may be issued a CLR command to place DSBO on the Error 
Multiplex Bus and return the MTS to the idle mode, or the MTS may 
be issued a SNS command to request the next sequential DSB. 
These bytes are defined in Table 4-15. 

Note that machines without the Cache Buffer only have defined 
sense bytes a through 55. Attempting to read bytes 56, 57, 58, 
etc, on these machines will cause the sense data to start over 
and display DSB 0, 1, 2, etc. 

4.4.17.2 SIGNAL SEQUENCE 

Each SNS must be followed by a 
followed by an SNS command or a 
RESET line at any time during 
Error Multiplex Bus and returns 
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CLR command. The assertion of the 
this sequence places DSBO on the 
the MTS to the idle mode. 
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4.4.17.3 SENSE BIT DEFINITIONS 

"X" indicates "not defined" in Table 4-15. The following 
definitions apply to the bits shown in Table 4-15. 

4.4.17.3.1 DSBO through DSB4 

The various bits are defined in Table 4-16. 

4.4.17.3.2 DSB5 and DSBE> Description 

These two sense bytes together may be 
specific fault code (as shown in the 
Storage Technology Standard Interface, 
following formula: 

used to reconstruct the 
Fault Code Dictionary, 

PN 97712) with the 

3-digit fault code = (DSB5 x 10 hex) + DSB6 

For example, when DSB5= 32, and DSB6 = 11, the specific fault 
code is calculated as follows: 

32 hex x 10 hex = 
PLUS 
results ina 

320 hex 
11 hex 

331 hex specific fault code 

This fault code is the same as appears on the operator panel 
during machine operation. 

4.4.17.3.3 OSBa through DSB55 Description 

. These sense bytes hold status information bytes identified in the 
Fault Code Dictionary as A-O through C-F. Each information byte 
(A-O, A-1, etc,) is located in a specific sense byte identified 
in Table 4-17. 

For example, if there is a reference in the Fault Code Dictionary 
to 'Status A-8: Data Checks' this refers (according to Table 
4-17) to Sense Byte 16, where additional data pertinent to this 
error condition is stored. The type of additional information 
stored in A-O through C-F depends on. the type of error 
encountered. 
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Table 4-15. MTS Status (Sheet 1 of 2) 

DRIVE 
STATUS MTS STATUS BITS 
BYTES 
"DSB u P 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0 WRTS EOTS BOTS 0 FPTS BWoS HoNS RoyS ONLS 

1 X 1 1 1 00 1 0 M1 MO 

2 X 0 0 S1 SO G3 G2 G1 GO 

3 X T3 T2 T 1 TO L 11 L10 L9 L8 

4 X L7 L6 L5 L4 L3 L2 L 1 LO 

BYTES 5 - 55: Diagnostic Information 

5 Last Test Ident i fier 
6 Last Test Return Code 
7 Reserved 

8-23 Status A-O through A-F ( 16 bytes) 
24-39 Status B-O through B-F ( 16 bytes) 
40-55 Status C-O through C-F ( 16 bytes) 

BYTES 56 - 61: Error Recovery Information For Read/Write Errors 

56 X X X X X X X CACHE SYNC 
DATA MODE 
MODE 

57 X WRITE READ DT POSI- RETRY RETRY RETRY RETRY 
ERROR ERROR PARITY TION Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

Lost 

58 X Number of Records which remain in the Buffer 
(may include a tape mark) 

59 X Record Number from BOT in error MSB 
(includes Tape Marks) 

60 X Record Number from BOT in error 
61 X Record Number from BOT in error LSB 
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Table 4-15. MTS Status (Sheet 2 of 2) 

DRIVE 
STATUS MTS STATUS BITS 
BYTES 
"DSB" p 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

BYTES 62 - 65: Status Information At The Time Of First Error 

62 X Dead TracKs 7-0 at time of first Write or Read Retry 

63 X EDT BOT CACHE DATA DRIVE OVER- REJECT EPROM 
STATUS PARITY PARITY CHECK BUPER RUN ERROR 

ERROR 

64 X WTM UCE PARTIAL MTE CRC EDC VEL CACHE 
CHECK RECORD ERROR ERROR CRC 

ERROR 

65 X Diagnostic Aid Bits at time of 1st Write or Read Retry 

Bytes 66-87: Error History Since The Last Unload Or SNS Comnand 

66 X Read Forward Retry count since last unload or SNS 
67 X Read BacKward Retry count since last unload or SNS 
68 X Write Retry Count since last unload or SNS 
69 X Number of Records which had Read Retries 
70 X Number of Records which had Write Retries 
7 1 X TracK a Errors (Number of records with TracK a dead) 
72 X TracK 1 Errors (Number of records with TracK 1 dead) 
73 X TracK 2 Errors (Number of records with TracK 2 dead) 
74 X TracK 3 Errors (Number of records with TracK 3 dead) 
75 X TracK 4 Errors (Number of records with TracK 4 dead) 
76 X TracK 5 Errors (Number of records with TracK 5 dead) 
77 X TracK 6 Errors (Number of records with TracK 6 dead) 
78 X TracK 7 Errors (Number of records with TracK 7 dead) 
79 X TracK P Errors (Number of records with TracK P dead) 
80 X CRC Error Count since last unload or SNS 
81 X Uncorrectable Error Count since last unload or SNS 
82 X Par ti a 1 Record Count since last unload or SNS 
83 X Multiple TracK Error Count since last unload or SNS 
84 X End of Data ChecK Count since last unload or SNS 
85 X Velocity Error Count since last unload or SNS 
86 X Cache CRC Error Count since last unload or SNS 
87 X Number of records successfully corrected 

(Corrected Error without Data ChecK) 
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Table 4-16. Various Bits in OSBO-4 

OSB 1, Bit 3: Distinguishes the 29xx series from the 19xx series. 

II SO MTS Front Pane 1 Densit~ Select 

0 0 Software select 
0 1 Unused 
1 0 1600 ( PE) 
1 1 6250 (GCR) 

DO MTS Mode 

0 1600 ( PE) 
1 6250 (GCR) 

M1 MO MTS Capabilit~ 

0 0 50 IPS - PE/GCR 
0 1 50/100 IPS PE/GCR 
1 0 Unused 
1 1 50/100 IPS PE/GCR 

with Cache Buffer 

T3 T2 T 1 TO Machine lY.Pg 

1 0 1 0 2921 
1 0 1 1 2922 

L 11 - LO CODE LEVEL 

G3 G2 ill. GO G3 G2 G1 GO Gap/Speed Selection 

0 0 0 0 - Not Used 1 0 0 o - 100 IPS, .6 PE, .3 GCR 
0 0 0 1 - 50 IPS 1 0 0 1 - 100 IPS, .9 PE, .6 GCR 

Star t!Stop 
0 0 1 o - Spare 1 0 1 o - 100 IPS, 1 .2 PE, .9 GCR 
0 0 1 1 - Spare 1 0 1 1 - Spare 
0 1 0 o - Spare 1 1 0 o - Spare 
0 1 0 1 - Spare 1 1 0 1 - Spare 
0 1 1 o - Spare 1 1 1 o - Spare 
0 1 1 1 - Spare 1 1 1 1 - Spare 
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Table 4-17. A-O Through C-F Sense Bytes Cross Reference 

STATUS SENSE STATUS SENSE ST A TU.S SENSE 
CODE BYTE CODE BYTE CODE BYTE 

A-O 8 B-O 24 C-O 40 
A-1 9 B-1 25 C-l 41 
A-2 10 B-2 26 C-2 42 
A-3 11 B-3 27 C-3 43 
A-4 12 I B-4 28 C-4 44 
A-5 13 B-5 29 C-5 45 
A-6 14 B-6 30 C-6 46 
A-7 15 B-7 31 C-7 47 
A-8 16 B-8 32 C-8 48 
A-9 17 B-9 33 C-9 49 
A-A 18 B-A 34 C-A 50 
A-B 19 B-C 35 C-B 51 
A-C 20 B-C 36 c-c 52 
A-D 21 B-D 37 C-D 53 
A-E 22 B-E 38 C-E 54 
A··F 23 B-F 39 C-F 55 
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CHAPTER 5 

INDUSTRY STANDARD ·INTERFACE 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides a description of the Industry Standard 
Interface circuits, defines the interface signals, and describes 
the user convnands to the MTS. 

The MTS and user interface connections are shown in Tables 5-1 
and 5-2. The MTS and USER interface circuits are shown in Figure 
5-1. The maximum allowable cable length from the user system to 
the last MTS in a chain is 40 feet (12.19 meters). 

The interface signal levels are: 

True = 0 
False = 1 

TRANSMITTED 

O.OV - 0.4V 
2.4V - 5.0V 

RECEIVED 

O.OV - 0.8V 
2.0V - 5.0V 

The interface resistive termination for each signal is 330 ohms 
to ground and 220 ohms to +5 Vdc. The termination for each signal 
l"ine is provided in the MTS or the user interface at each signal 
destination point. The termination includes a ground wire, 
connected in both the MTS and the user interfaces. Only the last 
MTS in a chain contains terminators. 

5.2 INDUSTRY STANDARD INTERFACE INPUT SIGNAL DEFINITIONS 

The following input line definitions are for functional mode 
only. The timing specifications given refer to measurements made 
at the MTS interface connectors. 
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SN7438 OR EQUIVALENT 

SN7414 OR 
EQUIVALENT 

+5V 

220 

330 

+5V 

220 

r - - - - , 330 

-l... -L. 

CUSTOMER TO MTS INTERFACE 

r----' 
-l... -L. SN7438 OR EQUIVALENT 

MTS TO CUSTOMER INTERFACE 

Figure 5-1. Standard Industry Interface Circuits 

12044 
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Table 5-1. Industry Standard Interface Input Lines 

MTS CONNECTOR 

SIGNAL GROUND 
DESCRIPTION (NEG. TRUE) MNEMONIC NO. PIN PIN* 

Formatter Enable FFEN J6 18 17 
COITUlland Offline FOFL J6 24 23 
Address Bit 1 FTAD1 J6 46 45 
Formatter Address FFAD J6 48 47 
High Speed Select FHISP J6 50 49 

Last Word FLWD J7 04 03 
Write Bit 4 FWD4 J7 06 05 
Start Command FGO J7 08 07 
Write Bit 0 FWDO J7 10 09 
Write Bit 1 FWD1 J7 12 1 1 

Spare 3 - - -- J7 14 13 
Spare 2 - - -- J7 16 15 
COlmland Bit 3 FREV J7 18 17 
Rewind To BOT FREW J7 20 19 
Write Bit P FWDP J7 22 21 

Write Bit 7 FWD7 J7 24 23 
Write Bit 3 FWD3 J7 26 25 
Write Bit 6 FWD6 J7 28 27 
Write Bit 2 FWD2 J7 30 29 
Write Bit 5 FWD5 J7 32 31 

COlmland Bit 2 FWRT J7 34 33 
Long Gap FLGAP J7 36 35 
COflllland Bit 4 FEDIT J7 38 37 
Command Bit 0 FERASE J7 40 39 
Command Bit 1 FWFM J7 42 41 

Spare 1 - --- J7 44 43 
Address Bit 0 FTADO J7 46 45 

* All gnd pins are connected to a single gnd bus. 
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Table 5-2. Industry Standard Interface Output Lines 

MTS CONNECTOR 

SIGNAL GROUND 
DESCRIPTION (NEG TRUE) MNEMONIC NO. PIN PIN* 

Read Bit P FRDP J6 01 
Read Bit 0 FRDO J6 02 
Read Bit 1 FRD1 J6 03 
Load Point (BOT) FLOP J6 04 
Read Bit 4 FRD4 J6 06 05 

Read Bit 7 FRD7 J6 08 07 
Read Bit 6 FRD6 J6 10 09 
Hard Error FHER J6 12 1 1 
File MarK FFMK J6 14 13 
10 Burst FlO J6 16 15 

Read Bit 5 FRD5 J6 20 19 
End Of Tape FEOT J6 22 21 
Density Status FGCR J6 26 25 
Drive Ready FRDY J6 28 27 
Rewinding FRWD J6 30 29 

File Protected FFPT J6 32 31 
Data Read Strobe FRSTR J6 34 33 
Data Write Strobe FDWDS J6 36 35 
Data Busy FDBY J6 38 37 
High Speed Status FHSPD J6 40 39 

Corrected Error FCER J6 42 41 
Online Status FONL J6 44 43 
Formatter Busy FFBY J7 02 01 
Read Bit 2 FRD2 J7 48 47 
Read Bit 3 FRD3 J7 50 49 

* All gnd pins are connected to a single gnd bus. 
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Table 5-3. Interface Connector J6 Pin Functions 

PIN MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION 

01 FRDP Read Bit P 
02 FRDO Read Bit 0 
03 FRD1 Read Bit 1 
04 FLOP Load Point ( BOT) 
06 FRD4 Read Bit 4 
08 FRD7 Read Bit 7 
10 FRD6 Read Bit 6 
12 FHER Hard Error 
14 FFMK File Mark 
16 FlO 10 Burst 
18 FFEN Formatter Enable 
20 FRD5 Read Bit 5 
22 FEOT End of Tape 
24 FOFL Command Offline 
26 GCR Density Status 
28 FRDY Drive Ready 
30 FRWD Rewinding 
32 FFPT File Protect 
34 FRSTR Data Read Strobe 
36 FDWDS Data Write Strobe 
38 FDBY Data Busy 
40 FHSPD High Speed Status 
42 FCER Corrected Error 
44 FONL Online Status 
46 FTAD1 Address Bit 1 
48 FFAD Formatter Address 
50 FHISP High Speed Select 
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Table 5-4. Interface Connector u7 Pin Functions 

PIN Mnemonic Description 

02 FFBY Forma tter Busy 
04 FLWD Last Word 
06 FWD4 Wr ite Bi t 4 
08 FGO Start Command 
10 FWDO Wr ite Bit a 
12 FWD1 Write Bit 1 
14 -- -- Spare 3 
16 - - -- Spare 2 
18 FREV Conmand Bit 3 
20 FREW Rewind to BOT 
22 FWDP Wr ite Bit P 
24 FWD7 Wr ite Bi t 7 
26 FWD3 Wr i te Bit 3 
28 FWD6 Wri te Bit 6 
30 FWD2 Write Bit 2 
32 FWD5 Write Bit 5 
34 FWRT COlTl11and Bit 2 
36 FLGAP Long Gap 
38 FEDIT Conmand Bit 4 
40 FERASE Conmand Bit a 
42 FWFM Conmand Bit 1 
44 - - -- Spare 1 
46 FTADO Address Bit a 
48 FRD2 Read Bit 2 
50 FRD3 Read Bit 3 

5.2.1 MTS Address (FT ADO, FT AD 1 and FFAD) 

When the Formatter Address line (FFAD) matches the corresponding 
MTS switch position, the two address lines (FTADO and FTAD1) are 
decoded to select one of the four possible MTSs. Table 5-5 lists 
the address codes, with "1" being the active or true state. 

Table 5-5. MTS Address Lines 

MTS ADDRESS LINES MTS 

FFAD FTADO FTAD1 SELECTED 

a a a a 
a a 1 1 
a 1 a 2 
a 1 1 3 
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The two MTS switches corresponding to the two address lines 
(FTADO and FTAD1) must be set to indicate MTS 0, 1, 2, or 3 to 
match the two address lines coming from the host or controller. 
The FFAD switch must also be set to match the incoming address 
line. FFAD is shown as "0" in Table 5-5, although "1" can be used 
if the opposite polarity is desired. The address lines from the 
host may be switched as long as Formatter Busy (FFBY) and Data 
Busy (FDBY) are not set. The address must be stable one 
microsecond before any command lines are activated. That is, Go 
(FGO), Offline (FOFL), Rewind (FREW), and Formatter Enable (FFEN) 
must not be changed when switching machine addresses. 

5.2.2 Go, Initiate a Command (FGO) 

The assertion of the FGO line causes the user command lines to be 
polled and the command operation to begin. All of the command 
lines must be stable on the start of the FGO pulse and are 
clocked in on the trailing edge. The FGO pulse from the host or 
controller must be a one microsecond (minimum) pulse. The 
signals that must be stable are: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 

FERASE 
FWFM 
FWRT 
FREV 
FEDIT 
FLGAP 
FHISP 
Spa're 

- Command 0 
- Command 1 
- Command 2 
- Command 3 
- Command 4 
- Command 5 
- Command 6 
- Command 7 

The other command lines (FOFL, FREW, and FFEN) 
must not be activated when FGO is used. 

Commands 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are used to encode commands described in 
the section entitled "Functional Mode Command Descriptions" in 
this chapter~ If the FGO line is asserted before Data Busy 
(FDBY) is unasserted, the new command is ignored, Command Overrun 
is set and Hard Error is pulsed. The FGO line is ignored if the 
MTS is offline or if FFEN is not asserted. 

5.2.3 Command Lines (Command 0-7) 

Commands 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 are used to encode commands described in 
Table 5-6, where "1" is the active or true state. These five 
command lines are decoded in the MTS processor and cause one of 
the command operations. All eight command lines, however, must 
be stable when the FGO line is asserted. The section entitled 
"Functional Mode Command Descriptions" in this chapter contains 
descriptions and timing information concerning each command 
operation. 
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5.2.4 Rewind and Offline (FREW, FOFL) 

FREW - Rewind. This line must be held true for at least one 
microsecond. When asserted, 'this pulse causes the 
selected transport to rewind to BOT. The drive drops the 
MTS Ready signal (FRDY) "and asserts the MTS Rewind signal 
(FRWO) one microsecond (maximum) after the leading edge of 
the FREW signa 1. 

FOFL - Offline and Rewind. This line must be held true for one 
microsecond (minimum). The drive drops the MTS Ready 
signal (FRDY) within one microsecond (maximum) after the 
leading edge of the FOFL signal~ The processor then drops 
on 1 i ne and star ts the rewi nd. After the rewi nd is 
complete, the tape is unloaded. 

These two signals are ignored if the MTS is offline and/or the 
formatter is busy (FFBY is asserted). 

Table 5-6. Command Lines 

Command CMD-4 CMD-3 CMO-2 CMD-1 CMD-O 
(FEDIT) (FREV) (FWRT) (FWFM) (FERASE) 

Read Forward 0 0 0 0 0 
Read Reverse 0 1 0 0 0 

Write 0 0 1 0 0 
Write File Mark 0 0 1 1 0 
Write Extended 0 1 1 1 0 

Contro lled Erase 0 0 1 0 1 
Fixed Erase 0 0 1 1 1 
Data Security Erase 1 0 1 1 1 

Space Forward 0 0 0 0 1 
Space Reverse 0 1 0 0 1 

File Search FWD 0 0 0 1 1 
(Ignore Data) 

File Search Rev 0 1 0 1 1 
(Ignore Data) 

Read Sense 1 1 0 0 1 
Read Controller 1 1 0 1 0 

Sense 
Select PE 1 0 J 0 1 1 
Select GCR 1 1 0 1 1 
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5.2.5 Formatter Enable (FFEN) 

FFEN - Formatter Enable. This signal is usually held true. If 
the line goes false, the drive stops motion and the 
current command is terminated. 

The FFEN line should be disabled only to terminate a 
runaway condition. There is no need to use this line as a 
'reset' to clear status lines. All status lines are reset 
on the acceptance of a new command. 

Using this line as a 'reset' between commands causes 
motion to be stopped, forces repositioning between each 
command, thereby causing slower performance of the drive. 
Also, for system initialization, the drive only needs to 
be set online and rewound to BOT. 

This line is ignored if the MTS is offline or if the MTS 
does not have Data Busy (FDBY) asserted. 

5.2.6 Last Word (FLWD) 

This line, when asserted during a Write command with Write Data 
lines (FWDO-7 and FWDP), indicates that the character strobed 
with FDWDS (Demand Write Data Strobe) is the last byte of the 
record. When FLWD is asserted during a Controlled Erase command 
the MTS stops erasing tape. 

5.2.7 Write Data lines 0-7, P(FWDO-7, FWDP) 

These nine lines transmit data to the MTS. 
significant. 

5.2.8 High Speed Select (FHISP) 

FWDO is the most 

If this line is unasserted, the MTS reads or writes at 50 ips. 
If it is asserted when a motion command is issued, the MTS reads 
or writes at 100 ips. If the MTS is in the opposite speed mode 
when the command is issued, the unit changes speed and then 
executes the command. This line is ignored in the 2925. 

5.2.9 Long Gap Select (FLGAP) 

When this line is unasserted the interblock gap is generated at 
the nominal length. When it is asserted, the gap is generated at 
the nominal length ~ 0.6 inch. This command is used in the 
streaming mode only. This line is ignored in the 2925. 
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5.3 INDUSTRY STANDARD INTERFACE OUTPUT SIGNAL DEFINITIONS 

5.3.1 Formatter Busy (FFBY) 

Formatter Busy is used to indicate that a command is being 
processed. It goes true within one microsecond after the leading 
edge of the FGO line. This line remains true until the full 
completion of the command. For the 2925 Cache Buffer, FFBY 
remains active until all buffered write data has been written to 
tape. 

5.3.2 Data Busy (FDBY) 

This line is processor controlled and is used to indicate the 
'Data Transfer' part of the command. When this line goes true on 
read/write commands, data is being exchanged. It goes false when 
data is finished transferring, and although motion has not yet 
stopped, a new command can be received. The new command is 
received and processed after the completion of the previous 
command. Hard Error,Corrected Error and File Mark Detected are 
pulsed, if applicable, before FDBY is unasserted. While this 
line is asserted no new command may be issued. 

5.3.3 Identification Burst (FlO) 

The Identification Burst line is asserted by the MTS to indicate 
that an identification burst procedure is being performed by the 
MTS. It is asserted on a Read or a Write command from BOT. FID 
is asserted on Write while the ID burst is being written. On 
Read, FlO is asserted whi 1e the ID burst is being read, to 
determine the density (PE or GCR) of the tape. 

5.3.4 Hard Error (FHER) 

If an error is detected whi le the MTS is busy, this 
pulsed low and is asserted while FDBY is asserted 
unasserted before FDBY is unasserted. For further details 
section entitled "Sense Command", sense bytes 3.and 4, 
chapter. 

5.3.5 File Mark Detected (FFMK) 

1 i ne .; s 
and is 
see the 
in this 

This line is asserted while Data Busy (FDBY) is asserted when a 
tape mark pattern has been detected, and is unasserted before 
FDBY is unasserted. 
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5.3.6 Corrected Error (FCER) 

This line is set when: 

• A single track error has been corrected during a PE read, or 
during a PE read back check during a write. 

• A single or double track error has been corrected during a GCR 
read, or during a GCR read back check during a write. 

When the error correction occurs, the FCER line is asserted while 
Data Busy (FDBY) is asserted and is unasserted before FDBY is 
unasserted. 

5.3.7 MTS Ready (FRDY) 

This line, FRDY, is asserted when tape is loaded and the MTS is 
not in a Rewind or a Machine Check status. It indicates that the 
MTS is ready to accept a read/write type cOlll11and. The only 
cOlll11ands accepted while not ready are sense type commands and 
some diagnostic commands. 

5.3.8 MTS Online (FONL) 

This line, FONL, is asserted when 
address match has been detected, 
communicate back to the host. If the 
status back to the host is unasserted. 

5.3.9 MTS Rewind (FRWD) 

the MTS is online and an 
meaning it is able to 

MTS is offline, all other 

This line, FRWD, is asserted when the MTS is rewinding tape to 
BOT. 

5.3.10 End of Tape (FEOT) 

This line, FEOT, is asserted when the end of tape (EDT) 
reflective marker is detected and stays asserted past this 
marker. EDT status is reset when the EDT marker is detected in 
backward or rewind mode. The MTS will read or write past EDT if 
commanded to do so. For Early EDT operation in the 2925, refer to 
the Option Switch Settings. 

5.3.11 File Protect (FFPT) 

This line, FFPT, is asserted when the loaded file reel does not 
contain a write enable ring. This tape cannot be written on 
either in functional mode or in diagnostics mode. 
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5.3.12 Load Point (FLDP) 

This line, FLDP, 
positioned at BOT. 

is asserted when the tape is loaded and 

5.3.13 High Speed Streaming (FHSPD) 

This line, FHSPD, is asserted when the selected MTS is in the 
streaming mode at 100 ips. It is unasserted when the selected 
MTS is in the start/stop mode at 50 ips. 

5'.3.14 High Density Status (GCR) 

This line, GCR, is asserted when the selected MTS is in the GCR, 
or 6250 characters per inch (cpi), group coded recording mode. 
It is unasserted when the selected MTS is in the PE, or 1600 
characters per inch (cpi), phase encoded mode. 

5.3.15 Demand Write Data Strobe (FDWDS) 

This signal, FDWDS, consists of a pulse for each character to be 
written onto tape. Write timing is specified in Figure 5-2, 
Figure 5-3, Table 5-7, Table 5-8 and Table 5-9. The host 
interface must be able to maintain a data transfer rate equal to 
the tape data rate when in non-cached operation. This includes 
the 2925 in Long Record Mode. Therefore, the 2925 Data Rate 
switches should be set to the minimum values specified in Table 
5-10 when in the Long Record Mode. 
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Table 5-7. Interface Timing (Sheet 1 of 2) 

Tape Min. Max. 
Speed Time Time 

Time Description (IPS) Models Nanosec. Nanos'ec. 

Tl Write Strobe Pulse Width 50 2921,2922 950 1 ,250 
Write Strobe Pulse Width 100 2922 350 - --
Write Strobe Pulse Width 50/100 2925 See Table 5-8 

T2 Write Crc1e 50 2921,2922 2,000 ---
Write Cycle 100 2922 1 , 000 ---
Write Cycle 50/100 2925 See Table 5-8 

T3 Wi'i te Strobe to Data 50 2921,2922 -0- 700 
Delay 

Write Strobe to Data 100 2922 -0- 300 
, De lay 

T4 Data Busy to First Wr i ,te 50/100 All --- 10,000 
Data ! 'i 

T5 FGO to FFBY 
• 

50/100 All -- - 1:,,000 
: I:' 
I' 

T6 FGO to FDBY on Write 50 2921,2922 3.0 -:::- -
T7 Wr.ite Data Setup to 50/100 2925 200 --'-

Trailing Edge of Write 
Strobe 

T8 Write Data Hold from 50/100 2925 -0- - --
Tra i 1 i no. ",Edge of Wr i te 
Strobe'" , 

-_ .. 

T9 Read Strobe Pulse Width 50 1921 ,2922 700 - --
Read Strobe Pulse Width 100 2921 150 - --
Read Strobe Pulse Width 50/100 2925 See Table, 5-8 

Tl0 Read Cycle 50 2921,2922 2,000 ---
Read Cycle 100 2922 1 ,000 ---
Read Cycle 50/100 2925 See Tab1e,5-8 

. 
T 11 Read Data to Read Strobe 50 2921,2922 300 - --

Setup 
Read Data to Read Strobe 100 2922 300 - --

SetLip 
Read Data to Read Strobe 50/100 2925 100 - --

I Setup 
-
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Table 5-7. Interface Timing (Sheet 2 of 2) 

Tape Min. Max. 
Speed Time Time 

Time Descr ipt ion ( IPS) Models Nanosec. Nanosec. 

T12 Read Data from Read 50 2921 ,2922 100 - --
Strobe Hold 

Read Data from Read 100 2922 100 - --
Strobe Hold 

Read Data from Read 50/100 2925 100 - --
Strobe Hold 

T13 Tra i 1 i ng Edge of FDWDS 50 2921 ,2922 -0- 700 
to FLWD 

Tra i 1 i ng Edge of FDWDS 100 2922 -0- 300 
to FLWD 

Tra i 1 ing Edge of FDWDS 50/100 2925 -0- 600 
to FLWD 

T 14 FGO to FDBY • 50/100 2925 See Table 5-9 
(i n Mode 1 2925) 

T15 FGO to FDBY on Read 50 2921 ,2922 100 ",s - --
COlTmands 

FGO to FDBY on Read 100 2922 100 ",s - --
COITmands 

Table 5-8. Model 2925 Data Transfer Timing 

Data T2, T10 T9 T1 
Rate Host Data Read Write 

Swi tches Data Cycle Strobe Strobe 
7 2 1 Rate Time Width Width 

o 0 0 1.0 Mb/s 1.0 us 400 ns 400 ns 
o 0 1 833 kb/s 1.2 us 400 ns 600 ns 
0 1 0 714 Kb/s 1.4 us 400 ns 800 ns 
0 1 1 625 kb/s 1.6 us 400 ns 1.0 us 
1 0 0 500 kb/s 2.0 us 400 ns 1.4 us 
1 0 1 312 kb/s 3.2 us 400 ns 2.6 us 
1 1 0 200 kb/s 5.0 us 400 ns 4.4 us 
1 1 1 75 kb/s 13.2 us 400 ns 12.6 us 

Note: Timings shown in this table are 
nomina 1. Worst case is nominal plus or 
minus 50 nanoseconds. 
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Table 5-9. Model 2925 Ramp Times 

Ramp SlAIi tch T14, Ramp Time 
Settings (mi 11 i sec. ) 

4 3 Min. Max. 

0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 8 
1 0 8 12 
1 1 12 20 

Table 5-10. Minimum Data Rate Switch Settings for Model 2925 in 
Long Record Mode 

Minimum 
Tape Tape Host Data Rate 
Speed Density Sw itch Se t t i ng 
(IPS) (cpi ) . (KB/S) 

, 

I 100 6250 714 

L10C 
1600 200 

50 6250 500 
I 50 1600 200 

5.3.16 Read Data Strobe (FRSTR) 

This signal, FRSTR, consists of a pulse for each character of 
read information to be transmitted to the host contc.o.L1er
interface and should be used to sample the Read Data lines 
(FRDO-7 and FRDP). This signal is also asserted when Demand 
Write Data Strobe is asserted. Read timing is specified in Figure 
5-4 and Tables 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9. The model 2925 Data Rate 
switches should be. set to the minimum values specified in Table 
5-10 when in Long Record Mode. 

5.3.17 Read Data Lines 0-7, P (FRDO-7, FRDP) 

These nine lines transmit read data from the MTS to the customer 
controller. Each character read from tape is available by 
sampling these lines in parallel with the read data strobe. FDRO 
contains the most significant bit of data. 

The Read Data lines (FRDO-7, FRDP) are also used to transfer 
sense information. Parity is also sent when doing a Sense 
command. For further information see the section entitle~ "Sense 
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FGO~ ______________________________________________ __ 

FFBY 

FDBY 

READ 
DATA 

BUS 

FRSTR 

T5 - -
~T15-

or 

I I I I 

- TI1 
_ jT12 ~ 
_T9 

TlO 

12130 A 

Figure 5-4. Read Timing 

Conmand" in this chapter, and the section entitled "Read Extended 
Sense~ in Chapter 5. 

5.4 FUNCTIONAL MODE COMMAND DESCRIPTIONS 

The interface conmand lines that are active for the following 
comnands are listed in Table 5-6 above. 

5.4.1 Read Forward Command 

5.4.1.1 NON-CACHED OPERATION 

The Read Forward comnandcauses the tape: 

• to move in the forward direction and read the next blocK of 
data, and 

• .da ta is transferred unt i 1 end-of-data is detected. Note that 
Last Word (FLWD) is ignored on a Read. 

Non-data characters of the blocK are detected, decoded, and 
checKed for validity, but not transferred across the interface. 
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Data characters of the block are detected, decoded, checked for 
validity, corrected if appropriate and transferred across the 
interface. 

The Read command sequence is as follows: 

1. The user asserts the Read command and FGO line. 

2. MTS acknowledges the FGO line was asserted by asserting 
Formatter Busy (FFBY). 

3. MTS sets up for the Read command and motion is started (or 
continued) and Data Busy (FDBY) is asserted. 

4. MTS asserts Read Data Strobe (FRSTR) pulses for each data 
byte transferred. 

5. When data is finished and status is complete, the MTS 
unasserts Data Busy (FDBY) to enable the user to read the 
status and issue the next command. 

6. If the user does not give a~other command the drive begins to 
decelerate and Formatter Buiy IFFBYI is unasserted. 

5.4.1.2 CACHED OPERATION (MULTIPLE BUFFERED RECORDS) 

The RDF command causes the next block of data to be transferred 
from the cache memory to the host. Generally, a series of Read 
records are read ahead from tape and held in the cache memory for 
later transfer to the host. If an uncorrectable error is 
encountered when reading ahead from tape, the Mrs backspa~es and 
rereads the record, repeating this error recovery process the 
number of times selected, either 0, 5, 10, or 15 times. If zero 
is selected, no retires are attempted. When the host intel'face 
requests the block i~ error, Data Check is asserted at the end of 
the data transfer. The host can then command further recovery 
procedures if desired. 

When reading ahead from tape, if _EDT is encountered, no further 
blocks are read unless the host interface catches up to physical 
tape and commands further Reads. Then the MTS only reads one 
data block from tape at a time. 

When reading a record from tape that is presently being requested 
by the host, any error status is given directly to the host and 
no retry procedures are automatically attempted. 

The Read Command sequence is the same as it is for non-cached 
operation, except that FFBY may remain asserted between commands. 
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5.4.1.3 RDF/TAPE MARK BLOCKS 

5.4.1.3.1 Non-Cached Operation 

When an RDF operation is initiated, but the next block is a tape 
mark block, the MTS moves the tape past the tape mark and asserts 
File Mark Detected (FFMK). A data block will not have been 
processed and no ·data characters will have been transferred 
across the interface. No signal responses will have been 
requested from the user interface. 

5.4.1.3.2 Cached Operation (Multiple Buffered Records) 

If the switches indicate to synchronize on one tape mark and a 
tape mark block is read from tape, the MTS will read ahead 

'ands to the tape dr i ve and wa it for the hos t to break the RDF 
lnd string or request a read of the tape mark block. If the 

........ are switches indicate to synchronize on two tape marks in a 
row and one TM block is detected, the MTS will issue a series of 
RDF conmands internally. If two tape marks in a row are 
encountered, the MTS wi 11 ha It tape mot ion, i . e. not issue any 
more read ahead corrmands. The MTS then waits for the host to 
break the RDF corrmand string or issue a conmand after reading the 
second tape marK. At that time the MTS will execute the conmand 
issued· and begin reading ahead again.if appropriate. 

5.4.2 Read Reverse Command 

Similar to the Read Forward corrrnand, but with backward tape 
motion. Data is not read ahead'on Read Reverse when in cached 
operation. 

5.4.3 Write Command 

5.4.3.1 NON-CACHED OPERATION 

The Write corrrnand causes the tape: 

• to move in the forward direction, 

• to move to the ending portion of the preceding lBG to be 
written, 

• the data block to be written, 

• the data block to be read and checked for validity, and 

• the beginning portion of the next lBG to be generated. 
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Non-data characters of the data blocK are 
generated, encoded, formatted, and written. Data 
be written are transferred across the interface, 
encoded, formatted, and written. 

The Write command sequence is as follows: 

1. The user asserts Write command and FGO line. 

automatically 
characters to 
au toma t i ca 11 y 

2. MTS acKnowledges the FGO line was asserted by asserting 
Formatter Busy (FFBY). 

3. MTS acknowledges Write by starting (or continuing) motion and 
asserting Data Busy (FDBY). 

4. MTS asserts Demand Write Data Strobe (FDWDS) pulses until the 
user asserts Last Word (FLWD). 
(There are no user responses; data is assumed to be correct 
and on time.) 

5. MTS continues to move the tape to perform a read bacK checK. 

6. When data is finished and status is completed, the MTS 
unasserts Data Busy (FDBY) to enable the user to read the 
status and issue the next command. 

7. If the user does not give another command the drive begins to 
decelerate and Formatter Busy (FFBY) is unasserted. 

5.4.3.2 CACHED OPERATION (MULTIPLE BUFFERED RECORDS) 

The WRT command causes the next data blocK to be transferred from 
the host to the cache memory. Generally, a series of WRT 
commands causes multiple records to be held in cache memory for 
later transfer to tape. If an error -is encountered when writing 
to tape, the cache control will bacKspace, erase a portion of 
tape, and try to rewrite the record. This error recovery process 
is repeated the number of times selected, either 5, 10, or 15 
times. If the data cannot be written to tape, Hard Error (FHER) 
is asserted on the next available command, and no other commands 
can be executed until a Read Controller sense command transfers 
the appropriate status to the host. 

5.4.3.2.1 WRT/Early EDT (Buffered Mode) 

When writing with the Cache Buffer (Model 2925) operating in 
buffered mode, a number of records may be present in the buffer 
at ar.y given time. When the MTS de:ermines that the tape is 
approaching the end-of-recording area, the maximum number of 
records in the buffer is reduced to 1 or 4 as indicated by the 
switches. This ensures that no more than 1 or 4 records will be 
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written after the end-of-recording area is encountered without 
the host's knowledge. After the end-of-recording area is 
reached, only 1 record maximum is allowed in the buffer so that 
status is not given to the host until this record has been 
written to tape. 

5.4.4 Write Tape Mark Command 

The Write Tape Mark command causes the tape to be moved forward, 
and a tape mark block to be written and checked for validity. 
Two retries 'are automatically done, if required. 

5.4.5 Write Extended Command 

This command allows the user to change the interblock gap (IBG) 
length for the 100 ips streaming mode operation and, in the 2925, 
to set the Cache mode. A one-byte "write" transfer is required 
to completely define the operation. Formatter Busy (FFBY) and 
Data Busy (FDBY) remain asserted throughout the transfer. The 
FDWDS pulse width may be wider than normal for this transfer. 
The byte sent is defined in Table 5-11. 

Table 5-11. Speed/Gap Selection Decodes and Cache Mode Set 
Decode 

BITS OF LAST 
DATA BYTE MODE 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 SELECTED 

X X X X 0 0 0 1 50 IPS, Nominal Gap 
X X X X 1 0 0 0 100 IPS, 0.6" PE, 0.3"GCR 
X X X X 1 0 0 1 100 IPS, 0.9" PE, 0.6"GCR 
X X X X 1- a 1 a 100 IPS, 1 . 2" PEp 0.9"GCR 
a a a 1 X X X X Set to Buffered Mode 
0 a 1 a X X X X Set to Long-Record Mode 
a 1 0 a X X X X Set to Cache Data Mode 

When a gap length is selected by this Write Extended command, 
Long Gap Select (FLGAP) and High Speed Select (FHISP) will 
subsequently be ignored. 

The set buffered mode command causes normal cache buffer 
operation, generally storing multiple records in cache memory. 
The set long-record mode command causes the opposite mode, 
keeping physical tape synchronized to the host interface, 
generally stor~ng less than one record in cache memory. 
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Long-record mode must be selected for records longer than cache 
memory .. 

Set cache data mode will cause data to be read from or written to 
cache memory only, without using physical tape. 

For machines without the Cache Buffer installed, Bits 4, 5, 6 and 
7 should always be zero in the Byte described in Table 5-11 . 

. Receipt of bit combinations not defined in the above Table will 
not resu 1t in RE JECT CODE 7, I 11 ega 1 Command. Th is command is 
used in functional mode operations. The "X" values can be valid 
bit combinations or should be set to .. a .. if the mode is not to 
change. If the MTS is in cache data mode, selecting buffered or 
long-record mode will cause the MTS to exit cache data mode and 
begin normal tape data processing. 

5.4.6 Fixed Erase/Erase Gap Command 

The Erase Gap command moves the tape forward and erases a 3.6 
inch (nominal) section of tape in PE, or a 3.4 inch (nominal) 
section in GCR. During the erase operation, read checks are 
performed to verify that erasure has occurred. If Read signals 
are detected, Data Check is asserted in status byte O. 

5.4.7 Controlled Erase Command 

The Controlled Erase command causes the MTS to accelerate the 
tape and erase the tape continuously until the Last Word signal 
(FLWD) from the user is set true. Thi s termi na tes the erase 
operation. The ID burst is written when an Erase command is 
gi ven from BOT. 

5.4.8 Security Erase Command 

The Secur i ty Erase command ca.uses the MTS to erase tape from its 
present position to a position approximately 10 feet past EaT. 
The ID burst is written when the command is given from BOT. 

5.4.9 Space Forward Command 

The Space Forward command causes the tape to move forward, 
passing over one block of data. If no new command is given while 
Data Busy (FDBY) is unasserted and Formatter Busy (FFBY) is still 
asserted, tape motion wi 11 stop. No data characters are checked 
for validity or transferred across the interface. 
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5.4.1 o Space Reverse Command 

The Space Reverse convnandcauses the tape to move- backwards, 
passing over one block of data. If no new command is given while 
Data Busy (FDBY) is unasserted and Formatter Busy (FFBY) is still 
asserted, tape motion will stop. No data characters are checked 
for validity or transferred across the interface. 

5.4.11 File Mark Search Forward Command (Ignore Data) 

File Mark Search Forward command causes the tape to move forward, 
passing over each data block encountered until a tape mark block 
is detected. Tape motion is then ha lted. Da ta characters are 
not checked and transferred over the interface. 

5.4.12 File Mark Search Reverse Command (Ignore Data) 

File Mark Search Reverse command causes the tape to move 
backward, passing over each data block encountered until a tape 
mark block is detected. Tape mot ion is then ha lted. Da ta 
characters are not checked and transferred over the interface. 

5.4.13 Select PE Density Command 

This comnand is issued by the host to put the MTS in PE mode. 
The dropping of Formatter Busy (FFBY) indicates completion of the 
comnand. This comnand will be accepted only when the tape is 
ei ther un loaded or loaded a t BOT. -

5.4.14 Select GCR Density Command--- --------- --

This command is issued by the host to put the MTS in GCR mode. 
The dropping of Formatter Busy (FFBY) indicates completion of the 
comnand. This conmand will be accepted only when the tape is 
either unloaded or loaded at BOT. 

5.5 SENSE COMMANDS 

5.5.1 Sense Data, 8 Bytes 

Eight bytes of sense data are asserted on the Read Bus after a 
Sense command is issued. The MTS puts the first byte of data on 
the Read Bus, then asserts and unasserts the Read Data Strobe 
(FRSTR) 1 ine. The FRSTR pulse width may be wider than norma 1. 
The next byte is then put on the Read Bus and Read Data Strobe 
(FRSTR) is asserted and unas~erted. This procedure is repeated 
until all 8 bytes have been transferred to _the host or 
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controller. The status bits defined below are listed a to 7. 
The a represents the most significant bit of data and is 
transferred on FRDO. Odd par i ty is a1 so transferred with each 
sense byte (FRDP) to ensure data i ntegri ty. A 11 unused bi ts are 
unasserted (zero). 
Sense Byte Q 

Bit 
a Command Illegal 

1 - Not Ready" 
2 - Drive Type 

Set when the MTS receives an illegal 
command 

- Set when 
- Set when 

feature; 
only 

the MTS is not ready 
the MTS has the 100 ips streaming 
reset when the MTS is start/stop 

3 - Equipment Check - Set when the MTS has a fault code on the 

4 - Data Check 
operator display panel (FXX) 

- Set when the MTS has detected one or more 
of the error conditions in sense by~e 3; 
and bi ts 0, 1, or 2 in sense byte 4: I 

5 - Command Overrun - Set if a command is received with Data! 
Busy (FDBY) true (also sets sense b~te' a 
bit 0) . . 

6 - Unit ChecK - Set when bit 0, 1, 3, 4, or 5 of th~s 
sen~e byte a (this byte) is set . • 

7 - Unit Exception - Set when an error correction is performed 
during a read operation (bits 0, 1,!or 2 
in sense byte 4). . 

Sense Byte 1 (Last Command Issued) 

Bit 
a - Command bi t 7 Spare 1 
1 - Command bit 6 High Speed 
2 - Command bit 5 Long Gap 
3 - Command bit 4 Edi t 
4 - Command bit 3 Reverse 
5 - Command bit 2 Write 
6 - Command bit 1 Write File 
7 - Command bit a Erase 

Sense Byte g (Tape Status) 

Bit 
a Backward Status 
1 - On 1 i ne 
2 - Rewinding 
3 - File Protected 
4 - GCR (Density) 

Select 

MarK 

5 High Speed (100 ips Streaming Mode) 
6 - BOT 
7 - EDT 
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Sense Byte ~ and 1 (Hard Errors) 

Sense byte 3 and sense byte 4 contain Data ChecK and Reject 
status information. Any error reported in byte 3 or 4 will also 
cause the Hard Error status line to be set. 

Sense Byte ~ (Hard Error R/W Status) 

Bit 
a - Write Tape MarK ChecK 
1 - Uncorrectable Error 
2 - Partial Record 
3 - Multiple TracK Error 
4 - Not Used 
5 - End of Data Check 
6 - Velocity Error 
7 - CRC Error 

Sense Byte 1 (Hard Error Status Continued) 

Bit 
a - BOT Reached Befor'e BacKward Command was Comp 1 eted. 
1 - Not Used 
2 - Single TracK Error in PE Write 
3 - Not Used 
4 - Command Reject (See Sense Byte 5, Reject Codes) 

COlll11and was taKen but could not be completed. 
5 - Bus Parity Error 
6 - Operation Incomplete 
7 - Overrun 

Sense Byte § (Reject Codes) 

Bit 
a - Diagnostic Mode Set (MSB) 
1 - Not Used 
2 - Reject Code Bit 5 
3 - Reject Code Bit 4 
4 - Reject Code Bit 3 
5 - Reject Code Bit 2 
6 - Reject Code Bit 'I 
7 - Reject Code Bit 0 (LSB) 

-.-.-~-- -------------

See Table 5-12 for further explanation of Reject Codes. 
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Sense Byte.§. (Corrected Error and Dead Track E.) 

Sense byte 6 contains the Corrected Error status information. If 
the Corrected Error s ta tus 1 i ne is set, ei ther bi to, 1, or 2 is 
set. 

Bit 
o - Single Track in PE Read Corrected 
1 - Single Track in GCR Read Corrected 
2 - Double lrack in GCR Read Corrected 
3 - Nominal gap selected by last Write Extended command 
4 - Nominal gap + 0.3 inch selected by the last Write Extended 

command 
5 - Nominal gap + 0.6 inch selected by the last Write Extended 

command 
6 - Not Used 
7 - Dead Track P 

Sense Byte 1 (Dead Track Register) 

Bit 
0 - Dead Track 0 
1 - Dead Track 1 
2 - Dead Track 2 
3 - Dead Track 3 
4 - Dead Track 4 
5 - Dead Track 5 
6 - Dead Track 6 
7 - Dead Track 7 

5.5.2 Read Coantroller Sense 

This command ;s utilized in the 2925 only. Thirty-two (32) bytes 
are transferred to the howt as defined in Table 5-13. This data 
could be used by the host system for data recovery procedures. 
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REJECT 
CODE 
(HEX) 

01 

02* 

03* 

04 

05 

07 

08* 

Table 5-12. Reject Codes (Sheet 1 of 2) 

DESCRIPTION 

The MTS is not in R~ady status. 

Internal Interface Error (2925 only) 

Reserved 

Reserved 

The MTS is in File Protect status when a 
command is attempted. 

The MTS did not go to Erase status only. 

Illegal conmand sequence. 

The MTS did not go to Read status. 

write type 

09* The MTS is unable to read a PE or GCR 10 burst either 
during a read operation or during a read check while 
writing the 10 burst, 

OA Reserved 

OB Reserved 

OC* The MTS did not go to Write ,status. 

00 Reserved 

OE Reserved 

OF* Noise (possibly data) was detected during an Erase 
Gap command or during a Write command following a 
read type command. 

10* The host has issued a READ in cache data mode and no 
record is in the buffer. (2925 only) 

11* The MTS reset Ready status. 

12 Reserved 

* Operation Incomplete is also set (sense byte 4, bit 6). 
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REJECT 
CODE 
(HEX) 

13 

15* 

16 

17 

18* 

19 

1A* 

1C 

10* 

Table 5-12. Reject Codes (Sheet 2 of 2) 

DESCRIPTION 

A bacKward type command (except a Rewind or a Rewind/ 
Unload command) was given, but tape was already 
positioned at BOT. 

The ARA BURST portion of the GCR 10 burst just written 
did not have all nine tracKs active. 

An IBG longer than 25 feet in PE mode or longer than 
15 feet in GCR mode was detected on a Read or Space 
command. 

More than one speed change requested without an 
intervening motion command. . 

Reserved 

The MTS is not in the recording density selected. 

LWR attempted when tape loaded and positioned off BOT 

No tape mot ion. 

During a read bacK checK of a write operation, data 
was detected in an IBG area. 

Reserved 

The MTS attempted to bacKspace over a bad record just 
written but was unable to detect the record. 

The ARA 10 burst was unreadable during a GCR Write 
command. 

1F* During the read bacK checK of a Write or Write Tape 
MarK command, no data was detected. 

* Operation Incomplete is also set (sense byte 4, bit 6). 
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Table 5-13. Read Controller Sense (Sheet 1 of 2) 

BIT DEFINITIONS 
BYTE 
NUMBER 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

BYTES 0 - 5: Error Recovery Information For Read/Write Errors 

0 X X X X X X CACHE SYNC 
DATA MODE 
MODE 

1 WRITE READ DT POSI- RETRY RETRY RETRY RETRY 
ERROR ERROR PARITY TION Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

Lost 

2 Number of Records which remain in the Buffer 
(may include a tape mark) 

3 Record Number from BOT in error MSB 
(includes Tape Marks) 

4 Record Number from BOT in error 
5 Record Number from BOT in error LSB 

-
BYTES 6 - 9: Status Information At The Time Of First Error 

6 Dead Tracks 7-0 at time of first Write or Read Retry 

7 EDT BOT CACHE DATA DRIVE OVER- REJECT EPROM 
STATUS PARITY PARITY CHECK BUPER RUN ERROR 

ERROR 

8 WTM UCE PARTIAL MTE CRC EDC VEL CACHE 
CHECK RECORD ERROR ERROR CRC 

ERROR 

9 Diagnostic Aid Bits at time of 1st Write or Read Retry 
I t I I I I I 
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Table 5'~,13. Read Controller Sense (Sheet 2 of 2) 

BYTE 
NUMBER BIT DEFINITIONS 

BYTES 10-31: Error History Since The Last Unload Or SNS Command 

10 . Read Forward Retry count since last unload or SNS 
11 Read Backward Retry count since last unload or SNS 
12 ,Write Retry Count since last unload or SNS " 
13 Number of Records which had Read Retries 
14 Number of Records which had Write Retries 
15 Track 0 Errors (Number of records with Track 0 dead) 
16 Track 1 Errors (Number of records with Track 1 dead) 
17 Track 2 Errors (Number of records with Track 2 dead) 
18 Track 3 Errors (Number of records with Track 3 dead) 
19 Track 4 Errors (Number of records with Track 4 dead) 
20 Track 5 Errors (Number of records with Track 5 dead) 
21 Track 6 Errors (Number of records with Track 6 dead) 
2,2 Track 7 Errors (Number of records wi th Track 7 dead) 
23 Track P Errors (Number of records with Track P dead) 
24 CRC Error Count since last unload or SNS 
25 Uncorrectable Error Count since last unload or SNS 
26 Partial Record Count since last unload or SNS 
27 Multiple Track Error Count since last unload or SNS 
28 End of Data Check Count since last unload ,or SNS 
29 Velocity Error Count since last unload or SNS 
30 Cache eRC Error Count since last unload or SNS 
31 Number of records successfully corrected 

(Corrected Error without Data Check) 
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5.6 INTERNAL DIAGNOSTICS 

The subsystem diagnostic package includes an 18-key front panel 
diagnostic keypad (as shown in Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2), a 
four-digit hexadecimal display, and a permanently resident 
library of diagnostic routines available for diagnosis .and repair 
of machine faults. The 'keypad functions are avai lable whenever 
the subsystem is offline. These functions include memory-space 
examination and modi fica t ion ,.and diagnostic routine execution. 

A subset of the routine libr.ary is automatically exe,cuted each 
t;me power, is appl ied to the subsystem. . The remaining' tests (or 
any of the power-up di agnost ics) may be executed 'i ndi vii qua lly or, 
more typically, as a group in;a sequential "cont{nue" mode. 

Any fault detected, whether it be the result of a power-up test 
or one initiated from the paine 1 , results in the display of a 
three-digit hexadecimal code~: This code relates to ,the fai lure 
and can be found in the Fault,:Code Dictionary, Industr'y Standard 
Interface, PN 8700.4. . ThelFiault Code Dictionary des:cribes the 
fai lure and indicates one or r ,'more field replaceable udits '(FRUs) 
that are possible causesof'thle failure. ," 

5.7 EXTERNAL DIAGNOSTICS 

In addition to the library of internal diagnostic routines, 
microcode support is inc:.luded to aid in the' automation of fault 
diagnosis and the detection of. faults within the system-subsystem 
interface. Minimal user $pftware support is. requir~d to initiate 
these funct ions and ana lyjz:ei r~su 1 ts. These commands: ipre beyond 
the norma 1 operat ional i requirements of most coup:lers and, 
therefore, may require some hardware/software modification. 

5.7.1 Diagnostic Commands 

Table 5-14 below lists those commands which may be invoked by a 
host resident diagnostic packag~. All diagnostics CMS are run in 
SYNC mode. 

5.7.1.1 INVOKE DIAGNOSTICS 

This command allows the host to invoke the resident diagnostics 
and specify run-time options. It requires a 2-byte "write" 
transfer to completely ,define the operation. Formatter Busy 
(FFBY) and Data Busy,:(.FDBY) r~main asserted throughout the 2:-byte 
transfer and the subseql.Jent qi,agnostic execution. The 2 bytes 
transferred define ~he dperation (1st byte) and options (2nd 
byte) as follows: ' 

1st byte = 01 Hex: Run complete diagnostic package 
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Table 5-14. Diagnostic Commands 

Conmand CMD-4 CMD-3 CMD-2 CMD-1 CMD-O 
(FEDIT) (FREV) ( FWRT) (FWFM) (FERASE) 

Invoke Diagnostics a 1 1 a a 
Loop Write To Read a 1 1 1 1 

Initiate Status Sequencer 1 a a a a 
Conmand-To-Status Wrap 1 0 a a 1 

Read Extended Sense 1 1 1 a 1 

Data Loopback 1 1 1 1 1 

(unloads drive) 

02 Hex: Run "loaded" diagnostic sub-package 

2nd byte = 00 Hex: No opt ion (a 11 other va lues reserved) 

5.7.1.1.1 Run Diagnostic PacKage (Byte 1 = 01 Hex). 

This operation invokes the execution of all internal diagnostics 
except the memory test. ~ormatter Busy (FFBY) resets when tests 
are completed or an error 1S detected. At this time status may 
be retrieved to determine completion status. 

5.7.1.1.2 Run RLoaded- Diagnostic Sub-PacKage (Byte 1 = 02 Hex) 

This operation invokes the.~ execution of all diagnostics 
executable on a loaded transport. This includes Loop Write To 
Read, Transport, and Read/Write diagnostics. Formatter Busy 
(FFBY) resets when tests are completed or an error is detected. 
At this time, status may be retrieved to determine completion 
status. 

S.7.1.2 LOOP WRITE TO READ 

The Loop Write To Read (LWR). conmand operations providea means 
of testing the read and write data circuit paths within the MTS. 
Write data is transferred over the interface in the same way that 
a Write command is transferred. Read signals are derived 
( looped) wi thi n the MTS from the wr i te ci rcui ts. There is no 
tape motion. LWR is not allowed if tape is loaded and positioned 
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away from BOT. E.rrors, if any, are reported in the same way as 
the errors that occur during a Write command execution. 

5.7.1.3 INITIATE INTERFACE STATUS SEQUENCER 

This operation i nit i a tesa status assertion sequence. InH i a 11 y 
all status is reset. Each subsequent assertion of the Go (FGO) 
command results ina single status line being set (in addition to 
MTS Online, FONL) and Formatter Busy (FFBY) being reset. The 
order of status as~ertion is: 

FGD Assertion 

Initial 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Status Asserted 

None 
FLO 
FDBY 
FHER 
FFMK 
FCER 
FEDT 
FLOP 
FFPT 
FHSPO 
FGCR 
FROY 
FRWO 
Normal (No action on command) 

To complete this test the user may either issue the 14th FGO (the com 
sent with FGO will not be performed) or reset the subsystem by droppi 
Formatter Enable (FFEN). Itis important that the subsystem be reset 
in case testing stops in mid-sequence. 

5.7.1.4 COMMAND-TO-STATUS WRAP 

This operation initiates a continuous wrapping of in coming conmand 1 
to out goi ng s ta tus. Thi s wi 11 a 11 ow the host to ver i fy funct iona 1 i t 
command lines via the above tested status. The transfer of Conmand-T 
Status wnl occur following each Go (FGO) command and is completed wh 
Formatter Busy (FFBY) is reset. The mapping is as follows: 

5-34 

Command Line 

CMD-O (FERASE) 
CMO-l (FWFM) 
CMO-2 (FWRT) 
CMD-3 (FREV) 
CMO-4 (FEOI 1) 
CMD-5 (FLGAP) 
CMD-6 (FHISP) 
CMD-7 (Spare 1,RTHR) 

Status Asserted 

FLO 
FOBY 
FHER 
FFMK 
FCER 
FLOP 
FFPT 
FHSPO 
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Spare 2 (FLOL) 
FOFL 
FREW 

FGCR 
FRDY 
FRWD 

Since CMD-Q and CMD-4 are active to initiate this operation, the 
first status lines to go ,active will be Identification Burst 
(FID) and Corrected Error (FCER). Following this state, any 
combination of conmand lines may be activated with each assertion 
of FGO. The subsystem remains in this diagnostic mode until it 
is reset (Formatter Enable, FFEN unasserted). 

5.7.1.5 DATA LOOPBACK 

This operation involves wrapping diagnostic "write" data (no tape 
motion) back to the Read Bus. Data is transferred (via Demand 
Write Data Strobe, FDWDS, requests) until Last Word (FLWD) is 
asserted. As a result of each Demand Write Data Strobe (FDWDS), 
a Read Data Strobe (FRSTR) will transfer an identical data byte 
back to the coupler on the Read'Data lines (FRDO-7, FRDP). If 
even parity is detected on the Write Data lines (FWDO-7, FWDP), 
it is regenerated on the FRDP line, allowing host verification of 
parity checking circuits. 

'~.7.1.6 READ EXTENDED SENSE 

Ine Read Extended -Sense command allows the reading of status 
specifically for use by an external diagnostic package. This 
comnand is normally issued following the invocation and 
completion of internal diagnostics (previously described in the 
sect ion ent it led "Invoke Di agnos tics" in thi s chapter). The 
status returned includes that referred to as Status A, B, and C 
in the Fault Code Dictionary, Industry Standard Interface, PN 
87004. This status provides additional information about a 
failure and in some cases, together with the Fault Code 
Dictionary, helps to isolate the failing subsystem assembly. 

The microcOde revision level is also returned. This indicates 
the proper level Fault Code Dictionary to use. 

This conmand transfers, with a normal Read Sense protocol and 
timing, 56 status bytes in the following order: 

95521 

Byte 

Q 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

Contents 

Microcode revision (MSB) 
Microcode reV1Slon (LSB) 
Last internal diagnostic executed 
Return code from last diagnostic 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
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7 
8-23 

24-39 
40-55 

Reserved 
Status A-O thru A-F 
Status 8-0 thru 8-F 
Status C-O thru C-F 

A return code (byte 3) of non-zero, indicates the detection of a 
fault. A completion code equivalent to those displayed on the 
panel and appl icableto the Fault Code Dictionary, Industry 
Standard Interface. 'PN 87004 may be constructed by using the 
fo llowi ng algor; thm: 

": 
Fault Code (3 heX; digits) = (byte 2, x 10 hex) + (byte3) 

5.8 EFFECTIVITY 

The effectiveness of the 2920 MTS diagnostic system is measured 
in terms of detection ,and isolation. 

A subsystem fault is considered detected if a fault code is 
returned, either thr:qugh the interface or displayed on the front 
panel, or if the pr:;qblem is obviously apparent to a minimally 
trained operator (fo~!,iexample, no front panel response). The 
percentage of single i!:faults detectable is 80% by the internal 
pacKage and 92% by t~~external package. 

, A subsystem fault is considered isolated if the returned fault 
code i ndi ca tes (vi a) the Fau 1t Code D i ct i onary. Indus t rv Standard 
Interface. PN 870t)4) the proper field replaceable unit (FRUI 
within the first thr~eentries. The percentage of detectable 
single faults that wi;l,l be isolated is 85,% for both internal and 
external packages. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

6. 1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides brief functional descriptions of the 
circuit cards of the MTS. Although the circuit cards are not 
repairable in the field, a basic knowledge of the functions of 
each card may be useful for troubleshooting and repair of the 
MTS. Refer to Figure 6-1 for a general block diagram of the MiS 
circuit cards. 

6.2 INTERFACE/MICROPROCESSOR (IF CARD) 

All . functions of the MTS are controlled by the IF 
interface/microprocessor card (Figure 6-2). The microprocessor 
responds to commands from the operator panel and the USER, 
generates control signals for the capstan and reel servo systems, 
monitors the interlock and fault detection circuits, and provides 
status information to the operator panel and to the USER. 

The 2921 memory is composed of three EPROMs and the 2922 memory 
is composed of five EPROMs, all plugged into sockets. One static 
RAM chip with 2K of RAM is available for functional and 
diagnostic storage. Two hundred fifty-six bytes of RAM is used 
for diagnostic storage and internal loop write to read. The 256 
bytes of RAM can be shut off from the Z80 and used as a source 
and receiver of "Simulated Data" to provide the ability to run 
diagnostics in a standalone mode. All Z80 controls and status are 
sent to and from other circuit cards (DP, WR, SV, and KK) through 
the Z80 bus. 

Functional Code Diagnostics Code 

50 ips 100 ips 50 ips 100 ips 

12K 24K 12K 16K 

The oscillator provides a 10.48 MHz reference frequency which is 
then divided by two to provide the Z80 microprocessor with a 5 
MHz input clock. The frequency is divided by eight to provide a 
2.5 MHz clock with a 25% duty cycle as master and slave clocks 
for the LSI chips. Power Up Reset clears all TTL status and 
starts the Z80 at instruction 0000. A Watchdog Timer is generated 
as a check on the code for the Z80. The Z80 retriggers the 
Watchdog Timer once every 10 milliseconds; otherwise, a 
non-maskable interrupt occurs which causes the Z80 to EPO, 
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turning off all servo controls and reinittalizing the MTS. 

6.3 WRITE DATA PATH (DP CARD) 

The write data path of the DP data path card (Figure 6-3) is 
comprised of two CMOS LSI chips (XWCand XWD) and receives its 
data from a third dual-purpose LSI chip (XBR). XBR;s used in 
both read and write modes and is used during write operation as a 
7-byte FIFO to interface between the IF card and XWC. 

Data is input to XBR via TREQ/TRAK handshaKing sequences. Once 
XBR has data ready to be written, it signals XWC by raising Data 
Available. XWC accepts the data when needed and, upon taKing the 
data, sends XBR a Write Strobe to indiCate that the data byte has 
been accepted. This process continues until the interface raises 
STOP and XBR signals XWC that the last byte has been taKen. O~ce 
the data has entered into XWC, checK charactefs are geherated for 
the data and it is clocKed into XWD. The data is clocKed out of 
XWD as write triggers. 

XWC controls the overall format of data records which are to be 
written to tape. These records may be written ih either PE format 
(1600 bpi density) or GCR format (6250 bpi density). XWC taKes 
data from an interface data buffer, generates checK characters 
for the data, and strobes the data into XWD. 

When writing GCR format records, data bytes are processed in 
groups of four with the four data bytes being input, strobed into 
the checK character generators, and output to the XWD. When 
writing PE format records, data bytes are processed one at a time 
with a data byte being loaded from the interface and then output 
to XWD. 

Four Comnand 1 ines and one Densi ty Select 1 ine are used to 
control the operation of XWC: 

C3 C2 C1 CO 

1 0 0 1 Wr i te. Data Record 
1 0 1 0 Write ID 
1 0 1 1 Write ARA Burst 
1 1 0 0 Write ARA ID 
1 1 1 1 Write Tape MarK 

XWD inputs data from XWC and, in the case of GCR forma t , 
a 4-to-5 conversion on the data and outputs the data in 
of write triggers~ In PE format, data is input from 
transformed into two write triggers (Data and Phase). 

6-4 
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6.4 WRITE DRIVERS (WR CARD) 

The basic write circuits are located on the WR write driver card 
(Figure 6-4). Erase and write functions are controlled by enables 
from the IF card. The logic establishes the proper head current 
for the specific density to be recorded and current sensing on 
each of the nine tracks is used to verify that write currents are 
of proper magnitude for the density. Hardware failures resulting 
in incorrect write or erasecOrrent produce a hardware interrupt 
which immediately stops the tape drive. 

The WR card is a 1 so used. for .mach i ne sensor c i rcu i ts . The sensor 
ci rcui ts are used . to detect tape present, BOT, EDT, the tape 
leader as it passes the ertrance to the thread pa th, 'and the 
write enable ring (file prQt~ct). The machine reel and, file reel 
index channels and the· swlrllJ arms extended switch sensors are 
included on the card. . 

6.5 READ (RD CARD) 

Each of the nine differential analog signals from the read head 
is amplified, fi ltered, and differentiated by the analog signal 
processing circuits on the RD read card (Figure 6-5). The 
resulting nine analog re.adsigna1s at the bandpass fi lter output 
(+Dif Analog) are avaiilab1e at test points on the card befor'e 
they are converted to pig,Q'a1 read data by the limiter. The 
nomi na 1 sing 1 e-ended .' an~log signa 1 ampli tude, measured 
peak-to-va11eyat the test :pqint, is 1.2 volts. 

The analog signal at the bandpass fi lter output is monitored for 
amplitude integrity by the amp sensor. The analog signal 
zero- to-peak amp 1 i tude i sGPmpared to a threshold vol tage level: 
either a fixed DC level,! Wpi:ch represents the minimum acceptable 
worst-case analog amp 1 ituqe;: or an adaptive DC level, which 
represents a fixed perd~n:tage of the zero-to-peak analog 
amp 1 itude. Whichever thhe~hqld voltage is higher at any instant 
in time will be the amp!'.S~l1sor threshold level. The threshold 
level is controlled by :~R~cd,rd Latch (-RL), +Write Mode (+WR), 
and +Write Triggers ~~ti\v~ (+WTA). When the analog signa:l 
zero-to-peak amplitude !is~b~:)Ve the threshold level, the amp 
sense output switches to.alhigh TTL level; when the analog si.gna) 
level drops below the i~hresho1d level, the amp sense outpu;it 
swi tches to a low TTL 1eve L ! 

The loop write-to-read (LWR) multiplexer selects either Read Data 
from the limiter in normal operation or Write Triggers from the 
DP card in test mode. 

Three CMOS LSI chips, each containing three tracks of logic., 
detect the phase of the data passed through the LWR multiplexer. 
This phase information is used in the phase-locked loop (PLL) to 
correct the frequency of the vo ltage-contro 11ed osci 11 a tor (VCO). 
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The VCO output, in turn, clocKs the LSI chips at the proper rate 
in order to tracK tape velocity. The chips also convert the data 
from GCR format (6250 bpi density) or PE format (1600 bpi 
density) to NRZ (non-return-to-zero) format.NRZ data and clocKs 
for each tracK are output to the DPcard. 

6.6 READ DATA PATH fDP CARD) 

The read data path of the DP card (Figure 6-6) receives its data 
input from the RD read card. The data is processed on the DP card 
and output via TREQ/TRAK handshaKing sequences to the interface. 

6.6.1 PE Operation 

PE (1600 bpi density) is handled in 5-byte groups. Data is fed 
into the XRB skew buffer from the digital detection circuit on 
the RD read card. Each tracK sets TracK Ready when it has these 
five bytes available. All TracK Ready signals feed XCR. With all 
tracKs ready, a Load Group Buffer pulse occurs followed by four 
Shift Group Buffer pulses. These five pulses transfer the five 
bytes from XRB to XEC and XBE. The data is actually stored only 
in XBE while XEC inputs each byte into the error correction 
system. After the fourth Shift Group Buffer, XEC sets ECC Full, 
preventing more transfers fromXRB. 

No correction cycle is required as correction is done on-the-fly; 
therefore, a Shift Out Mode is imnediately initiated. During 
Shift Out Mode, data in XBE is transferred into the XBR data 
buffer with XEC supplying the proper correction. After the Shift 
Out Mode, ECG Full is reset and XRB can supply another 5-byte 
group to the XEC and XBE. 

XBR now contains five bytes of corrected data, ready to be 
transferred to the interface; however, because of the method of 
PE end-of-data detection, XBR inhibits data transfer until it 
sees that ECC F.ull is set again. This is done so that a 
looK-ahead function can be performed for determining PE 
end-of-data. This function checks the next group (the one in the 
XBE buffer) for four bytes of all-ZEROs. If the ending all-ONEs 
byte ofPE data is present on the output of XBR and the following 
four bytes are all-ZEROs, PE end-of-data is declared and the read 
process is stopped. 

With XBR Buffer Full and ECC Full set, the interface data 
transfer is started via TREQ/TRAK handshaKe sequences. The XBR 
buffer will now be empty, allowing XEC to transfer another group 
out of the XBE buffer and into the XBR buffer. End of Data is set 
by XBR immediately after the last byte of data has been 
transferred to the interface. 
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6.6.2 GCR Operation 

Handling of GCR (6250 bpi density) data differs slightly from 
that of PE. The major difference is that GCR data is handled in 
8-byte groups. XRB assembles a 4-byte subgroup and sets Track 
Ready. These four bytes are then transferred to XEC and XBE with 
the four Shift Group Buffer pulses. The Load Group Buffer signal 
does occur but data is not transferred with it; it is used by XEC 
to initialize registers between groups and by XBE to count 
groups. The next 4-byte subgroup is transferred from XRB and 
then ECC Full is set. XEC handles inputting of data to XBE by 
propagating Shift Group Buffer pulses. The ECC byte present in 
each 8-byte group is stripped from the group by XEC by blocking 
the last Shift Group Buffer (first Shift Group Buffer when 
reading backward) to XBE. 

XEC now determines if a correction cycle is necessary and, if 
not, Shift Out Mode begins immediately. If correction is 
required, Shift Out Mode will be delayed by as much as. 2.8 
microseconds for 50 ips and 1.75 microseconds for 100 ips,' the 
maximum duration of a correction cycle. Shift Out Mode is se~ for 
seven cycles (2.8 microseconds for 50 ips and 1.75 microseconds 
for 100 ips), during which time the seven bytes in XBE • are 
transferred to the XBR data buffer whi le bei ng corrected .. : XBR 
does not need to wait for another ECC Ful.1 to transferdata,i so 
it wi 11 do seven transfers to the interface. The Shi ft Out iMode 
which filled the XBR buffer causes XBR Buffer Full to sei!and 
also causes ECC Full to reset. While XBR is transferring da~ato 
the interface, XRB may start filling XEC and XBE again. ~EGmay 
not do another Shift Out Mode until XBR has completed the seven 
transfers at whi ch time it wi 11 reset XBR Buffer Fu 11 . 

XBE determines the presence of the GCR format groups based on 
information supplied by XRB and XCR. XCR determines when End Mark 
is in XRB by looking at Sync Mark and Format signals from XHB. 
When End Mark is in XRB, XCR issues a Load Group Buffer pulse 
without any Shift Group Buffer pulses. End Mark is not loaded 
into XEC and XBE. In read forward, the next group is the Residual 
Group which is transferred from XBE to XBR whi 1e the:Res,i'dua 1 
Group signa li s on. Th is causes XBR to ho 1 d the Res i dual, ,.Group 
until the following CRC Group can be received and theres;!dual 
byte of the CRC Group can be determined. The residual byte 
informs XBR' how many bytes in the residual group are data and 
which are pads. At this time. the last data transfers' o·f ,the 
record occur and End of Data is set. 

In GCR backward operations, the CRC and residual groups must be 
handled first and then operate as in forward read operations. The 
CRC Group comes into the XBR buffer first. The residual character 
is saved and the buffer waits for the residual group to be 
loaded. When it is in XBR, it determines the number of valid data 
bytes in the group and transfers them to the interface. The rest 
of the record is then processed norma 11 y. XBR does not do End of 
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Data detection in GCR for read bacKward; XBE performs this 
function by sensing that the MarK 1 character has been detected 
and the appropriate number of ONEs in the preamble have been 
checKed. End of Data is set after the last data byte has 
transferred. 

6.7 SERVO SYSTEM (SV CARD) 

The SV servo card contains the analog and digital circuits which 
comprise the capstan servo system, the two reel servo systems, 
the swing-arm retraction motor control, the emergency power-off 
(EPO) logic and relay control, and the servo power fai lure 
detector. 

The SV card interfaces to the system microprocessor (which 
resides on the IF card); to the optical encoders, which are the 
servo transducers for the capstan motor and the swing-arms; to 
the capstan, ree 11, and. arm retract ion motors; to the EPO re 1 ay; 
and to the power supply. All of the interfaces are via connectors 
on the motherboard. 

The capstan servo system (Figure 6-7) consists of a CMOS LSI 
controller which operates in conjunct ion wi th the system 
microprocessor. This LSJ circuit generates digital commands which 
are converted to. arianalog voltage via a digital-to-analog 
converter (OAC). A. linear power amplifier converts this voltage 
to motor drive current. 

The reel servo 
controller which 
Digital commands 
power amplifiers 

system (Figure 6-8) consists of a CMOS LSI 
operates in conjunction with the microprocessor. 
tea set of twin DACs and pulse-width modulated 
genel~a te the currents for the two ree 1 motors. 

The swi ng-arm retraction motor control; s a bi po 1 ar power switch 
which operates undel~ . logical control of the microprocessor 
together wi th the reel servo controller chip. 

The EPO relay control consists 
controller chip which generates 
controls a regulated r.e.laY driver. 

of logic in the reel 
the logical function 

servo 
that 

The power failure detector is a set of voltage comparator 
circuits which monitor.· the ±26/36 volt and ±15 volt power 
supp 1 i es for underveltage. Th is c i rcu it gener a tes a log i c signa 1 
which is one of the elements of the EPO control. 

6.8 CACHE BUFFER CARDS 

The Cache Buffer is composed of two cards. The two cards are: 

• the CB card and 
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• the CP card 

The CB card is divided into six main sections. The Z80 processor 
and support logic, the main 256K byte memory, the cache memory 
handshaKe controls and addressing logic, the StorageTeK interface 
logic to the tape dri've, the StorageTeK interface logic to the 
host and the early end of tape detection. 

The CP card is also divided into six main sections. Each section 
is the same as the CB card with one exception. The StorageTeK 
interface logic to the host does not exist on the CP card. In its 
place is the Industry Standard interface to host. 

The following paragraphs provide brief descriptions of the CB and 
CP cards. 

6.8.1 CB Cache Buffer Card 

The CB card is composed of the following functional sections: 

• the Z80 processor and support logic, 

• the main 256K byte memory, 

• the cache memory handshaKe controls and addressing logic, 

• the StorageTeK interface logic to the tape drive, 

• the StorageTeK interface logic to the host end and 

• the early end of tape detection. 

The cache Z80 processor has control over four of the main logic 
groups: 

1. The Cache Memory Controls 

2. The host StorageTeK interface control logic 

3. The drive StorageTeK interface control logic 

4. The early end of tape logic. 

It initiates host writes, host reads, tape writes and tape reads 
to and from the cache buffer memory by sending the appropriate 
commands to the cache control logic. It then oversees the write 
or read operation by checKing buffer status. Buffer status 
conditions are done, full, empty and error bytes. It also sends 
resets to the buffer logic. It reads tape comands and reports 
status to the host StorageTeK interface. It sends tape commands, 
reads diagnostic commands and checKs status from the drive. The 
Z80 also provides the write card with file protect timers and 
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checks status for early end of tape. 

The Z80 is run from a 5Mhz clock, derived by dividing the 10Mhz 
oscillator by two. The Z80 has two 8K by 8 EPROMS (expandable to 
one 256K or two 128K) and a 2K X 8 static RAM for the Z80's micro 
instructions and scratch pad memory. A timer-interrupt chip for 
time-out operations and command completion signals is also 
provided. 

The cache memory consists of ten 256K bit dynamic RAMS. Nine are 
used for the nine track tape data and the tenth is used to 
indicate the end of a rercord. 

The cache memory control logic handles: 

• reading data between the host, drive and cache memory, 

• writing data between the host, drive and cache memory, 

• refreshing the cache dynamic memory chips, and 

• latching buffer status for the Z80 to check. 

When transferring bytes to and from memory it: 

• supplies the read or write address pointer. 

• increments the appropriate address pointer, and 

• checks for the buffer's condition 

NOTE 

Buffer conditions are last byte transferred. 
full and buffer empty. 

buffer 

The cache memory contlrol in; tiates or acknowledges the next byte 
transfer if the previous handshake was not the last or if the 
buffer did not go full or empty. If the last handshake was the 
last, the cache memory control adds a stop bit and CRC byte to 
the buffer on a write and checks the CRC byte on a read. 

The drive StorageTek interface logic a 1 lows the Z80 on the CB 
card to communicate with the IF card. Commands are sent and tape 
status is received. Additional commands and status were added to 
link diagnostics and report special error conditions from the CB 
card to the operator panel. 

The CB card also contains the StorageTek interface logic for 
communicating .with the host. Two separate interfaces are 
necessary since the current command from the host to the CB card 
can be different than the current command from the CB card to the 
rest of the tape drive. 
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A block diagram of the CB card is provided by Figure 6-9. 

6.8.2 CP Cache Buffer Card 

The CP card has the same functional logic sections as the CB card 
with one major exception. The logic block that is different is 
the interface while the CB card has the StorageTek interface to 
the host. 

NOTE 

The CP card still contains the StorageTek interface to 
the tape drive, thus, a StorageTek IF card is used with 
the CP card. 

In addition the Industry Standard interface has a separate read 
and write bus, rather than the bi-directional tape bus in the 
StorageTek interface. Since the CB card breaks up the 
bi-directional tape bus into a read and write bus, this logic was 
simply omitted fromthe CP card. The CP card also does not use 
the handshaking TREQ and TRAK transfer and acknowledge lines, but 
sends out a WRI TE STROBE 1 i ne when wr it i ng and a READ STROBE 1 i n;e 
when reading or writing. Therefore, an additional logic bloqk 
was added to produce them named IndStd tape bus control s als 
shown in Figure 6-10. This logic blocK was added to convert thie 
handshaKing TREQ and TRAK lines into WRITE and READ strobes. lin 
addit ion, se lectab le swi tch set t i ng de 1 ays were added to se leclt 
various data rates of the read and write strobes. i 

6.9 POWER SYSTEM 

The power system is comprised of the main circuit breaker, the 
Power On/Off switch on the operator panel, a line filter, 
transformer, AK regulator card, PK protection card, and NK 
regu 1 a tor card.. Refer to Figure 6 -11 for as i mp 1 if i ed block 
diagram of the power system. 

The power system provides logic voltages for the electronics and 
power voltages for the capstan and reel motor drives as well as 
the vacuum blower motor. In addition, 120 Vac is provided for the 
the cooling fan. Overcurrent protection is provided by the PK 
protection card which will trip the main circuit breaKer remotely 
if any power system output is shorted. A short on the primary 
will also trip the main circuit breaker; If an overvoltage of 5.7 
volts (or higher) occurs on the +5 Vdc output, fuse F2 on the AK 
regulator card will open. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MAINTENANCE 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides instructions for the performance of 
recommended maintenance procedures. These procedures should be 
performed only after parts replacements. Should there be a 
defective part, Chapter 8 provides instructions for changing 
field replaceable parts. Operating procedures for maintenance 
programs are described in Chapter 9. 

7.2 SELF DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 

The Self Diagnostic Tests should be run at least every quarter, 
however, this is a recommendation and not a requirement. The 
procedure for diagnostics tests involves mounting a work tape and 
the execution of the resident diagnostics. If the MTS shows any 
failure or marginal condition during the recommended Preventative 
Maintenance, the condition must be corrected at the time the 
dysfunctions are found. 

7.3 POWER SUPPLY CHECK 

The power supply output voltage levels are not adjustable. A 
failing voltage may be due to power supply or voltage regulator 
failure, or a defective circuit board. The tape may be loaded but 
should not be in motion except for checking the ±38 Volts, when 
tape must be in rewind mode. 

Voltage test points are on motherboard slot A1. 
slot A3 for ground. 

Use pin 801 at 

Test Point 

A01 
C03 
C01 
C05 
C17 
C05 
C17 

Vol tage 

+5.1 
+15 
-15 
+26 
-26 
+38 
-38 

(±0.25) Maximum ripple: 100 mV P-P 
(+1.0,-1.5) 
(+1.0,-1.5) 
(±4.0) 
(±4.0) 
(32-42) In rewind only 
(32-42) In rewind only 

7.4 TAPE TRACKING AND SKEW ADJUSTMENT AFTER PARTS 
REPLACEMENT 

Tape tracking and skew checks should be performed when any of the 
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following components are replaced: 

Upper Swing Arm 
Lower Swing Arm 
Capstan 
Capstan Motor 
Read/Write Head 
Upper Tape Guide 

An understanding of. tape tracking and skew requirements is 
helpful in the performance of the capstan alignment (tape 
tracking) and read/write head alignment (skew) procedures: 
alignment of the capstan to the tape path assures that the tape 
does not take an angular path across the read/write head; 
alignment of the read/write head assures that the head is 
properly aligned with the tape. All tape tracking and skew 
alignment adjustments must be done with the MTS in 50 IPS mode. 

Initial tape tracking adjustments are made visually to set coarse 
alignment and then a skew tape and oscilloscope are used for the 
final alignment to detect static and dynamic skew variations. 
Static skew, as shown in Figure 7-1, is the time from the peak of 
thebi t ''Used for the scope sync to the peak of any other bi t . 
Dynamic skew, also shown in Figure 7-1,. is the width of the 
variation or flutter of the bit ndt used as the scope sync. The 
two outside tracks (4 and 5) are used to check final alignment. 

.. BIT 4 
SYNC 

ST A TIC SKEW 

t-----.-+- TURNAROUND 
JUMP 

NO STATIC SKEW 
t---- (TRACKING AND SKEW 

PROPERLY ALIGNED) 

Figure 7-1. Static and Dynamic Skew and";Turnaround "'UIll> 
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7.4.1 Capstan Alignment (Tape Tracking) 

,The capstan motor is mounted with three spring-loaded screws. 
Adjusting the screws will influence the lateral position of the 
caps t an whee 1 . The caps t an whee 1 mus t be pos i t ioned so t ha t the 
tape travels properly in the tape guide, as in the following 
procedure: 

1. Open the threading cover and remove the outer flange from the 
upper tape guide. 

2. Close the threading cover, mount and load a known good 
scratch tape, then open the threading cover to provide access 
for checks and adjustments. 

3. Enter maintenance program 00 to move tape forward. Ensure 
that tape is flush with but not forced against the rear 
flange of the upper guide and is not riding over the front of 
the upper guide. If necessary, adjust capstan motor mounting 
screw 3. Refer to Table 7-1 and Figure 7-2. 

4. Enter maintenance program 02 to perform the shoeshine routine 
(forward/backward tape motion). Ensure that tape is not 
pushed against the back flange or hanging over the front of 
the tape guide in either forward qr backward motion. 

Table 7-1. Capstan Alignment Instructions 

CONDITION ADJUSTMENT 

Tape tracks to front edge Turn screw 3 CW 
in both forward and backward 

Tape tracks to back edge Turn screw 3 CCW 
in both forward and backward 

Tape tracks to back in forward Turn screw 1 CW or 
and tracks to front in backward turn screw 2 CCW 

Tape tracks to front in forward Turn screw 1 CCW or 
and tracks to back in backward turn screw 2 CW 

If necessary, use instructions in Table 7-1 and Figure 7-2 to 
adjust tracking so that the tape travels in the same position 
on the guide in both forward and backward directions. 

,Ignore at thi s 
as the capstan 
out the jump. 
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time any tape jump which may be present just 
changes direction; do not attempt to adjust 
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CAPSTAN 
WHEEL 

READIWRITE 
HEAD 

Figure 7-2. Capstan and Read/Write Head Alignment 
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5. Check tape position on the capstan wheel. Ensure that tape 
tracks towards center of the capstan wheel and does not 
overhang the wheel on either side. If necessary, adjust 
motor mounting screw 3 as in step 3 above. If an adjustment 
was necessary, repeat step 4 above. 

6. Unload and remove the scratch tape and reinstall the outer 
flange of the upper tape guide. 

7.4.2 Head Skew Adjustment 

The.head skew must be adjusted so that all bits of a data byte 
will come under the R/W head within a specified time window. The 
adjustment also ensures that the head is not so skewed that it 
reads bits from more than one data byte at a time. 

1. With power off, remove the card cage cover and disconnect the 
write head cable from the front of the WR card (slot A4). 

2. With power on, mount and load a master skew tape (StorageTek 
PN 403802201, PN 403802202, . or equivalent) without a write 
enable ring. Tape must meet the requirements of Storage 
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3. 

Technology specifications. Ensure the File Protect indicator 
is illuminated at the completion of the load. 

CAUTION 

Never doa high speed rewind on a master skew 
tape. 

Connect a dual-trace oscilloscope channel 1 to bit 
on the RD card (slot A6) and channel 2 to bit 5 
(Refer to Figure 7-3) The scope settings should 
follows: 

Sweep 
Trigger 

Mode 
Channe 1 1 
Channel 2 

5 microseconds/division 
Negative Slope 
Channel 1 Only 
Internal 
HF Reject 
Normal 
Chopped 
50 millivolts/division 
50 millivolts/division 

4 (Tp 4) 
(Tp 5). 
be as 

4. Enter maintenance program 00 to move tape forward. Adjust the 
read/write heaq alignment screw (Figure 7-2) until forward 
skew is less than 1 microsecond and as close as possible to 
O. 

5. Ensure that the the R/W head skew is not out of alignment ~y 
one or more bytes. Do thi s by monitor i ng all bi ts with scope 
channel 2 ( see Figure 7-3 for test points). The head is o~t 
of alignment when any bit shows a phase loss or a phase shift 

_______ on the scope. 

6. I f the head is' out of alignment, do Steps 7 and 8. I f the 
head is properly aligned, go to step 9. 

7. Move scope channel 2 up to bit 6 (TP 6) (refer to Figure 
7-3). Adjust the head alignment screw to align bi ts 4 and 6. 
Move channel 2 to the next bits in the following order: 

0, 1, 2, p, 3, 7 

If any bit is not aligned, again adjust the alignment screw. 
Continue until all bits have been checked and aligned. 

8. Repeat Step 4 

9.·' Move scope channel 2 to all other bits (7 ,3,p,2, 1 ,0,6 - refer 
.to Figure 7-3) and verify that none of the bits has a skew 
greater than ±2.5 microseconds. If any bit exceeds this 
allowance, the head should be replaced and the entire tape 
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F;gure 7-3~ +D;f Analog JestPotnts 
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tracKing and sKew adjustment must be repeated. 

10. Enter maintenance program 01 to move tape bacKward. With 
scope channell still on bit 4 (TP 4) and channel 2 on bit 5 
(TP 5), adjust capstan motor mounting screw 1 or 2 very 
slightly until bacKward static sKew is less than 
microsecond and as close as possible to O. 

11. Enter maintenance program 00 to move tape forward. Ensure 
that forward static sKew is still less than 1 and close to 0 
microseconds. If necessary, readjust the read/write head 
alignment screw. (It may be necessary to perform steps 10 
and 11 three or four times to ensure that forward and 
bacKward sKew are negligible.) 

12. Enter maintenance program 02 to perform the shoeshine 
routine. Examine closely the upper tape guide and ensure 
that tape is not forced to the guide flanges. This can be 
best accomplished by removing the outer flange of the upper 
guide and ensuring that tape does not overhang the guide. 
Reinstall the flange when the checK is completed. 

13. If necessary, very slightly adjust capstan motor mounting 
screw 3. If this adjustment is made, return to step 10 

Failure to achieve proper alignment may require reperforming 
this procedure or may indicate a defective component in the 
tape path, such as bent swing arm, a defective capstan, or a 
burred or nicKed tape guide or flange. A bent swing arm is 
often characterized by excessive tape jump on the capstan as 
tape direction changes. 

14. Measure the dynamic sKew (timing jitter) using the following 
measurement technique: 

a) ---Enler-maTn-tenanceprogram 00 to move tape forward. 

b) Sync scope on Bit 5 and measure the timing width of the 
scope trace at 0 Vac point (50% point of peaK-to-peaK 
t r an sit ion) , 

c) sync scope on Bit 4 and measure the total time width 
(jitter) of Bit 5 scope trace at 0 Vac point, 

d) The dynamic sKew is equal to the measurement of Step c 
minus the measurement of Step b. It must be equal to or 
less than 7.0 microseconds. 

e) Enter maintenance program 01 to move tape bacKward and 
repeat Steps b through d to measure bacKward dynamic 
sKew. It must be equal to or less than 7.0 microseconds. 

15. If dynamic sKew is not within specifications, checK for 
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defective tape path parts. If any parts must be replaced, 
repeat entire tape tracking and skew adjustment procedure. 

16. When the tracking and skew requirements are met, unload and 
remove the master alignment tape. With power off, reconnect 
the cab~e to the WR card and reinstall the card cage cover. 

17. Run all internal diagnostics. 

7.5 TAPE SKEW CHECKS 

This procedure check.s whether tape skew has remained within an 
allowable range. A greater skew tolerance than in the previous 
calibration procedure (Section 6.4.2) is allowed. If any of the 
measurements below do not fall within specifications, the entire 
tape tracking and skew adjustment procedure (Section 6.4) must be 
performed. 

1. With power off, remove the card cage cover and disconnect the 
write head cable from the front of the WR card (slot A4). 

2. With power on, mount and load a master alignment tape without 
a write enable ring. Tape must meet the requirements of 
Storage Technology specifications. Ensure the File Protect 
indicator is illuminated at the completion of the load. 

CAUTION 

Never do a high speed rewind on a master 
ali gnmen t tape. 

3. Connect a dual-trace oscilloscope channell to bit 4 (TP 4) 
on the RD card (slot A6) and channel 2 to bit 5 (TP 5). The 
scope settings should be as follows: 

Sweep 
Trigger 

Mode 
Channe 1 1 
Channel 2 

5 microseconds/division 
Negative Slope 
Channel 1 Only 
Internal 
HF Reject 
Normal 
Chopped 
50 millivolts/division 
50 mil 1 i vo It s / di vis i on 

4. Enter maintenance program 00 to move tape forward. Ensure 
forward skew is equal to or less than 4 microseconds. 

5. Enter maintenance program 01 to move tape backward. With 
scope channell still on bit 4 (TP 4) and channel 2 on bit 5 
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(TP 5), ensure that backward static skew is equal to or less 
than 4 microseconds. 

6. Measure the dynamic skew (timing jitter) using the following 
measurement technique: 

a) Enter maintenance program 00 to move tape forward. 

b) Sync scope on Bit 5 and measure the timing width of the 
scope trace at 0 Vac point (50% point of peak-to-peak 
trans it ion) , 

c) sync scope on Bit 4 and measure the total time width 
(jitter) of Bit 5 scope trace at 0 Vac point, 

d) The dynamic skew is equal to the measurement of Step c 
minus the measurement of Step b. It must be equal or less 
than 7.0 microseconds. 

e) Enter maintenance program 01 to move tape backward and 
repeat Steps b through d to measure backward dynamic 
skew. It must be equal to or less than 7.0 microseconds. 

7.6 BIT POSITION CHECK AFTER PART REPLACEMENT 

Thi scheck is requi red on ly if a component in the· tape path was 
replaced, including the R!W head, and the subsequent tape 
tracking and skew adjustment performed. This procedure is not 
required for scheduled maintenance. 

In the rare occasions when the shimmed skew block is replaced, it 
is the most likely reason for bit position problems. 

1. Load a reel of blank--t-ape--w-i-t-h-awrite enable ring installed. 

2. Enter maintenance program OF, select 1600 bpi density at BOT, 
and write all ONEs on all tracks for about 10 seconds. 

3. Use tape developer to develop two feet of the recorded tape. 

4. Use a magnifier (jeweler's loupe) with a reticle scale to 
inspect the developed tape. The distance from the edge of 
tape to the edge of the outside track (physical track 1, bit 
5) should be 0.007 ±O.003 inch (0.178 ±0.076 mm) (Refer to 
Figure 7-4). . 

5. If the outside track does not meet this specification, 
recheck the capstan alignment. 
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0.004 to 0.010 inch 
e10 to 0.254 mm) 

t7. .. ~ . .. . TRACK 1 (BIT 5) 

. . 
. ~. . .. TRACK 9 

(BIT 4) 

EDGE TOWARD DECK CASTING 

Figure 7-4. Bit Position Check 

CAUTION 

Cut the developed tape from the reel and place a 
new BOT marker on the tape. Do not reuse the 
developed part of the tape as damage to the 
read/write head could result. 

7.7 READ AMPLITUDE CHECKS 

12024 

All amplitude checks must be performed at both 50 IPS and 100 IPS 
mod~s. The procedure below gives values for 50 IPS mode checks. 
Amplitute values at 100 IPS mode must be within 35% of amplitudes 
at 50 IPS mode. 

The read amplitudemeasurements should be made.only after all 
other measurements., alignments; and checks have been performed. 

The amplitude measurements are made on theRD card at the +Dif 
Analog.test points (Figure 7-3). Use an oscilloscope to measure 
each bit from peak to valley. Ground the scope at one of the two 
ground test points available on the card. 

1. Load a master output tape with a write enable ring installed. 

2. While positioned at BOT, select 1600 bpi density with the 
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operator panel Density Select switch. Enter maintenance 
program OF to write all-ONEs on all tracKs. (There should be 
an X in the display.) The signal amplitude of each bit while 
writing should be 0.7 to 3.0 volts. 

3. Enter maintenance program 00 to perform a read forward 
operation. The signal amplitude of each bit should be within 
10% of the signal amplitude measured in step 2. 

4. After repositioning tape to BOT, select 6250 bpi density. 

5. 

Enter maintenance program OF and write a high/low frequency 
pattern on all tracKs. The signal amplitude of each bit while 
writing should be 0.6 to 3.0 volts. 

In 6250 bpi (GCR), Program OF writes a pattern of all ONEs 
and then 1/3 all ONEs. The amplitude must be checKed on the 
the all ONEs pattern. 

Alternately enter maintenance programs 
three read passes. On the third read 
signal amplitude of each bit should be 
signal amplitude measured in step 5. 

00 and 01 to perform 
pass (forward), the 

85% or greater of the 

6. Enter maintenance program 01 to perform a read bacKward 
operation. The signal amplitude of each bit should be within 
20% of the signal amplitudes measured in step 6. 
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CHAPTER 8 

REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter provides removal and replacement procedures for 
Field Replacement Units (FRUs). The procedures are arranged by 
location and/or function under the following major headings: 

1. Tape Path 

2. Swing Arm Assemb 1 ies 

3. Capstan, Reels, and Blower 

4. Circuit Cards 

5. Power Supply and Fans 

To prevent safety hazards and damage to the Magnetic Tape 
Subsystem (MTS), turn off the main circuit breaKer located behind 
the right front cover before performing any replacement 
procedure. Certain procedures specify disconnecting the main 
power cord as well. 

Removal of components may require access to rear of MTS casting. 
To access vertical models, release decK locK shown in Figure 8-1. 

NOTE 

The cables and connectors mentioned in this chapter are 
depicted in Chapter 3, Figure 3-1. 

8.1.1 Fuses 

Four fuses are used in the MTS; their locations and sizes are: 

PK Card amp slow blow 

AK Card 20 amp fast blow 

Retractor Motor 3/4 
( in 1 i ne) 

amp slow blow 

Vacuum Blower 4 amp slow blow 
( in 1 i ne) 
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8. 1.2 Torx Screws 

The majority of the screws used in the assembly of the MTS are #6 
and #1-0 Torx 1 thread-forming screws. Remove and reinstall these 
screws by using a standard flat-blade screwdriver or Torx driver 
(refer to Appendix A; Special Test Equipment, Tools, And 
Supp 1 ies) . 

CAUTION 

The screw threads must be clean when Torx screws 
are reinstalled in the aluminum deck casting. 
Start the screw by hand; do not overtighten. 

8.2 TAPE PATH 

The locations of the FRUs detailed in this section are shown in 
Figure 8-1. 

CAUTION 

When working on the tape path, always assure that 
the machine reel cover is in place before closing 
the tape path dOor. 

8.2. 1 EOT 180T Sensor Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Remove the EDT/BOT sensor mounting screw and pull the EDT/BOT 
assembly from, the front of the deck casting. It may be 
necessary to use a pair of longnose pliars to remove the 
assembly. 

3. Use the original mounting hardware to install the replacement 
EDT/BOT assembly. Tighten the mounting screw firmly, but do 
not overtighten. 

4. Power up the MTS, load a work tape, and check that BOT is 
properly detected. 

5. Enter maintenance program 00 to run the tape forward. Check 

lTrademark of the Camcar Division of Textron Inc. 
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that EDT is properly detected. If a machine check occurs, 
refer to Fault Code Dictionary PN 97712 or 87004. 

8.2.2 Leader Sensor Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Remove the tie-wrap that secures the leader sensor cable. 

3. Disconnect J28 from the leader sensor. 

4. Remove the two leader sensor housing mounting screws. Remove 
the sensor housing by pulling J28 through the front of the 
deck. Be careful not to break the connector. 

5. Remove the plastic sensor from housing. Install new sensor 
with manufacturer's decal visible. Do not overtighten. 

6. Reinstall the leader sensor housing using the original 
mounting hardware. Reconnect J28. 

7. Power up the MTS and run all internal diagnostics (refer to 
Chapter 9). 

8.2.3 Tape Cleaner Block Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

WARNING 

Take care when handling the tape cleaner block 
because the blade is sharp. 

2. Remove the cleaner block mounting screw. ~ .. Remove the block 
from the deck casting. 

3. When rep~acing the tape cleaner block, make sure that the 
alignment pin in the deck is aligned with the hole in the 
cleaner block and that the cleaner block is seated against 
the casting before tightening the mounting screw. Tighten 
the screw firmly, but do not overtighten. 

4. Power up the MTS and load a work tape. 

5. Enter maintenance program 00 to run the tape forward. Check 
to see that the tape very slightly contacts the blade and 
screen of the cleaner block. 
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8.2.4 File Protect Sensor Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaKer. 

CAUTION 

There may be shims between the file protect 
sensor and the decK casting that may drop out 
as the following step is performed. 

2. Disconnect J27 from the file protect sensor. Remove the 
screw that secures the file protect assembly to the bacK of 
the decK casting. 

3. Install the replacement file protect sensor over the locating 
pin and install the sensor mounting screw. Reinstall the 
shims, if any, over the screw. Secure the mounting screw, do 
not overtighten. Reconnect J27. 

4. Power up the MTS and load a worK tape with a write enable 
ring installed. ChecK that the file protect indicator turns 
off. 

5. Unload the tape, remove the ring, and reload the tape. ChecK 
that the file protect indicator is illuminated. 

8.2.5 Read/Write Head Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaKer. 

2. Remove the three screws that secure the thread door, taKing 
care not to lose the springs. 

3. Remove the filler blocK over the read/write head cables 
(refer to Figure 8-2). 

4. Loosen the three screws that secure the card cage cover to 
the card cage; remove the cover. 

5. Disconnect the read cable from the RD card and the write 
cable from the WR card. 

6. Remove the three socKet head screws that secure the 
read/write head assembly to the sKew blocK. Remove the head 

. assembly. Do not remove the baseplate from the read/ write 
head. 

7. Mount the replacement read/write head· on the sKew blocK. 
MaKe sure that the pins are aligned. Firmly seat the 
read/write head against the sKew blocK ~efore inserting the 
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Figure 8-2. Read/Write Head 

retaining screws. 

CAUTION 

Do not tap or pound on the read/write head 
assembly: permanent damage can occur. 

8. Reconnect the read and write cables. 

12055 

9. Reinstall the filler block. Make sure that the filler block 
is clamped over the read/write head cable insulation and does 
not pinch any wires that may be unsheathed in this area. 

10. Remove the protective covering from the replacement 
read/wr i te head. (Use th is cover i ng to protect the 
tape-contacting area of the original read/write head.) Clean 
the replacement head with approved Hub and Transport Cleaner. 

11. Reinsta~l the thread door. Operate the door to be sure that 
it does not bind when it is opened and closed. Binds can 
cause the door to be improperly seated, resulting in vacuum 
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leaKs that could affect tape threading. 

12. Perform the tape tracKing and sKew procedure and the read 
amplitude checKs (refer to Chapter 7). 

8.3 SWING ARM ASSEMBLIES 

The procedures for replacing the swing arm assemblies are given 
in the following sections. 

8.3.1 Lower Swing Arm Assembly Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaKer. 

2. Disconnect J24 from 
from the retractor 
retractor gear motor. 

the lower swing arm 
switch assembly, 

tach assembly, 
and J17 from 

J34 
the 

3. Push up on the bottom of the retractor connecting rod until 
the swing arms are in the extended position (refer to Figure 
8- 3) . 

NOTE 

The stop collar should be removed 
connecting rod. If present, remove. 

from the 

4. If the retractor arm has a loop end, remove the connecting 
rod end. If the retractor arm has a slot end, loosen the 
attachment screw. 

5. UnhooK the lower swing arm tension spring from the spring 
post on the decK casting. 

6. Remove the three screws that secure the swing arm pivot plate 
to the decK casting. Remove the lower swing arm assembly, 
guiding the rollers through the holes in the decK. 

7. Remove the tension spring from the removed swing arm and 
install the tension spring on the replacement swing arm, 
maKing certain that the open side of the hooK faces out from 
the swing arm. 

8. Mount the replacement swing arm assembly in position and 
secure it with the original hardware. 

9. Reinstall the connecting rod end if it was removed earlier, 
but do not tighten the attachment screw at this time. 
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10. ChecK the retractor switch bracKet to see if it has two holes 
or a slot where it attaches to the pivot plate. If it has 
the holes, no adjustment is necessary. If there is a slot, 
then push theconnec t i ng rod up approx i mate 1 y 1/4 - in. ( 0 . 64 
cm) beyond the point where the swing arms contact the swing 
arm bumpers. Loosen the two screws that hold the retractor 
switch bracKet to the swing arm pivot plate. Move the switch 
assembly until the retractor activates the switch. Tighten 
the two screws. 

11. Reconnect the tension spring to the spring post. 

12. Loosen the connecting rod end if not already done. 

13. Push the connecting rod down until there is light contact 
between the outside roller (closest to the capstan wheel) on 
the upper swi ng arm and the .recessed area a t . the top of the 
slot in the decK, or until the roller pin lightly contacts 
the decK. . 

14. Push down on the connecting rod end until the lower swing arm 
pins lightly contact the upper ends of the slots in the decK. 
Tighten the screw securing the connecting rod end. 

15. Reconnect 1.124 to the tach assembly and 1.134 to the retractor 
switch assembly. 

16. Power up the MTS. 'There will be a machine checK indication 
because the retractor motor is still unplugged (at 1.117). 
Press RESET on the operator panel. 

17. On the diagnostic Keypad, press <ENTER PROBE> <6061> <ENTER>. 
The display should show a two-digit hex character. Push up 
on the connecting rod until the swing arms are in the 
extended position. Move the swing arms gently through their 
arc. ChecK to see that the display value changes as the arms 
move out of their bottom position, again just below the fixed 
roller, and again near the top of their arc. 

CAUTION 

To prevent damage to the retractor motor, do 
not proceed if this test fails. 

18. Switch off the main circuit breaKer. 

19. Reconnect 1.117 to the retractor gear motor. 

20. Power up the 
swing arms. 
<ENTER). 

MTS. The power-up diagnostics will cycle the 
Run several IF diagnostics <ENTER DIAG> <IF> 

This will allow the swing arms to find their 
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natural stopping point. 

21. The outer roller of the upper swing arm should stop within 
.100 inch from the recess in the deck. If it does not stop 
within this range then readjust by making small changes in 
the position of the connecting rod end. 

22. With the swing arms in their retracted position run 1F 
diagnostics. 

23. Push down on the connecting rod uhtil it contacts the deck. 
In this position neither the upper or the lower swing arms 
should contact the deck. 

24. Run 1F diagnostics again. See Field Bill number 69135 for 
the swing arm adjustment procedure. 

25. Perform the tape tracking and skew procedure (refer to 
Chapter 7). 

26. Run all internal diagnostics (refer to Chapter 9). 

8.3.2 Lower Swing Arm Tach Assembly Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J24 from the sensor assembly. 

3. Remove the plastic snap-off cover over the sensor assembly. 

4. The tach disc is secured to the swing arm shaft by a screw 
and two washers. The larger washer has a small hole that 
keys onto the dowel pin in the shaft. Remove the screw and 
washers. (On a few older machines, the tach disc is secured 
to the shaft by two retaining rings, a spring washer, and a 
flat washer.) 

5. 

6. 

Remove the four socket-head 
assembly to the swing arm 
assembly. 

screws that 
pivot plate. 

secure the sensor 
Remove the tach 

Install the replacement tach assembly with the 
removed in step 5. The two ICs on the tach card 
located on the left. Align the small hole in the 
with the dowel pin on the swing arm shaft. Install 
washer, aligning the small hole in the washer with 
pin of the shaft. Install the small washer and 
with the screw. 

hardware 
should be 
tach disc 
the large 
the dowel 
secure it 
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CAUTION 

Make sure that the hole 
properly aligned before 
Permanent damage to the 
is not properly aligned 

in the tach disc is 
tightening the screw. 

disc will occur if it 
before tightening. 

7. Reinstall the plastic cover over the sensor assembly. 

8. Reconnect J24 to the sensor assembly. 

9, Power up the MTS. If there is a failure of the tach 
assembly, the power-up diagnostics should display a fault 
code in the LED display (refer to Fault Code Dictionary PN 
97712 or 87004). Run all internal diagnostics (refer to 
Chapter 9). 

10. An additional check of the swing arm tach assembly can be 
made using the LED display. To perform this check, move the 
swing arms to their fully extended (downward) position. To 
do this, enter maintenance program 1F. When the swing arms 
reach the bottom of their travel, press RESET. You may have 
to do this several times to stop the arms in the proper 
position. On the diagnostic keypad, press <ENTER PROBE> 
<6061> <ENTER>. The LED display should display a two-digit 
hex character. The movement of the swing arms gently through 
their swing arc should cause a change in the units position 
of the display when each arm is at the top, at the bottom, 
and just below the fixed roller post position of tne arc. Do 
not allow the arms to slip free and drop to the bottom under 
spring tension; this can damage the arms by changing the 
alignment. 
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8.3.3 Upper Swing Arm Assembly Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J14 from the file reel motor, J17 from the 
retractor motor, J18 from the vacuum blower motor, and J23 
from the upper swing arm tach. 

3. Remove the four screws that secure the vacuum blower and 
adapter assembly to the deck casting. Remove th~: blower and 
adapter assembly. 

4.' Remove the seal around the capstan motor. Remove all of the 
screws that secure the rear plenum cover to the deck casting. 
Remove the plenum cover. 

5. Push up on the bottom of the connecting rod in order to place 
the swing arms in the extended position (refer to Figure 
8-3) . 

6. Unhook the upper swing arm tension spring from the spring 
post on the deck. 

7. Remove the three screws that secure the swing arm pivot plate 
to the deck casting. Remove the upper swing arm assembly, 
guiding the rollers through the holes in the deck. 

8. Remove the tension spring from the removed swing a.rm and 
install the tension spring on the replacement swing arm, 
making certain that the open side of the hook faces out from 
the swing arm. 

9. Mount the new swing arm as.sembly in position and secure it 
with the hardware removed in step 7. 

10. Reconnect the tension spring to the spring post. 

11. Loosen the connecting rod end. 

NOTE 

The stop collar should be removed 
connecting rod. If present, remove. 

from the 

12. Push the connecting rod down until there is light contact 
between the outside roller (closest to the capstan wheel) on 
the upper swing arm and the recessed area at the top of the 
slot in the deck, or unti 1 the roller pin 1 ightly contacts 
the deck. 

13. Push down on the connecting rod end until the lower swing arm 
pins lightly contact the upper ends of the slots in the deck. 
Tigh~en the screw securing the connecting rod end. 
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14. Reconnect J23 to the upper swing arm tach assembly, and J18 
to the vacuum blower motor. 

15. Power up the MTS. There will be a machine check indication 
because the retractor motor is still unplugged (J17). Press 
RESET on the operator panel. 

16. On the diagnostic keypad, press <ENTER PROBE> <6061> <ENTER>. 
The display should show a two-digit hex character. Push up 
on the connecting rod unti 1 the swing arms are in the 
extended position. Move the swing arms gently up through 
their arc. Check to see that the display value changes as 
the arms move out of their bottom position, again just be'low 
the fixed roller, and again near the top of their arc. 

CAUTION 

To prevent damage to the retractor motor, do 
not proceed if this test fails. 

17. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

18. Reconnect J17 to the retractor gear motor. 

19. Power up the MTS. The power-up diagnostics will cycle the 
swing arms. Run several 1F diagnostics <ENTER DIAG> <1F> 
<ENTER>. This will allow the swing arms to find their 
natural stopping point. 

20. The outer roller of the upper swing arm should stop wi thin 
.100 inch from the recess in the deck. If it does not stop 
within this range then readjust by making small changes in 
the position of the connecting rod end. 

1 
21. With the swing arms 

diagnostics. 
in their retracted position run 1 F 

1 

,-I 

22. Push down on the connecting rod until neither the 
the lower swing arms contact the deck. 

upper or 

23. Run 1F diagnostics again. See Field Bill 
the swing arm adjustment procedure. 

number 69135 for 

24. Power down the MTS. Clean and install the vacuum plenum 
cover and capstan seal. Make sure the seal is properly 
pressed against the plenum cover. Check the alignment of a-l1 
cables emerging from the vacuum plenum in their respective 
slots before tightening the plenum cover screws. 

25. Reinstall the vacuum blower and adapter assembly using the 
hardware removed in step 5. 
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26. Reconnect J18 to the vacuum blower, and J 14 to the f i 1 e 
motor. 

27. Power up the MTS and perform the tape tracking and skew 
procedure (refer to Chapter 7). 

28. Run all internal diagnostics (refer to Chapter 9) . 

8.3.4 Upper Swing Arm Tach Assembly Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J14 from the file 
retractor motor, J18 from the 
from the upper swing arm tach. 

reel motor, J17 from the 
vacuum blower motor, and J23 

3. Remove the four screws that secure the vacuum blower and 
adapter assembly to the decK casting. Remove the blower and 
adapter assembly. 

4. Remove the seal around the capstan motor. Remove all the 
screws that secure the vacuum plenum cover to the deck 
casting. Remove the plenum cover. 

5. ReITK)ve the p 1 as ti c snap-off cover over the sensor aS5emb 1 y. 

6. The tach disc is secured to the swing arm shaft by a screw 
and two washers. The larger washer has a small hole that 
heys onto the dowel pin in the shaft. Remove the screw and 
washer·s. (On a few older units, the tach disc is secured to 
the shaft by two retaining rings, a spring washer, and a flat 
washer. ) 

7. Remove the four socket-head screws that secure the tach 
assembly to the swing arm pivot plate. 

8. Install the replaceme~t tach assembly with the hardware 
removed in step 8. The two ICs on the tach card should be 
located on the left. Align the small hole in the tach disc 
with the dowel pin on the shaft. Install the large washer, 
aligning the small hole in the washer with the dowel pin of 
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the shaft. 
screw. 

Install the small washer and secure it with the 

CAUTION 

Make sure that the hole 
properly aligned before 
Permanent damage to the 
is not properly aligned 

in the tach disc is 
tightening the screw. 

disc will occur if it 
before tightening. 

9. Reinstall the plastic cover over the sensor assembly. 

10. Reconnect J23 to the tachometer. 

11. Power up the MTS. If there is a failure of the tach 
assembly, the power-on diagnostics should display a fault 
code (refer to Fault Code Dictionary PN 97712 or 87004). For 
a further check of the tach assembly, refer to step 10 of the 
lower swing arm tach assembly replacement procedure (refer to 
Chapter 7). 

12. Power down the MTS. Disconnect J23 from the tach. Clean and 
install the vacuum plenum cover and capstan seal, ensuring 
that the seal is properly pressed against the plenum cover. 
Check the alignment of all cables emerging from the vacuum 
plenum in their respective slots before tightening the plenum 
cover screws. 

13. Install the vacuum blower and adapter assembly using the 
hardware removed in step 3. 

14. Reconnect J14 to the file reel motor, 
motor, J18 to the vacuum blower motor, 
swing arm tach. 

J17 to the retractor 
and J23 to the upper 

15. Power up the MTS and run all internal diagnostics (refer to 
Chapter 9). 

8.3.5 Retractor Assembly Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J17 from the retractor motor. 

3. Push upward on 
the swing arms 
8-3) . 

the bottom of the connecting rod to position 
in the extended position (refer to Figure 
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4. Remove the four so~ket~head screws (located at B in Figure 
8-4) that secure the retractor assembly to the casting, and 
slide the entire assembly out of the hole in the casting. 

NOTE 

The stop collar should be removed 
connecting rod. If present, remove. 

from the 

5. On new retractor assembly, gently push the connecting rod all 
the way up. 

6. Mount the new retractor assembly in reverse order of removal 
and remount the stop collar clamp but do not tighten. 

7. Loosen the connecting rod end screw. 

8. Push down on the top of the connecting rod until the upper 
swing arm rollers are very lightly contacting the end of the 
slots in the deck casting. Position the stop collar flat 
against the deck and firmly tighten the screw. 

9. Push down on the connecting rod end until the lower swing arm 
rollers are very lightly contacting the end of the slots in 

. the deck casting. Tighten the connecting rod end. 

10. Power up the MTS. There will be a machine check indication 
becau'se the retractor motor is sti 11 unplugged (J17). Press 
RESET on the operator panel. 

11. On the diagnostic keypad, press <ENTER PROBE) <6061> <ENTER)'. 
The display should show a two-digit hex character. Move the 
swing arms gently through their arc. Check to see that the 
display value changes as: 

a) the arms move out of their bottom position; 

b) the arms are just below the fixed roller; 

c) the arms are near the top of their arc. 

See Field Bin number 69135 for the swing arm adjustment 
procedure. 

CAUTION 

To prevent damage to the retractor motor, do 
not proceed if this test fails. 

12. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 
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13. Reconnect J17 to the retractor motor. 

14. Power up the MrS. The power-on diagnostics will cycle the 
arms and check for proper operation of the arms during this 
procedure. You can cause additional cycling of the arms by 
entering diagnostic routine 1F. The LED display should 
indicate four dashes for proper operation. A fault code 
indicates failure and should be investigated before 
proceeding (refer to Fault Code Dictionary PN 97712 or 
87004) . 

15. Run all internal diagnostics (refer to Chapter 9). 

8.4 CAPST AN, REELS, AND BLOWER 

Procedures for replacing the capstan motor, file reel hub, file 
and machine reel motors, and vacuum blower are given in the 
fa 11 ow i ng sec t ions. 

8.4.1 Capstan Motor Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J14 from the file 
retractor motor, J18 from the 
from the upper swing arm tach. 

reel motor, J17 from the 
vacuum blower motor, and J23 

3. Disconnect J16 from the capstan motor. 

4. Remove the four screws that secure the vacuum blowe.r adapter 
to the deck casting. Remove the blower and adapter assembly. 

5. Remove the seal from around the capstan motor. Remove all 
the screws that secure the vacuum plenum cover to the deck 
casting. Remove the plenum cover. 

6. At the front of the deck casting, remove .the screw that 
secures the capstan wheel to. the motor shaft. Remove the 
capstan whee 1 • 
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caps t an whee 1 . 

7. Each of the three capstan motor mount i ng ·screws reta i ns a 
spring between the capstan motor and the deck casting. These 
springs are required during reassembly and are critical to 
proper operation. 

8. 

Equally loosen the three screws that secure the capstan motor 
to the deck casting while supporting the capstan motor from 
the rear, but do not pull the screws from the casting .until 
you can remove the springs from the rear. Remove the springs 
and store them safely for reassembly. . 

Reassemble all components in reverse order of 
Position the capstan motor with the tach cable 
(as viewed from the rear) and route the cable 
groove in the casting directly below the motor. 

Insert the three capstan motor mounting screws 
front of the casting and slide the springs on 
threaded portions of the screws from the rear. 

disass~mbly. 
to the left 

through the 

through the 
the exposed 

9. With the springs properly placed on the screws, install the 
motor and moderately tighten the screws. Tighten screws 
alternately and equally to prevent stripping. 

10. Back off each mounting screw by one complete turn. 

11. Clean and replace the plenum cover. Ensure that all cables 
emerging from the vacuum plenum are located properly in their 
respective slbts in the deck casting before tightening the 
plenum cover retaining screws. Replace the seal around the 
capstan motor, ensuring that the wide flange iSI pressed 
against the plenum cover. 

12. Reinstall the vacuum blower and adapter assembly. 

13. Reconnect J14 to the file reel motor, J16 to the capstan 
motor, J17 to the retractor motor, J18 to the vacuum b.1ower 
motor, and J23 to the upper swing arm tach. 

14. Perform the tape tracking and skew procedure (refer to 
Chapter 7). 

8.4.2 File Reel Hub Replacement 

1. Remove the three socket-head screws that secure the hub cover 
to the hub assembly. Remove the hub cover. 

2. Remove the three socket-head screws that secure the hub 
assembly to the clamp collar. Slide the hub off the reel 
motor shaft. 
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3. Slide the replacement file reel hub assembly onto the reel 
motor shaft. Align the screw holes in the hub with the holes 
in the clamp collar. Insert the mounting screws and tighten 
securely. 

4. Reinstall the hub cover. Do not overtighten the screws. 

5. 

Overtightening can damage the hub cover. 

Power up the MTS and load a scratch tape. 
program 00 to run the tape forward. Check 
not cOQtact ei the.r flange of the reel. 
check using maintenance program 01 to run 

Enter maintenance 
that the tape does 
Perform the same 

the tape bacKward. 

If necessary, use the clamp collar to reposition the hub 
until the tape wraps on the reel without contacting the reel 
flanges. 

6. Check the alignment and operation of the file protect sensor. 
To check for proper operation of file protect, load a scratch 
tape with a write enable ring installed and check: that the 
file protect indicator turns off. Unload the tape, remove 
the ring, reload the tape, and check that the fi1e protect 
indicator is illuminated. 

8.4.3 File Reel Motor Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J14 from the file reel motor. 

3. Remove the three socket-head screws in the hub cover. 
the hub cover by opening the hub latch and pulling 
cover with a slight counterclockwise twist to clear 
latch. 

Remove 
off the 
the hub 

4. Remove the three screws that secure the hub assembly to the 
clamp collar and remove the hub assembly. 

5; Remove wi re tie· from rear of motor 

6. Remove the four screws that secur.e the ree 1 motor to the deck 
casting and remove the motor. 

7. Reassemble in reverse order. The outer edge of the clamp 
collar should be positioned 0.816 in. ±0.002 in. (2.07 ±0.005 
cm)from the front of the reel motor. 

8. To check for proper alignment of the reel to the tape path, 
power up the MTS, mount and load a scratch tape, enter 
rna i ntenance program 00, and run tape forward to EDT '. Rewi nd 
while observing the tape as it wraps back on the file reel: 
the tape should not contact either flange of the reel. If 
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necessary, 
the tape 
flanges. 

use the clamp collar to reposition the hub until 
wraps on the reel without contacting the reel 

9. Check the alignment and operation of the file protect sensor. 
To check for proper operation of file protect, load a scratch 
tape with a write enable ring installed and check that the 
file protect indicator turns off. Unload the tape, remove 
the ring, reload the tape, and check that the file protect 
indicator is illuminated. 

8.4.4 Machine Reel Motor Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J15 from the reel motor. 

3. Remove the machine reel cover. 

4. Remove the three screws that secure the machine reel hub cap 
to the hub and remove the cap and outer flange. 

5. Remove the three screws that secure the hub assembly to the 
clamp collar and remove the hub assembly. 

6. 

7. 

From the front of the deck casting, 
that secure the machine reel motor 
Remove the motor. 

remove the four screws 
to the deck casting. 

Install the replacement reel motor. The outer edge 
clamp collar should be positioned 0.642 ±0.005 in. 
±0.013 cm) from the front of the reel motor. 

of the 
( 1 .63 

8. Reassemble all components in reverse order. Ensure that the 
rim of the outer flange is positioned outwards. 

9. Power up the MTS and load a scratch tape. Enter maintenance 
program 00 to run the tape forward. Check for proper 
alignment of the reel to the tape path. The tape should not 
contact either flange of the reel as it wraps on the machine 
reel. You may remove the column door and the machine reel 
cover once the tape has been loaded to observe the machine 
reel area. 

If necessary, use the clamp collar to reposition the hub on 
the motor shaft until the tape wraps on the reel without 
contacting the reel flanges. 
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8.4.5 Vacuum Blower Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker. 

2. Disconnect J18 from the vacuum blower. 

3. Remove the four screws that secure the vacuum blower to the 
vacuum blower adapter. Remove the blower. 

4.. Remove the b lower mount ing p 1 ate from the b lower and ins ta 11 
the plate on the replacement blower. 

5", Reassemble in reverse order. When installing the four 
screws, make sure that the threads of all the screws are 
caught before completely tightening anyone screw. Reconnect 
J18 and check the subsystem by performing at least 10 tape 
load operations. 

8.5 CIRCUIT CARDS 

The procedures for replacing circuit cards are given in the 
following sections. 

8.5.1 Card Cage Circuit Cards Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker, 

2. Loosen the four screws that secure the card cage cover and 
remove the cover. 

3. Put on a wrist strap and plug its banana clip into the 
receptacle on the deck casting (refer to Figure 8-1). 

4. If you are removing the WR card, disconnect the card's front 
edge connector. If you are removing the RD card, disconnect 
front edge connectors from both the WR and RD cards. Remove 
the circuit card by pulling on the ends of the tabs at the 
top and bottom of the card. 

CAUTION 

When replacing the RD card, ensure components 
on the card do not rub against inside of the 
card cage, as this may damage the card. 

5. Insert the replacement card. Make sure that the tab ends are 
locked in the mating slots of the card cage. 

6. Power on the MTS and run all internal di~gnostics to ensure 
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proper operation (refer to Chapter 9). 

8.5.2 Front Operator Panel Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaKer and disconnect the main 
power cord. 

2. Remove the four screws that secure the front panel assembly 
to the decK casting. 

3. Remove the electrical connectors from the bacK of the card, 
and remove the ground cable from the lug on the decK casting. 
Note the orientation of the connectors for proper reassembly. 

4. Reassemble in reverse order. 

5. Power up the MTS and run maintenance 
Keyboard/LED Test. Each depressed Key 
code. The RESET Key terminates the test. 

8.5.3 AK Card Replacement 

program 08, 
displays its 

the 
ASCII 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaKer and disconnect the main 
power cord. 

2. Remove J11, J12, and J13 from 'the AK card. 
are Keyed and labeled. 

The connectors 

3. Remove the seven screws that secure the AK card to the 
capacitor banK. Do not drop the screws into the fans or card 
cage. You may have to hold the standoffs behind the AK card 
with a 5/16-in. open-end wrench when loosening the screws. 
Remove the card. 

4. When reassembling the AK card to the capacitor banK, start 
all screws before completely tightening anyone screw. As 
the screws maKe electrical contact, maKe sure they are 
tightened securely. 

5. Reconnect all three electrical connectors (J11, 
J 13) . 

J12, and 

6. Power up the MTS and checK all power supply output voltages 
(refer to Chapter 7). 

7. Run aJl internal diagnostics to ensure proper operation 
(refer to Chapter 9). 
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8.5.4 PK Card Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker and disconnect the main 
power cord. 

2. Remove the clear plastic safety cover from the PK card 
standoffs. 

3. Remove the insulator boot and the wire from the ferro 
capacitor. 

4. Remove the wires connected to the top edge of the PK card. 
Note the wire numbers are relative to the terminal post 
positions. 

5. Pu 11 the card away from the trans former. Pu 11 the wi re tha t 
was attached to the ferro cap through the sense coil on the 
PK card. 

6. Reassemb le in revlerse order. 

7. Power up the MTS and check all power supply output voltages 
(refer to Chapter 7). 

8. Run all internal diagnostics to ensure proper operation 
(refer to Chapter 9). 

8.5.5 Motherboard Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker and disconnect the main 
power cord. 

2. Loosen the four screws that secure the card cage cover and 
remove the cover. 

3. Unlatch all circuit cards in the card cage and slide the 
cards forward. It is not necessary to slide the cards 
completely out of the cage. 

4. Remove all electrical connectors from the motherboard. 

5. Disconnect the four wires from the solid state relay. The 
wires are marked to show the relay connections. 

6. Release motherboard harness from the two plastic cable 
clamps. 

7. Remove the eight nuts and washers that secure the motherboard 
to the card cage. 

8. Reassemble in reverse order. Insert the circuit cards in the 
motherboard connectors before tightening the ~ight 
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motherboard mounting screws to ensure proper alignment of the 
motherboard. I 

9. Power up the MTS and run all inteHnal diagnostics to ensure 
proper operation (refer to Chapter 9). 

8.6 POWER SUPPLY AND FANS 

The procedures for replacing the power supply components and 
cooling fan are given in the following sections. 

8.6.1 Regulator Assembly Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker and disconnect the main 
power cord. 

2. Disconnect the ground strap located on the 
viewed from rear) of the rectifier assembly. 

left side (as 

3. Remove the AK card from the regulator assembly. 
8.5.3-AK card replacement.) 

(See Step 

4. Loosen the three remaining screws that secure the rectifier 
assembly to the deck casting. Slide the rectifier assembly 
to the right to clear the screw heads and pull it to the rear 
of the MTS. 

5. Reassemble in reverse order. 

6. Power up the MTS and check all power supply output voltages 
(refer to Chapter 7). 

7. Run all internal diagnostics to ensure proper operation 
(refer to Chapter 9). 

8.6.2 Transformer Replacement 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker and disconnect the main 
power cord. 

2. Remove the PK card. Refer to Section 8.5.4 for the procedure. 

3. Remove and mark the remaining wire from the ferro capacitor. 

4. Disconnect J12 from the AK card. 

5. Disconnect J31 located beneath the power transformer. 

6. Loosen all four screws that secure the 
to the deck casting. Remove the two 
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side. (on older machines, it may be necessary to remove all 
four screws). 

7. Slide the transformer to the right and off the two remaining 
screws. Use caution: the transformer weighs 25 pounds (11.4 
kg) . 

8. Transfer the insulated stand-offs from 
transformer to the replacement transformer. 

9. Reassemble in reverse order. 

the removed 

ro. Power up the MTS and check all power supply output voltages 
(refer to Chapter 7). 

11. Run all internal diagnostics to ensure proper operation 
(refer to Chapter 9). 

8.6.3 Main Circuit Breaker Replacement 

1 . Switch off the ma in ci rcuit breaker and di sconnect the ma in 
power cord. 

2. The ci rcui t breaker. is snapped into its receptac 1 e from the 
front of the deck. Recessed areas are formed on either side 
of the breaker to a 11 ow remova 1 w.i th a screwdr i ver blade. 

3. Note the locations of the 
disconnecting them. Prevent 
casting recess. Disconnect 
breaker. 

4. Reassemble in reverse order. 

8.6.4 Cooling Fan Replacement 

electrical connections before 
wires from falling into the deck 
the wires and remove the circuit 

1. Switch off the main circuit breaker and disconnect the main 
power cord. 

2. Disconnect J31 located near the card cage. 

3. Remove the ground wire from the fan assembly. 

4. Remove the screw that secures the fan assembly to the card 
cage. 

5. Slide the fan assembly back to free the locking tabs at the 
forward end of the fan assembly; then slide the assembly 
forward and out from under the securing screw. Finally, 
pivot the assembly to the left to clear the card cage and the 
motherboard. 
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6. An individual fan may be replaced by removing it from the 
mounting plate. Check the airflow direction as indicated on 
the side of the fan before installation. Air flow should be 
upward. Remove the fan guard and attach it to the 
replacement fan. 

7. Reassemble in reverse order. 

8. Power up the MTS and check the fans for proper operation. 

8.7 CABLE HARNESS REPLACEMENT 

The procedures for replacing the power cable harness, the AC 
cable harness, the motor cable harness, and the sensor cable 
harness are given in the following sections. 

NOTE 

Unit must be unplugged from the voltage source when 
removing or replacing cable harnesses. 

8.7.1 Gable Harness, Power 

1. Disconnect J13, J8, J4, and J5 connectors. 

2. Remove the cable from the clamps at the side of the card cage 
and motherboard. 

3. Reinstall the cable assembly in reverse order. 

8.7.2 Cable Harness, AC 

1. Remove the regulator assembly per paragraph 8.6.1. Document 
the wire connections from the AC cable harness as assemblies 
are disconnected. Observe the wire routing. 

2. Remove the operator panel 
disconnect the wires from 
breaker, and line filter. 

from the 
the power 

front of 
swi tch, 

the deck and 
main circuit 

3. Disconnect the AC harness where it attaches to the PK card. 

4. Reinstall the harness in reverse order. 

8.7.3 Cable Harness, Motor 

1. Unplug connectors 017, 018, 014, 015, 016, and 01. Remove the 
harness clamps, if any. 
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2. Remove the blower assembly to gain access to and to remove 
the harness. Observe how the harness is routed to assure 
connectors terminate at the proper places. 

3. Reverse the procedure to reinstall the replacement harness. 
Reattach the cable ties in the proper locations. 

8.7.4 Cable Harness, Sensor 

1. Unplug connectors J22, J23, J24, J27, J28, J34, J3, J9, and 
single fast-on lugs to the door interlocK switch. Remove the 
two screws from J30 connector (EDT/BOT assembly). Notice that 
pin 1 of J30is toward the top. 

NOTE 

J28 is not connected if the MTS is used in the 
horizontal mount configuration. 

2. Cut the appropriate cable ties to free up the harness. 
Observe.the harness routing to assure the replacement harness 
does noti nter fere with moving parts. 

3. Replace the harness in reverse order. Replace the cable ties 
previously removed. 
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CHAPTER 9 

DIAGNOSTIC/MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

The .2920 Magnetic Tape Subsystem (MTS) diagnostic programs are 
capable of detecting fault conditions in the tape subsystem and 
isolating failures within a specific number of field replaceable 
units (FRUs). The programs, which consist of internal diagnostic 
programs and maintenance programs, reside in the Diagnostic PROM. 

An optional set of diagnostics, external programs, are released 
on floppy diskettes and run from a Storage Technology Corporation 
Model 3910 Detached Diagnostic Device via the standard 1900 
interface. The external routine library provides complete 2920 
interface verification and limited online exercising. The 1900 
Diagnostic Monitor, under which the external diagnostic routines 
are run, also provides a high-level, interpretive language with 
which to create online command sequences quickly. (Refer to the 
3910 User's Guide For 1900 Diagnostics Manual, PN 9613.) An ANSI 
Fortran (X3.9-1966) source code equivalent of the 1900 Diagnostic 
Monitor and routine library is also available for installation. 
This option allows testing of the entire interface fronl the host 
system to the 2920 MTS. (Refer to the 1900 Fortran Monitor 
Manual, PN 9646.) 

Some of the information in the rest of this chapter is unique to 
50 IPS, 100 IPS, Storagetek Standard Interface, Industry Standard 
Interface or Cache Buffer Drive. This is indicated in. the text or 
tables where applicable. 

9.1.1 Test Initiation 

The internal diagnostic package provides several options in the 
execution of diagnostic library routines. The following panel key 
sequences are used to implement these options: 

Complete internal package: 
Individual test: 
Test run modification: 

<ENTER DIAG>,10,<ENTER> 
<ENTER DIAG>,id,<ENTER> 
<ENTER DIAG>, n,<ENTER> 

Continue: 
Loop: 

Bypass Error: 

n = 5 
6 
7 

Note that, the test run modification entry is to be 
the individual test entry to which that option 
Options can be combined but cannot be applied 
Section 0 routine (maintenance routines). 
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9.1.2 Status Buffers 

In many cases the fault code dictionary refers to the status 
buffers A, B, or C. Access to any of the 16 bytes contained in 
each buffer is obtained via the maintenance routine of matching 
ID (e.g., <ENTER OIAG>,B,(ENTER». Once ~ntered, the 16 buffer 
bytes can be scrolled by repeatedly pressing <ENTER>. Pressing 
<ENTER> displays the buffer 10 and index (81 ,B2 ... ); releasing 
<ENTER> displays the contents. The index is presented in 
hexadecimal notation (as is all data displayed) and wraps around 
upon reaching the last entry ( ... BE,BF,BO,B1 ... ). 

9.2 SECTION 0 - MAINTENANCE ROUTINES 

The maintenance routines have several functions. They are not in 
themselves intended to isolate hardware malfunctions, but they 
permit the operator do any of the following: 

• exercise the machine in basic motion operating modes, 

• select operating options for diagnostic routines, 

• manually do some independent tests from the operator panel, 

• retrieve status from memory registers for display on panel. 

These funct ions are tabu 1 a ted in Tab le 9-1. 

The maintenance routines are initiated by entering the routine 10 
number at the diagnostic keypad. Refer to Chapter 2 for 
descriptions of the diagnostic keypad. The routines are 
individualy described below in the order of their routine number. 

9.2.1 Forward Motion (00) 

The Forward Motion routine initiates forward tape motion in read 
mode. If subsystem density is to be selected, it must be done 
whi le the tape is positioned at BOT and prior to the initiation 
of this routine. Tape motion halts when EDT is detected or when 
the Reset key is pressed. 

9.2.2 Backward Motion (01) 

The Backward Motion routine initiates backward tape motion in 
read mode. Subsystem density remains as indicated on the front 
pane 1. Tape mot ion ha lts when BOT is detected or when' the Reset 
key is pressed. 
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Table 9-1. Maintenance Routines 

ROUTINE TYPE ROUTINE NAME ROUTINE ID 

Motion Routines Forward Motion 00 
Backward Motion 01 
Shoeshine Motion 02 
Start/Stop Motion 03 

Maintenance Write OE 
Maintenance Write OF 

Diagnostics Speed Select Option 04 
Runt ime Opt ions Continue Option 05 

Loop Option 06 
Bypass Error Opt ion 07 

Manual Operating Keyboard/LED Driver 08 
Tests Reel/Capstan Driver 09 

Status Display Status A Display OA 
Status B Display OB 
Status C Display OC 

9.2.3 Shoeshine Motion (02) 

The Shoeshine Motion routine performs a continuously alternating 
forward/backward motion with the motion duration selectable at 
the front panel. This routine halts when EDT is detected in the 
forward direction, BOT is detected in the backward direction, or 
when the Reset key is pressed. The least significant display 
digit indicates the operating rate and direction as follows 
(pressing <ENTER> selects the next rate): 

Forward motion time 

2 sec 
1 sec 

500 ms 
250 ms 

9.2.4 Start/Stop Motion (03) 

Display Contents 

(@2 1) 
(@2 2) 
(@2 3) 
(@2 4) 

The Start/Stop Motion routine performs a start/stop-type motion 
with the start/stop rate and direction selectable at the front 
panel. This routine halts when EDT is detected in the forward 
direction, BOT is detected in the backward direction, or when the 
Reset key is pressed. The least significant display digit 
indicates ~he operating rate and direction as follows (pressing 
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<ENTER> selects the next rate): 

Motion/Stop Time 
(each) 

500 ms 
250 ms 
125 ms 
63 ms 

"9.2.5 Speed Select Option (04) 

Least Sig Digit of Display 
Forward BacKward 

(1) 
(2 ) 
(3 ) 
(4 ) 

(5 ) 
(6 ) 
(7) 
( 8) 

This routine toggles the internal speed selection circuitry. If 
the subsystem was in the 50 IPS mode before the command was 
issued, the display will indicate the new mode of 100 IPS (@4 H) 
for approximately one half second before the display returns to 
idle (----). If the subsystem was in the 100 IPS mode before the 
command was issued, the display will indicate the new mode of 50 
IPS (@4 L). 

Speed mode change will occur whether or not tape is loaded. If 
the tape is loaded, the arm positions will change to the 
reference position appropriate to the newly selected mode. 

9.2.6 Continue Option (05) 

The Continue Option routine sets the Continue option for a 
subsequent diagnostic run request. This modifies the monitor's 
handling of diagnostic termination, allowing execution to 
continue with the next entry in the internal test library rather 
than to the normal return-to-idle response (----). Execution 
terminates for anyone of the following conditions: 

1. An error is detected (unless the Bypass Error option is set). 

2. The end of the internal test library is detected (unless the 
Loop option is set). 

3. The Reset Key is pressed. 

9.2.7 Loop Option (06) 

The Loop Option routine sets the Loop option for a subsequent 
diagnostic run request (see Test 05 if used with the Continue 
option). If the Continue option is not set, the Loop option will 
result in the repeated execution of the subsequently requested 
diagnostic routine. Execution terminates for anyone of the 
following conditions: 

1. An error is detected (unless the Bypass Error option is 
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set) . 

2. The Reset key is pressed. 

9.2.8 Bypass Error Option (07) 

The Bypass Error Option routine sets the Bypass Error option for 
a subsequent test run request. This option is only valid if 
issued with a Continue or Loop Option (Tests 05 and 06). 

9.2.9 Keyboard/LED Driver (08) 

The Keyboard/LED Driver routine samples the keyboard input (ASCII 
data) and copies the data to all four digits of the display. 
Pressing the Reset key terminates the routine; holding the key 
down causes every other LED on the front panel to illuminate. 
When the key is released, these LEOs extinguish and the remaining 
LEOs illuminate. This permits the operator to verify independent 
functioning of all panel indicators. 

9.2.10 Reel/Capstan Driver (09) 

The Reel/Capstan Driver routine drives the reels 
various modes selectable at the front panel. The 
displayed as the least significant digit on the 
Initially, Mode 0, all servos are nulled. Each 
pressed, the mode number seen in the display is 
appropriate motion occurs as defined below: 

Mode 0: Servo drivers nulled 

and capstan in 
mode number is 
panel display. 

time (ENTER> is 
bumped and the 

1: Capstan forward, uP control (approx 25 ips), low gain 
2: Capstan forward, uP control (approx 25 ips), high gain 
3: Capstan forward, velocity control (50 ips), high gain 

4: Capstan backward, uP control (approx 25 ips), low gain 
5: Capstan backward, uP control (approx 25 ips), high gain 
6: Capstan backward, velocity control (50 ips), high gain 

7: Machine reel forward, thread mode 
8: Machine reel backward, thread mode 
9: Machine reel forward, current mode 
A: Machine reel backward, current mode 

B: File reel forward, thread mode 
C: Fi le reel backward, thread mode 
0: Fi le reel forward, ·current mode 
E: File reel backward, current mode 

The routine repeats thi~ sequence upon reaching the last entry. 
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9:2.11 Status A Display (OA) 

The Status A Display routine allows the display of the 16 bytes 
in status area A. While <ENTER> is pressed, the index to the 
status bytes (AO,A1, ... ) is displayed in the first two display 
digits; when released, the content of that location is displayed 
in the last two digits. Upon reaching the last byte, the sequence 
is repeated ( ... AE,AF,AO,A1, ... ). The panel is returned to idle 
by pressing the Reset key or <CLEAR>. 

The last location examined is remembered, and can be accessed 
using <DISP ADDR> or <ENTER PROBE> without an address entry. 

9.2.12 Status 8 Display (08) 

The Status B Display routine displays the contents of the status 
area B (see Test OA). 

9.2.13 Status C Display (OC) 

The Status C Display routine displays the contents of status area 
C (see Test OA). 

9.2.13.1 CACHE MEMORY DISPLAY (00) 

To display cache memory, type <ENTER> <0> <ENTER>. The display 
wi 11 show' ????' . Next, enter the four-digi t hex CB card memory 
address to be displayed. When the proper address is displayed, 
press <ENTER> and two hex digits wi 11 be displayed. Pressing the 
<ENTER> key repeatedly displays the next cache address. (The 
<DISP ADDR) key does not ·function in this mode.) To set the 
cache memory display to a new address, press <CLEAR> and the 
display wi 11 show' ????'. Enter the four hex dig; t address to be 
displayed and press <ENTER>. The display now shows the contents 
of the new address. This function is available only on units 
with both the cache capabi.lity and IF cards with PN 403923203 and 
above. 

9.2.14 Maintenance Write (OE) 

This Maintenance Write routine erases all tracks and writes one 
track as selected at the front panel. Initially all tracKs are 
erased by setting all diagnostic dead track bits, thereby 
disallowing write trigger transitions (an X is displayed in the 
least significant display digit). <ENTER> may then be used to 
select the writing of one track only and the track number (0-7,P) 
is displayed. The track selections repeat upon reaching track P. 
Pressing the Reset key terminates the routine. 
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Note that the density in which the tape is to be written must be 
selected at BOT (use the Density key) 'prior to initiating this 
routine. If PE density is selected, the track written will 
contain the all-ONEs frequency appropriate for PE density. If 
GCR is selected, two frequencies will be written: the higher 
frequency representing the all-ONEs data rate, and the lower 
representing the minimum frequency allowed in GCR recording 
(one-third the all-ONEs rate). This feature is provided for 
dynamic range measurement of the read channel. 

9.2.15 Maintenance Write (OF) 

This Maintenance Write routine writes in all tracks or allows the 
selection of one track to be erased. Initially all tracks are 
written by resetting all diagnostic dead track bits, thereby 
allowing write trigger transitions (an X is displayed in the 
least significant display digit). (ENTER) may then be used to 
select the erasure of one track only and the track number (O-7,P) 
is displayed. The track se1~ctions repeat upon reaching track P. 
Pressing the Reset key terminates the routine. 

9.3 INTERNAL DIAGNOSTICS 

The internal diagnostics are a set of routines (Table 9-2), each 
executable by specifying a program ID at the diagnostic keypad .. 
The internal diagnostics are arranged numerically so that if they 
are run in sequence, they will test the subsystem from the 
microprocessor and RAM outward to the drive. These routines are 
divided into .four sections: power-up, formatter, transport, and 
read/write tests. . 

9.3.1 Section 1 - Power-Up Tests 

The power-up tests are automatically executed whenever power is 
applied to the subsystem or they can be run individually from the 
diagnostic keypad by entering the test ID number when the panel 
is idle. These routines ensure basic operation of the 
microprocessor and control logic of the subsystem which includes 
the testing of memory (RAM and ~ROM checksum), counter/timers, 
interrupt hardware, stuck k~yb6ard conditions, servo control 
register loop back, status ~~qm the data path and write cards, 
and swing-arm motions. Errqrs that occur during power-up will 
display a three-digit hexadeciimal fault code and flash a machine 
check indication. This condiltion wi 11 prevent further subsystem 
operation until the Reset k~y is pressed. Errors that occur 
following the manual initiatiionof an internal diagnostic test 
will also display a fault code but will not flash a machine' check 
indication or prevent placing the subsystem online. 
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Table 9-2. Internal Diagnostics (Shee1t1 of 2) 

TEST TYPE 

Sect ion 1 - Power -up 

Section 2 - Formatter 

Section 3 - Transport 

Sect ion 4 - Read/Wr ite, 
50 IPS 

9-8 

TEST NAME TEST 'I D 

Test Package Initiator 
Memory/PROM Checksum 
IF Test 1 

10 
12 
13 

IF Test 2 14 
Keyboard Status 15 
Cache/IF Interface Test 16 
Cache Internal Test 17 
Servo-LSI Register Loop 18 

Data Path Status 
Write Card Status 
Release/Retract: Swing Arms 

PE Basic LWR 
PE LWR Velocity: 
GCR Basic LWR 

1B 
10 
1F 

22 
23 
24 

GCR LWR Ve locity 25 
PE LWR, One Track Dead 26 
GCR LWR~ One Track Dead 27 

PE LWR, Two Tracks Dead 28 
GCR LWR, Two Tracks Dead 29 
PE Basic LWR, 100 IPS 2C 
GCR Basic'LWR, 100 IPS 2E 

Unload/Load 
Drive Basic Motion, 50 IPS 
Drive Basic Motion. 100 IPS 
Drive Rewind 

PE Amplitude Sen$or 

GCR Amplitude Sensor 

PE Write Records 
PE Read Forward' 
PE Read Backward 
PE Pos i t ioni ng 

GCR Write Records 
GCR Read Forward 
GCR Read Backward 
GCR Positioning 

32 
34 
35 
36 

42 

43 

48 
49 
4A 
4B 

4C 
4D 
4E 
4F 
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Table 9-2. Internal Diagnostics (Sheet 2 of 2) 

TEST TYPE TEST NAME TEST ID 

Section 5 - Read/Write, PE Amplitude Sensor 52 
100 IPS 

GCR Amplitude Sensor 53 

PE Write Records 58 
PE Read Forward 59 
PE Read Backward 5A 
PE Positioning 5B 

GCR Write Records 5C 
GCR Read Forward 5D 
GCR Read Backward 5E 
GCR Positioning 5F 

Section 6 - Cache Cache Buffer Extended 62 
Memory Test 
Early BOT Test 64 

9.3.1.1 TEST PACKAGE INITIATOR (10) 

The Test Package Initiator routine sets the Continue option and 
returns the subsystem to the monitor. Testing begins with Test 
12 and continues until its completion or an error is detected. 

9.3.1.2 MEMORY/PROM CHECKSUM (12) 

The Memory/PROM Checksum test checks all of memory (RAM and 
PROM). RAM is tested (both the diagnostic loop write-to-read 
buffer and functional memory) for its ability to write, read, 
write complement, and read with a demanding Z80 instruction 
sequence. The PROMs are read and the checksums verified. 

9.3.1.3 IF TEST 1 (13) 

The testing performed by this routine depends in the type of 
interface card installed; Storagetek or Industry Standards. The 
tests are described in the following paragraphs. 

9.3.1.3.1 Routine 13 for Storagetek Interface Card 

This routine checks all three counters (8253) for their 
down-count ability through the entire 16-bit count range. A 
terminal count pulse is expected at the interrupt controller 
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(8259) for each counter in a fixed sequence following a fixed 
delay. 

9.3.1.3.2 Routine 13 for Industry Standard Interface Card 

This routine checks couter functions and interupt generation of 
the MK3801 by preldading the three counters with. independent 
values and ensuring a similar sequence of interrupts. 

9~3~1.4 IF TEST 2 (14) 

The testing performed by this routine dependS in the type of 
interface card installed; Storagetek or Industry Standards. The 
tests are described in the following paragraphs. 

9.3.1.4.1 Routine 14. for Storagetek Interface Card 

Thi s rout i ne checks that all counter -rel a ted interrupts are 
funct i ona] . Counters 0, 1, and 2 are set for del ays of 200 l 

400, and 600 microseconds, respectively. When the interrupts are 
received by the, handler, a bit corresponding to the one received 
is set in a processor register, allowing verification of the 
sequence of interrupts received. . 

9.3.1.4.2 Routine 14 for Industry Standard Interface Card 

This routine checks the read/write memory registers for 
independent functions. These registers are located in memory 
addresses INSTATA, INSTATB, INSTATC, INTCLR and DIAGSTAT. 

9.3~1.5. KEYBOARD STATUS (15) 

This Keyboard Status test ensures that there are no stuck-active 
conditions in the keyboard control and status registers. All row 
selects (0 through 4) are individually activated and status 
KBDATA is read to check the>column-depressed response. An error 
will be displayed if more than onekey is, indicated as being 
active. 

9~3.1.6CACHE/IF CARD COMMUNICATIONS (16) 

This routine tests the command, status and data lines between the 
IF card and the Cache Buffer card. The Cache card sends a DMS 
fO]1owed'by a NOP to the IF card. The IF card sets up the status 
lines as specified in the 2920 Product Specification. The cache 
card continues sending NOP/s to the IF card until all the status 
lines are tested. The IF card then goes into the command wrap 
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phase, wrapping the command lines from the cache card bacK to the 
DTR. After all of the command lines have been tested, the cache 
card initiates the IF card's Write No Motion and Read No Motion 
tests. 

9.3.1.1 CACHE CARD INTERNAL TEST (11) 

The Cache Card Internal routine tests the data path, timer and 
the memory on the Cache Card. The test starts by testing the 
Cache Card's microprocessor scratch memory, then the PROMs are 
read and their checK-sums verified. The test then verifies that 
the Cache Buffer's timer times out in the requested time. Next 
the Cache memory is written and verified, including the stop and 
parity bits. The memory test pattern is then reversed to test 
all bits in both high and low polarity (Cache memory is also 
tested in routine 62). After this memory is tested, the Early EOT 
counters are tes ted. ( Ear 1 y EOT is fur ther tested in rout i ne 
64.) The CRC circuitry is test.ed last by writing test patterns 
to cache memory and reading them bacK while checKing correct CRC 
status. The CRC is further tested by altering one byte in the 
test pattern, thus forcing a CRC error when the test pattern is 
read back. 

9.3.1.8 SERVO-LSI REGISTER LOOP (18) 

The Servo-LSI Register Loop routine tests the loopable paths 
through the XRS and XCS chips including the capstan position 
counter PCREAD, capstan velocity register VR, and both swing arm 
position counters READMPOS, READFPOS. All registers are loaded 
with walKing ONEs and ZEROs such that independent functioning of 
these addresses can be verified. 

9.3.1.9 DATA PATH STATUS (18) 

The Data Path Status routine checKs that proper status is seen 
from the data path card following resets in both PE and GCR 
modes. Status is examined in DP card Registers DTREG through 
AMPSREG. 

9.3.1.10 WRITE CARD STATUS (10) 

The Write Card Status routine enables each sensor individually 
and when the associated control lines are disabled, the following 
conditions are expected in the sensor status register (SENSORS): 

1. EDT, BOT, and Leader Status must be off 

2. File Protect must be asserted 
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3. Tape Present is a donlt care (due to the possibility of 
tape in the thread path) 

Also, Sensor Error must never be asserted as this indicates 
detection of an impossible combination by the WR write card 
(e.g., LEO off but detector active). 

This routine also ensures resetting write/erase currents. Write 
Current Active is tested by the first write test (42) in the 
diagnostic pacKage. 

9.3~1.11 RELEASE/RETRACT SWING ARMS (IF) 

The Release/Retract Swing Arms routine drives the swing arms to 
the extent of their travel. The swing arms are first driven to 
their extended position and then returned to retracted 
position. During the retract motion, proper !phasing of the 
motion tachs is . checK~. A software count representing the 
distance travelled is expected to match that qetected by the 
pos it ion counters of the SV servo card XRS chip. n f tape is 
detected in the thread path, all count compares are bypassed. 

9.32 Section 2 - Formatter Tests 

The formatter tests ensure proper data path operation by 
simulating record wri ting in a loop write-to-read mode. No tape 
motion taKes place in these tests.: they may be executeds in a 
tape loaded or unloaded state . 

.. 9.3.2.1 PE BASIC LOOP WRITE-TO-READ, 50 IPS (22) 

·-·-------The-PE Basictoop .Write-to-Read(LWR) routine is the initial test 
of the subsystemls PE loop write-to-read capability. This 
routine sets the subsystem to the PE mode and simulates records 
of selected data and byte count~. 

The first six patterns (all-ONEs, an-ZEROs, AA-55, 55-AA, 
walKing Z~RO bit, and walKing ONEc.bit) arewritten as short 
records (five to eight bytes). In each of thesecase~, data is 
retained in the read path for subsequent data comparison. These 
pattern and length combinations result in the transfer of 1128 
bytes in 144 records. 

The next eight records are written as long records (one to eight 
Kilobytes). For these records, a 32-byte data pattern.is repeated 
.up to the desired length (based on time) . and then STOP is 
:asserted to the DP data path. card. When the data path indicates 
completion, status is used to indicate data. integrity. 
Approximately 36 Kilobytes are transferred in the eight records. 
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These transfers involve the IF processor card, DP data path card, 
and RD read card. No errors are forced by this test so that the 
occurrence of an error will result in a fault code. 

9.3.2.2 PE LWR VELOCITY (23) 

The PE LWR Velocity routine verifies the velocity error detection 
thresholds normally enabled during PE writes. A capstan tach 
will be approximately 20 tach periods in length. The velocity 
checK circuitry counts the number of VCO pulses received from the 
RD card for each tach period. Four records will be used to 
simulate 50 IPS velocity errors of +12.5%, +5.6%, -8.2%, and 
-11.7%. Of these, the first and last records will exceed the 10% 
threshold and a Velocity ChecK is expected. 

9.3.2.3 GCR BASIC LOOP WRITE-TO-READ, 50 IPS (24) 

The GCR Basic Loop Write-to-Read 
test of the subsystem's GCR loop 
routine sets the subsystem to GCR 
selected data and byte counts. 

(LWR) routine is the initial 
write-to-read ability. This 
mode and simulates records of 

The first six patterns (all ONEs, all ZEROs, AA-55, 55-AA, 
walKing ZERO bit, and walKing ONE bit) are written as short 
records (one to six bytes). In each of these cases, data is 
retained in the read path for subsequent data comparison. These 
pattern and length combinations result in the transfer of 660 
bytes in 120 records. 

The next eight records are written as long records (one to eight 
bytes). For these records, a 32-byte data pattern is repeated up 
to the desired length (based on time) and then STOP is asserted 
to the data path card. When the data path indicates completion, 
status is used to indicate data integrity. Approximately 36 
Kilobytes are transferred in the eight records. 

These transfers involve the IF processor card, DP data path card, 
and RD read card. No errors are forced by this by this test so 
that the occurrence of an error wi 11 result in a fault code. 

9.3.2.4 GCR LWR VELOCITY (25) 

The GCR LWR Velocity routine verifies the velocity error 
detection thresholds normally enabled during GCR write 
opera t ions. A capstan tach is di agnost i ca lly s imu 1 a ted dur i ng the 
writing of records approximately 20 tach periods in length. The 
velocity checK circuitry counts the number of VCO pulses received. 
from the RD card for each tach period. Four records will be used 
to simulate 50 IPS velocity errors of +12.5%, +5.6%, -8.2%, and 
-11.7%. Of these records, the first and last records will exceed 
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the 1 0% threshold and a Velocity Check is expected. 

9.3.2~5 PE LWR, ONE TRACK DEAD (26) 

The PE LWR, One Track Dead routine tests the error detection and 
correction ability of the PE loop write-to-read· function. 
Sixty-four short records and eight long records are written with 
a test track forced inactive. TracK 0 is the initial test track, 
shifting up to track P with each successful completion of the 72 
records. 

The shor t records use the wa lk i ng ZERO bi t pat tern wi th a 1 ength 
of six bytes. Corrected data is compared to the write buffer upon 
readback. For the short records, dead tracking is performed 
throughout from preamble through postamble. This procedures. tests 
the hardware/s ability to recognize a late ready track. 

The long records are identica.l to those used in Test 
lengths from one to eight. kilobytes. Dead trac~ing 
approximately halfway through the preamble ensurlng 
latch" and testing early track ready indications. 

Only correction status 
track-in-error situations. 

is expected 

9 .. 3.2.6 GCR LWR, ONE TRACK DEAD (27) 

for these 

22 wi th 
starts 

"record 

single 

The GCR LWR, One Track Dead routine tests the error detection and 
correction ability of the GCR loop write-to-read function. 
Forty-eight short records and eight long records are wri tten wi th 
a test track forced inactive. Track 0 is the initial test track, 
shifting up to track P with each successful completion of the 56 
recol"es--.--:---- ------ _ .. --

The shor t records use the wa lk i ng . ZERO bi t pat tern wi th a 1 ength . 
of eight bytes. Corr.ected data is compared to the wri te buffer 
upon readback. For the short records, dead tracking is performed 
throughout from preamble through postamble. This procedures tests 
the hardware l s abj li ty to recognize a late ready track. 

The long records are identical to thoseused in Test 
lengths from one to eight kilobytes. . Dead tracki ng 
approx i rna te 1 y ha lfway through the preamb le . ensur i ng 
latch" and testing early track ready indications. 

22 wi th 
starts 

"record 

Only correction status is expected from the data path card (DP) 
for these single track-in-errorsituations. 
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9.3.2.7 PE LWR, TWO TRACKS DEAD (28) 

The PE LWR, Two TracKs Dead routine checKs that two tracKs in 
error are identified and that an uncorrectable record is flagged. 
The test procedure is as described for Test 26 except that the 
dead tracKing is performed on all 36 permutations of two tracKs 
from a and 1 to 7 and P. This procedure results in the transfer 
of 18,432 bytes in 2,403 short records and 1296 Kilobytes in 288 
long records. 

This test expects the following status from the data path card: 
Uncorrectable, Partial Record, Multi-tracK Error, and End Data 
ChecK. 

9.3.2.8 GCR, LWR, TWO TRACKS DEAD (29) 

This routine checKs that twoGCR tracKs in error are identified 
and taht data correction is performed. The test procedure is as 
described for test 27 except that the dead-tracKing is performed 
on all 36 permutations of two tracKs from a and 1 to 7 and p. 
This results in the transfer of 10,368 bytes in 1728 short 
records and 1296K bytes in 288 long records. This test expects 
Multi TracK error status from the data path (DP) card. 

9.3.2.9 PE BASIC LWR, 100 IPS (2C) 

This routine switches the subsystem to 100 IPS mode, then 
performs tests as in Routine 22. 

9.3.2.10 GCR BASIC LWR, 100 IPS (2E) 

This routine switches the subsystem to 100 IPS mode, then 
performs tests as in Routine 24. 

9.3.3 Section 3 - Transport Tests 

Once the formatter has been checKed, the diagnostic routines test 
the tape transport. The transport tests ensure proper servo 
operation, tape handling during a load operation, motion control, 
and high-speed rewind functions. 

9.3.3.1 UNLOAD/LOAD (32) 

The Unload/Load routine tests the reel and capstan servos by 
cycling through an unload/load sequence. Testing taKes place 
primarily during the load sequence as the unload phase is not 
guaranteed to occur. The capstan is cycled through a forward and 
bacKward ramp and the tach examined for phasing through a 
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complete revolution. The reel servos are driven in both current 
and voltage feedback modes and the proper response is expected of 
the pump up/down drive signals. The drive will complete the 
thread sequence and stop just after the swing arms are in 
servoing position. 

Note that this routine interrupts the nor~al rewind-to-BOT 
procedure so that Test 34 can diagnose any ramp problems. This 
means that the sizing of the f i 1 eree 1 and thei nit i al i za t i on of 
the adaptive motion variables are not yet complete; These will 
occur upon completion of the next rewind, whether it be commanded 
off 1 i ne from the pane 1, on 1 i ne from the i nter.face, or a resu 1 t of 
the continuation of this test package (Test 36). 

9.3.3.2 DRIVE BASIC MOTION, 50 IPS(34) 

The Drive Basic Motion. routine performs the first test of loaded 
drive motion in the diagnostic package. The drivel s start/stop 
characteristics are analyzed by allowing the functional code to 
contro 1 mot ions with the norma 1 interrupts (250 us caps tan 
acceleration/deceleration; 1 ms capstan at velocity; 10 ms reel 
control). This r.outinemonitors the result of the functional 
code control: that capstan position error limits are not 
exceeded during the ramps, that swing arm position feedback for 
the reel servo is within a certain range (isolating tape slip 
problems), and that capstan ve.locity is correct during sustained 
motion. ' 

9.3.3.3 DRIVE BASIC MOTION, 100 IPS (35) 

This routine test for. 100 IPS start/stop characteristics, 
analyzes characteristics of ramp error, instantaneous velocity 
er ror, and stop 1 OcJ.LpOS-i-t i-on-i-ng r--

9.3.3.4 DRIVE REWIND (36) 

The Drive Rewind routine tests the performance of the functional 
rewind task. Following'a 12S...;foot forward motion (providing that 
EOT is not detected), a rewind is initiated. A ramp. up to a 
minimum of 175 ips is expected. This only verifies that initial 
ramp up can be completed without excessive. reel error but not 
that the nomina 1 rew; nd speed of 220 ips can be attained. 

9.3.4 Section 4(50 IPS) and Section 5 (100 IPS) - R/W Tests 

The Read/Write Tests check ttie subsystem read/write electronics. 
Data transfer from the data path card, read backward/forward 
operations, and tape positioning (PE and GCR) are verified by 
these tests. 
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9.3.4.1 PE AMPLITUDE SENSOR (42=50 IPS, 52=100 IPS) 

ThePE· Amplitude Sensor routine is the first test of the 
subsystem read/write electronics. Write Current Status is 
verified before any motion occurs (the drive must be write 
enabled). This routine checks amplitude sensor response by 
wrttthg (in PE density) an all-ONEs pattern on all tracks (using 
the Write ARA command). Verification of over 30 feet of tape 
will isolate bad tape as a failure mechanism. The individual 
ft:JQctioning of all amp sensors is then tested by using the 
dhtgnostic dead-track control to write one-track-at-a-time and 
a11-but-one-track combinations (nine times each). Finally, gross 
write-to-read feedthrough problems are detected by toggling write 
triggers with tape motion halted. 

9.3.4.2 GCR AMPLITUDE SENSOR (43=50 IPS, 53=100 IPS) 

TheGCR Amplitude Sensor routine is identical to 
except that the subsystem is placed in GCR mode. 
the generation of the proper write current levels 
card and amp sensor threshold selection by the RD 

9.3.4.3 PE WRITE RECORDS (48=50 IPS, 58=100 IPS) 

that of Test 42 
This requires 

by the .WR wr i te 
read card. 

The PE Write Records routine performs the first formatted PE 
write test of the test package. As the DP data path card has 
been verified by the loop write-to-read tests, this routine 
detects and isolates faults in the WR write card, RD read card, 
and read/write head. If any velocity errors occur, both the DP 
data path card and the SV servo card will be indicated. 

256 records are written (16 groups separated by tape marks). 
Each record contains data representing its tape position. Any 
reject or machine check that occurs during the writing of a 
record will be displayed. 

9.3.4.4 PE READ FORWARD (49=50 IPS, 59=100 IPS) 

The PE Read Forward routine isolates read failures associated 
with the RD read card and the"read/write head since data transfer 
from the data path card has been tested with the loop 
write-to-read tests. Following a rewind, the records written by 
Test 48 are read forward and the data verified. Any reject or 
machine check that occurs during the writing of a record wi 11 be 
displayed. 
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9.3.4.5 PE READ BACKWARD (4A=50 IPS, 5A=100IPS) 

The PE Read Backward routine verifies read backward operations 
using the tape formatted by Test 48. After positioning on the 
BOT side of the logical end-of-tape (two tape marks), the 256 
records are read backward and the data verified. Any reject or 
machine check that occurs during the reading of a record will be 
displayed. 

9.3.4.6 PE POSITIONING (4B=50 IPS, 5B=100 IPS) 

The PE Positioning routine tests the positioning commands 
(Forward Space File, Backward Space File, Backspace A Block, and 
Forward Space A Block). Various combinations of these commands 
are issued expecting the tape formatted by Test 48. Tape 
position is verified by the data read from the records. 

9.3.4.7 GCR WRITE RECORDS (4C=50 IPS, 5B=100 IPS) 

The GCR Write Records routine performs the first formatted GCR 
write of the test package. Failures detected by this test are 
now limited to the WR write card, RD read card, and the 
read/write head. 

256 records are written (16 groups separated by tape marks). 
Each record contains data representing its tape position. Any 
reject or machine check that occurs during the writing of a 
record will be displayed. 

9.3.4.8 GCR READ FORWARD (40=50 IPS, 50=100 IPS) 

The GCR Read Forward routine iso-la-t-es---read-fai lures associated 
with the RD read card and the read/write head since the data 
transfer from the data path has been tested by the loop 
write-to-read tests. Following a rewind, the records written by 
Test 4C are read forward and the data verified. Any reject or 
machine check that occurs during the writing of a record will be 
displayed at operator panel. 

9.3.4.9 GCR READ BACKWARD (4E=50 IPS, 5E=100 IPS) 

The GCR Read Backward routine verifies read backward operations 
using the tape formatted by Test 4C. After positioning on the 
BOT side of the logical end-of-tape (two tape marks), the 256 
records are read backward and the data verified. Any reject or 
machine check that occurs during the reading of a record will be 
displayed. 
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9.3.4.10 GCR POSITIONING (4F=50 IPS, 5F=100 IPS) 

The GCR Positioning routine tests the positioning commands 
(Forward Space File, BacKward Space File, BacKspace A BlocK, and 
Forward Space A BlocK). Various combinations of these commands 
are issued expecting the tape formatted by Test 4C. Tape 
position is verified by the data read from the records. 

9.3.5 Section 6 - 'Cache Buffer Tests 

The Cache Buffer Diagnostics perform the longer tests for the 
Cache Buffer card. Cache Memory and Early EDT circuitry are 
verified by these tests. 

9.3.5.1 CACHE BUFFER EXTENDED MEMORY TEST (62) 

This routine tests the cache memory more extensively than Routine 
17. 

9.3.5.2 EARLY EOT TEST (64) 

The Early EDT routine lets tape move forward up to six 
revolutions, then bacKward for up to four revolutions. While this 
test is being performed, forward and bacKward capstan pulses are 
looKed for. At the same time, forward and bacKward swing arm 
pulses are verified. (R.outine 17 statically tested the Early EDT 
counters. ) 

9.4 EXTERNAL DIAGNOSTICS 

The External Diagnostics are supplied on a floppy disKette with 
a diagnostic control monitor based on the 1900 Diagnostic 
Monitor. The routine library consists of an interface 
verification test, an internal diagnostic initiator, and several 
online exerciser routines (PE and GCR 50 and 100 ips). See 
Appendix F for a list of the routines available on the floppy. 

Interface verification is performed by the internal manipulation 
of all status lines following invocation by the 3910 Detached 
Diagnostic Device. The interface test sets the subsystem in a 
diagnostic mode which allows the independent activation of each 
standard interface· line. The 3910 verifies that all status line 
transitions occur. With satisfactory communication ensured, 
internal diagnostics can be initiated and the test results 
obtained. All subsystem fault isolation is performed by the 
internal diagnostics. The remaining online 3910 routines are not 
intended to isolate any fault conditions within the subsystem, 
but only to provide a figure of merit for subsystem performance. 
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9.4.1 Diagnostic Monitor 

A new op code PNA has been added for the 2920 diagnostic monitor. 
The instruction displays INA' (for Not Appl icable) on the 3910 
CRT next to the routine header. This message is displayed only 
when the monitor is attempting to run a 100 ips routine on a 50 
ips machine. 

All other op codes are taKen directly from the 1900 monitor. 
(Refer to the 3910 User's Guide, 1900 Diagnostics). 
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APPENDIX A 

SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, AND SUPPLIES 

This appendix lists the special test equipment, special tools, 
and supplies required to maintain the MTS. The part numbers 
provided are Storage Technology part numbers unless otherwise 
specified. 

ITEM 

Cleaning Kit 
includes: 

Hub/Transport Cleaner Fluid 
Lint-free Cloth 
Foam-Tipped Swabs 
Diagnostic Floppy 

Wrist Strap 

Master Skew Tape (600 ft.) 

Master Skew Tape (1200 ft.) 

Master Output Tape 

Tape Developer (Magna-See) 

Jeweler's Loupe 
(optional) 

Torque Screwdriver 
Torx T15 for #6 screws 
Torx T25 for #10 screws 
Torx T30 for 1/4" screws 
Torx key for #6 screws 

95521 

PART NUMBER FUNCTION 

6164 

402626502 
6168 

11698 
4038428 

24000027 

403802201 

403802202 

401202102 

4583 

Bauch&Lomb 
81-34-35 

403443401 
403443501 
403443601 
403443701 

Tape path cleaning 

2920/3910 External 
Diagnostic Package 

Circuit card 
hand 1 ing 

Read/write head 
alignment· 

Read/write head 
alignment 

Read amplitude 
check 

Bit position check 

Bit pos it i on check 

Screw removal 
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APPENDIX B 

DA T A FORMATS 

B.1 INTRODUCTION 

The MTS is capable of formatting and deformatting data in both PE 
and GCR recording modes. This appendix describes how each 
recording mode is formatted. 

B.2 PHASE ENCODED (PE) OPERATION (1600 BPI) 

ANSI Compatibility. The MTS writes and reads half-inch magnetic 
tapes in phase-encoded recording mode as specified by ANSI 
x3.39-1973. 

Recorded Format. The PE recorded format is as shown in Figure 
B-1 Recording density is 1600 bits per inch (nominal). 

Block Length. The MTS does not control or limit the number of 
data characters within a block or record except to disallow the 
writing of data blocks containing no data characters. The USER 
has control over block size and may exceed the ANSI-specified 
maximum and minumum values. Minimum block size is one byte. 

Maximum Interblock Gap (IBG). The USER may generate extended 
length IBGs by issuing multiple Erase Gap (ERG) commands. The 
USER should avoid generating gaps in excess of the ANSI-specified 
maximum of 25 feet (7.62 meters). When reading, detection of an 
erase section in excess of 25 feet causes Empty Tape Error to be 
set. 

End of Recording Area. The USER must control or limit operations 
beyond the EDT marker (end of recording area). 

Tape Mark Block. A tape mark will be read if sufficient 
characters in zone 2 with at least one track of zone 1 together 
with the erasure of zone 3 can be detected or zone 1 and erasure 
of zone 3. 
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ZONES REFERENCE 
IDENT EDGE 

Tape Is shown oxide side up. 

Areas shown without recording, Including IBGs, are magnitlzed so that 
the rim end 01 the tape Is a north·seeklng pole. 

Density Idenllflcallon Area· PE recording Is Idenlllled by an 10 burst of 
recording at the BOT marker conslsllng 01 1600 FCI on track 4 and 
erasure on all other tracks. This burst begins 1.7 Inches minimum 
before the trailing edge 01 the BOT marker, conllnues past the trailing 
edge, ending at least 0.5 Inch belore the Ilrst block. 

Inillal Gap • The gap between the trailing edge 01 the BOT marker and 
the first recorded character Is 3 Inches minimum and 25 feet maximum. 

Preamble • Preceding data In each block. a preamble Is written 
conslsllng 01 41 characters, 01 which the Ilrst 40 characters contain 
ZERO bits followed by a single character containing ONEs In all tracks. 

Data Block • ANSI specifies this shall contain a minimum 01 18 or a 
maximum 01 2048 characters. Actual block length Is under USER 
control. 

Figure B-1. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Post amble . Following data In each block, a postamble Is written 
consisting of 41 characters of which the firsl character contains ONEs 
In all tracks followed by 40 characters containing ZEROs In all tracks. 

Tape Markllnterblock Gap . The IBG Immediately preceeding a tape 
mark Is 3.6 Inches long nominal. 

Tape Mark· The PE mark Is written as 64 to 256 flux reversals al 3200 
FCI In zone 2 (physical tracks 2,5,8) and zone 1 (physical tracks 1,4,7). 
Zone 3 (physical tracks 3,6,9) Is DC erased. 

Interblock Gaps . IBGs are 0.6 Inch nominal, 0.5 Inch minimum. 
Extended lenglh IBGs may be genera led by the USER. 

End 01 Recording Area· The recording area starts al the leading edge 
01 the EOT marker 

PE Tape Format 
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B.3 GROUP-CODED RECORDING (GCR) OPERATION (6250 BPI) 

ANSI Compatibility. The MTS writes and reads half-inch magnetic 
tapes in group-coded recording mode as specified by ANSI 
x3.54-1976. 

Recorded Format. The GCR recorded .format is as shown in Figures 
8-2 and 8-3. Recording density is 6250 bits per inch (nominal). 

8 lock Length. The MTS does not control or 1 imit the number: of 
data characters within a block or record except to disallow the 
writing of data blocks containing no data characters. The USER 
has control over block size and may exceed the ANSI-specified 
maximum and minumum values. Minimum block size is one byte. 

Maximum Interblock Gap (rBG). The USER may generate extended 
length IBGs by issuing multiple Erase Gap (ERG) commands. The 
USER should avoid generating gaps in excess of the ANSI-specified 
maximum of 15 feet. When reading, detection of an erase section 
in excess of 15 feet (4.572 meters) causes Empty Tape Error to be 
set. ' 

End of Recording Area. The USER must control or limit operations 
beyond the EDT marker (end of recording area). 

Tape Mark Block. A tape mark will be read if sufficient 
characters in zone 2 with at least one track of zone 1 together 
with the erasure of zone 3 can be detected or zone 1 and erasure 
of zone 3. 
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............... ::::::: .. :.: .. :.: .. :.:.:.:.;: .. ~:.,;,~~.~;:;:. ....... 
~ 

..... :.: ... :::::.:-

. :":".:':" 

:::: :':;::::::::: .-.:. ",' 

~.~ 

~~.~-.-. -.. ~ 
2:;!..·~;,;.:· .~. :!.:.::/. :~~Ji 

?~.:: '~~=:~=1 iii2 
~~2~~ _~·L .. ;';:'; 
~~~ 

-"~'~'-";..~ 

l';. :·/t·::;~·~f~:}::y.~E 
";" >: <:. :·7i·~::·:.~·.:~ :}~ 
~~~ ~ 
~~.~ 
~..:.:..:..2~;.._~~_··_·_-;;;; I ,. --1 

~ 
~.:: .. :>:;:::::::.:::. 

~1-®-1--0-~ l' I 2 I 3 I " 
ZONE 
IDENT 

® 

REFERENCE 
EDGE 

Tape Is shown oxille side up. 

Areas shown wHhout recording, Including IBG's are magnlllzed so Ihal 
the rim end at fhetape Is Ii norlh·seeklng pole. 

Identlflcatlon BlIrst . l:he GCR mel hod Is Idellllfled by II bursl 01 a 
recording lit' thl\C·. BOT "'arkel. The burs I 19 In Ihe PE frequency .ahoe 
(1600 BPI) on'tr·ack 6' and erasure on all other tracks. The 10 bursl 
begins 1.7 Inches minimum before the trailing edge of BOT and 
continues past the- Iralilng edge of the BOT marker. 

ARA Burst . Th.e II.RA burst enables the capabllltv of wrlllnll all tr~r.~s 
10 beverllled. It begins' no sooner than 1.5 Inches and no later fhlin 4.3 
Inches as II,easured from the leading edge 01 the BOT rna,ker. 

ARA'ls' Bur91· fmrnedlale1y lollowlng the ID bursl there Is an ARA 
Burst (all ONEs In all Irllckstwhlch Is separated from thl' 10 Burst by an 
undellned g!lP· It ends-sooner Ihan 9.5 Inches and no later Ihan' 11.5 
Inches as measured. from the leading edge of Ihe BOT marker. 

F tgure B-2,. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

ARA ID Burst· Appended to the end of the ARA 'Is' Burst is an 10 
character consisting of ONEs In tracks 2,3,5,6,8, and 9 i! ... "'asure In 
tracks 1,4, and 7. This 10 character Is approximately 2 inches long. (At 
least a contlgous 114·Inch section of Ihls 2·lnch long burst must be 
error· free In all fracks slmultanouslv). There Is a normal" IBG between 
Ihe ARA 10 character and Ihe IIrst dala block. 

Inte/block Gaps· IBGs are 0.285 Inch minimum and 0.3 Inch nominal. 
Extended length tBGs may be generated by the USER 

Data Block . See GCR Data Block Forrnal lUustralion. 

Tape Mark Interblock Gap· ThelBG Immediately preceeding a tape 
mark Is 3.3 Inches nominal. 

Tape Mark· The GCR tape mark Is wrillen as 250 to 400 flux reversals 
at 9042 FCI In zone 2 (physical tracks 2,5,8) and zone 1 (physical Iracks 
1,4,7). Zone 3 (physical tracks 3,6,9) Is DC erased. 

9. End of Recording Area . The end 01 the recording area starts at the 
leading edge 01 Ihe BOT marker. 

GCR Tape Format 
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NOTE DATA-GROUPS ARE SHOWN PRIOR TO B -CRCOFfPAD CHARA-CTER DATAVAWES RECORD VALUES 
ENCODING AND RECORDING. 

CYCLIC REDUNDANCY CHARACTER ICRCI 
0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

C 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 

D· DATA CHARACTERS 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 

E ERROR CORRECTION CHARACTER ECC 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 
0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 

H PAD OR DATA CHARACTER 0 1 I 0 1 0 1 1 0 

L LAST CHARACTER 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 

N AUXILIARY CRC 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

X RESIDUAL CHARACTER 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 
1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 

Ftgure B-3. GCRData Block Format (Sheet 1 of 3). 
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The following are notes that explain sheet 1 of the figure. These notes are 
numbered to correspond with the numbers on the illustration. 

CD 

® 

® 

(9 

@ 

® 

Preamble . Sixteen subgroups of five bytes each. The subgroups 
Initiate the readctrcults and synchronize them. 

Terminator Control Subgroup· The data In this subgroup provides lor a 
long wave length Input to the read detection circuits, thus ensuring 
high level Inputs Into Ihe circuits at lhe beginning 01 a read operation. 
These Inputs In tum ensure thet the Read Detectors are turned ON 
before they are synchronized. 

The Terminator Control Subgroup Is one set of nine parallel 5·blt se.rlal 
values 01 10101 In all tracks'localed at the BOT end 01 each block and 
1010L at. the· EOT end' of each block, whine L represents the reselling 
of the last character (which' restores the Wrltli Triggers to the erase 
stale). 

The Second Control Subgroup· This Is a part of sync, explained below. 
The second Control Subgroup conSists 01 5·bll serial values 01 01111 In 
all tracks lor. the BOT end of the block and 11110 lor the EOT end 01 
the bloc.k.· 

Sync Control Subgroup •. These are lourteen 5·byte subgroups which 
aynchronlzethe Read Relerence Oscillator. Each subgroup consists 01 
5·blt serial values 01 all '1s' In alltracka. 

Mark 1 Control Subgroup - This subgroup marka Ihe coming ol.data. It 
ensures' that the bUller countera are properly Initiated ao the data 
tieing reed Is 'ormaUed .Inlo the correct 5·byle gruops. This Is 
necessary. lor correct decoding (retranalatlon Irom five to lour bit 
codes) 01 the data which Is being read. Tha Mark 1 Control Subgroup Is 
one selof 5-bll serial values 01 00111 on all lracks. On backward 
operations, the Mark 1 becomes the Mark 2 Subgroup. 

Data -Any recorded section 01 the tape which has only data and the 
ECC recorded on It (no Control S"bgroups). The data Is lormatted Inlo 
groups and the groups are divided Into subgroups. These data 
subgroups are Identilled as data subgroup A and data subgroup B. 
Data subgroup A consists 01 four data bytes before translallon (the 

. IIforagellroupl, The semll.lstrue lor data subgroup B except that It Is 
. mada up of three byteil and one ECC (Error Correction Character) 
belore translallon. The ECC Is. used lor data correction. All data 
correction InGCR Is done on the 8-byte data groups (byte 8 Is the 
ECC). 

DataValuesiRecord Values - During GCR recording, lour blls Irom each 
track are translated Into the 5·bll code. Aller translallon, the 5·bll code 
Is movi!d sllrl811ylo the TU for recording. The data values and record 
values sh.ow .the bit patterns belore and aller translallon. During read 
operallons, the 5·bit code Is reconverted 10 Ihe original lour bits. Thus, 
the data sent to CPU Is In lis original lorm. 

o Data Subgroup A consists of lour data bytes belore translation (the 
storage group). 

® 

® 

® 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

@ 

The same Is true for Deta Subgroup B except thai II is made up 01 
three data bytes and one ECC (Error Correction Character) belore 
translallon. the ECC Is used for dala correction. All data correclion in 
GCR Is done on the 8·byte dala groups (byte 8 Is the ECC). 

There may be no more than 158 conllguous data groups In a recorded 
data block; If there are more than 1112 data bytes (belore translallon) 
In an Incoming record, resychronlzallon Is necessary belore the 
recording can be continued. 

Resync Burst . This burst Is used to resychronlze the data 01 lalllng 
Iracks when a data record Is longer than 1112 data bytes (belore 
Iranslallon). See notes 6 through 9. 

Mark 2 Control Subgroup - This subgroup marks the ending 01 data and 
Ihe coming of nondala information. The Mark 2 Control Subgroup 
consists of one set 01 5·blt serial values 01 11100 on all tracks. On 
backward operallons, the Mark 2 becomes the Mark 1 Subgroup. 

End Mark Control Subgroup • This subgroup warns 01 the approach 01 
the Residual Data Group, Which Is deflned.ln note 14. The End Mark 
Connol Subgroup consists of one set of 5·blt serial values 01 lIllIan 
all tracks. 

RES/CRC Data • TI)ls dala Includes both the Reslduat Data Group and 
the CRC Data Group (these group are described In notes 14 and 15). 
These two groups are written at the end 01 a data record. 

Residual Data Group . This group Is lormed when there are six or less 
data bytes remaining In a dala record. If six data byles remain, the 
sevllnth byte o' the Residual Dala Group is the Auxiliary CRC 
Character (a data validity check characler) and byte eight Is the normal 
ECC. " there are 'eS9 than six residual data bytes, pad characters 01 all 
ZEFI()S with correct parity life acidelllo the data group to pad II to six 
bytes. Thus, the Residual Data Group consists 01 the remaining bytes, 
Ihe pad characiers, the AuxilIary CRC, Character (N), and the ECC (E). 
CAli data groups musl have eight bytes totallnGCR mode). 

Belore this c:latagroup Is written, the CRC character normally has odd 
parity II there was an odd number 01 data groups, and even parity If 
there was an even number of data groups. If the record has an odd 
rlumberol data groups, the CRe character is even. Since an even parity 
byte is not allowed In a GCR Data Group, the CRC character must be 
m.ade odd. To accomplish this an additional pad byte consisting 01 all 
ZEROs and a parity bit (Br Is added to the record. The addition 01 this 
byte changes Ibe number 01 bytes In the CRC generation and provides 
an odd parity CRC character. 

Figure B-3. GCR Data Block Format (Sheet 2 of 3) 
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The nexl five byles 01 Ihe CRC. Oala Group are Id"nllea' ene 
characters. The addilional CRe characters serve 10 fill the eRe Data 
Group, since there Is no more dala 10 be read. 

Next In the CRC Oala Group Is Ihe Residual Character (X). By dellnltlon 
this character Is used as a record data counter. Bits 3·7 are the module 
32 counler. These bits are usod by StorageTek In a proprlelary manner. 
Bits 0-2 are used as a module 7 count 01 the ResIdual Oala Group 
byles are data. The module 7 count of the Residual characler Indicates 
how many data bytes are 10 be retrlved frem the Residual Oala Group. 

The ECC In this. dala group, as In all olher groups, Is used 10 vorlfy the 
correctness of dala In Ihe group and to Isolale Ihe error, If any. during 
read operallons lor dala correclion. 

Postamble - The Poslamble Is Ihe mirror Image of Ihe Preamble oxcepl 
for the termlnalor conlrol· subg;oup. In read backward operallons, the 
Poslamble Is used Ihe same way Ihe Preamble Is used In read forward 
operallons. See Ihe descrlpllon of Preamble In noles 1 Ihrough 4. 

Check Characlers - Three Check Characlers are used In the GCR tape 
formal: CRC (81, Auxiliary CRC (N), and ECC (EI. 

The CRC characters are used 10 verily data validity during write and 
read back check operallons. The ECC Is used 10 verify data and 
validity, and for error Idenllllcallon and correcllon during read 
operallons. 

F'gure B-3. GCR Data Block Format (Sheet 3 of 3) 
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APPENDIX C 

MEMORY ALLOCATION, STK STANDARD INTERFACE - 2921 

C. 1 MEMORY MAP 

0000 

1FFF 

2000 

3FFF 

4000 

5FFF 

SOOO 

7FFF 

8000 

PROM 1 ( Funct iona 1 ) 

PROM 2 (Functional) 

PROM 3 (Diagnostics) 

Memory-Mapped I/O 

Diagnostic RAM 

(0000 .. 1FFF) 8k 

(2000-3FFF) 8k 

(4000-5FFF) 8k 

(SOOO-7FFF) 8k 

(8000-87FF) 2k 
The firstS4 bytes (8000-803F) constitute 

8FFF 

9000 

9FFF 

AOOO 

AFFF 

BOOO 

FFFF 

95521 

the internal LWR buffer. 

Not Used 

Functional Ram (AOOO-A7FF) 2K 

Not Used 

Not Used 

C-1 



Co2 KEYBOARD/OP PANEL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Read Keyboard (0 = key depressed) KBDATA 

~~~O 1·1 COl41 GOl31 COl21 ColI [ ColO 

Co3 DIAGNOSTIC REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6014 
RIO 

Diagnostic Status (lOG) 

Read Diagnostic Download Byte 

Diag 
Read 
Done 
RDFIN 

DIAGSTAT 

Diag Diag 
Write Prty 
Done Error 
WTFIN PRITY 

DIAGDWNL 

6017 

[ [ [ [ [ [ lsb 1 
RIO msb o •• .0' 000 

6050 
RIO 

6078 
RIO 

C-2 

Servo Diagnostic Status 

Tach Tach 
Phase Phase 

A B 
TACHA TACHB 

Diagnostic Sense (ISN) 

Diag Diag 
Swtch Swtch Buper Stop 

1 0 

DIAGSERV 

Mach Mach File File 
. Pump Pump Pump Pump 
Down Up Down Up 
MFiD MPU FPD FPU 

DIAGSENS 

Diag Diag Diag 
lrak Sel Sel Sel 

2 1 0 

95521 



C.4 CAPSTAN CONTROL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Read Position Count 

m5 
I msb I 

6027 
RIO 

Read Capstan Velocity 

msb 

C.5 REEL CONTROL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6034 
RIO 

6035 
RIO 

6036 
RIO 

6038 
RIO 

I 

I 

95521 

Read Machine Position Count 

msb I . . . 
I 

. .. I 

Read File Position Count 

msb I ... 
I 

Reel Status (RSS) 

Mach Mach File File Watch 
Phase Phase Phase Phase Dog 

8 A 8 A EPO 
MPHS8 MPHSA FPHS8 FPHSA WDERR 

Read Thread Counter 

msb 

PCREAD 

lsb 

VR 

lsb 

READMPOS 

I 
... 

I 
lsb I 

READFPOS 

I 
. .. 

I 
lsb I 

SRVOSENS 

Loop Power 
Out Fa i 1 
EPO EPO 
LOOPF PWRF 

THRDREAD 

lsb 

C-3 



C.6 DATA PATH CARD REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Dead Track Reg; ster .. ( - ) 

:~go I ~~~~71 ... I· ... I 

6041 
RIO 

6042 
RIO 

6043 
RIO 

6044 
RIO 

6045 
RIO 

C-4 

Data Path Status A (DSA) 

Write Uncor Part Mult 
TM Error Rec Track 
Check Error 
WTMCK UNCOR PRTRC MTE 

Data Path Status B (DSB) 

Cmd 10 Read Write 
Rej Check Ovrfl Ovrfl 
REI.! IDCHK ROVR WOVR 

Data Path Status C (OSC) 

Over Data PE GCR 
Block Avail 10 10 
BLOCK OAVA1L. PEIO GCRIO 

Phase Pointers 

I ~~!~~I I 
Amp Sensors 

~:sel I ... 
Trk 7 . 

Read End 
Corr Data 

Check 
RDCOR ENOCK 

CRC CRC 
C A 

CRCC CRCA 

TM 
Stat -OT P 
TMS NOTP 

I 
I I 

OTREG 

( -) I Dead 
Trk 0 

OPSTATA 

Vlcty 
Check 

VELCK 

DPSTATB 

CRC Buper 
CRC BUPER 

OPSTATC 

AS P PH P 
ASP PHASP 

PHASREG 

I~~!~:I 
AMPSREG 

I ~sel Trk 0 

95.521 



C.7 WRITE DRIVER AND SENSOR REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6060 
RIO 

6061 
RIO 

Sensors (SS1) 

Tape 
EDT BOT Prsnt 

TAPE 

Current Monitor (WMN) 

All Erase All 
Trks Curr Trks 
Wrt On Off 
WRTAL ERS WROFF 

Leadr File 
Seen Prot 
LEADR FILEP 

( - ) 
Wrt F 
Itrpt 
CUROK 

C.S INTERFACE REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6077 
RIO 

95521 

Interface Command (ICM) 

Sys Addr Dens Dens 
Reset Match Sel Sel 
Latch 1 0 
SYSRS SELCT NRZI GCR 

Cmd 
Bit 

3 

Arms File 
Extnd Arm 

Index 
XTEND FINDX 

Cmd Cmd 
Bit Bit 

2 1 

SENSORS 

Sensr 
Error 
ERROR 

CURRNTM 

Mach 
Arm 
Index 
MINDX 

INTFCMD 

Cmd 
Bit 

0 

C-5 



(INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK) 
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APPENDIX D 

MEMORY ALLOCATION, STK STANDARD INTERFACE - 2922 

0.1 MEMORY MAP 

0000 

1FFF 

2000 

3FFF 

4000 

5FFF 

6000 

7FFF 

8000 

PROM 1 (Funct iona 1 ) 

PROM 2 (Functional) 

PROM 3 (Functional) 

Memory-Mapped I/O 

(OOOO-1FFF) 8k 

(2000-3FFF) 8k 

(4000-5FFF) 8k 

(6000-7FFF) 8k 

(8000-87FF) 2k Diagnostic RAM 
The first 64 bytes (8000-803F) constitute 

8FFF 

9000 

9FFF 

AOOO 

AFFF 

BOOO 

BFFF 

COOO 

DFFF 

EOOO 

FFFF 

95521 

the internal LWR buffer. 

Not Used 

Functional RAM 

Not Used 

PROM 4 (Diagnostic) 

PROM 5 (Diagnostic) 

(AOOO-A7FF) 2k 

(COOO-DFFF) 8k 

(EOOO-FFFF) 8k 

D-1 



0.2 KEYBOARD/OP PANEL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Read Keyboard (0 = key depressed) KBDATA 

6010 
RIO C014 Co13 C012 Col1 ColO 

0.3 DIAGNOSTIC REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6014 
RIO 

Diagnostic Status (IDG) 

Read Diagnostic Download Byte 

~n 7 
msb I . " I . .. I 

6050 
RIO 

6078 
RIO 

D-2 

Servo Diagnostic Status 

Tach Tach 
Phase Phase 

A B 
TACHA TACHB 

Diagnostic Sense (ISN) 

Diag Diag 
Swtch Swtch Buper Stop 

1 0 

Mach 
Pump 
Down 
MPD 

TraK 

DlAGSTAT 

Diag Diag Diag 
Read Write Prty 
Done Done Error 
RDFlN WTFlN PRITY 

DlAGDWNL 

DlAGSERV 

Mach File F i 1 e 
Pump Pump Pump 

Up Down Up 
MPU FPD FPU 

DlAGSENS 

Diag Diag Diag 
Se1 Sel Se1 

2 1 0 

95521 



0.4 CAPSTAN CONTROL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Read Position Count 

6025 

I 

msb I 

1 

RIO 

Read Capstan Velocity 

6027 

1 
msbl RIO 

0.5 REEL CONTROL REGISTER ALLOCA TION 

6034 
RIO 

6035 
RIO 

6036 
RIO 

603B 
RIO 

I 

1 

95521 

Read Machine Position Count 

msb 1 
1 

. .. I 

Read Fi le Position Count 

msb I .. ·1 

Reel Status (RSS) 

Mach Mach File File Watch 
~hase Phase Phase Phase Dog 

B A B A EPO 
MPHSB MPHSA FPHSB FPHSA WDERR 

Read Thread Counter 

msb 

PCREAO 

lsb 

VR 

1 lsb 

REAOMPOS 

1 

... 1 lsb I 

READFPOS 

1 
.. ·1 lsb 1 

SRVOSENS 

Loop Power 
Out Fail 
EPO EPO 
LOOPF PWRF 

THRDREAD 

lsb 

0-3 



0.6 DATA PATH CARD REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6040 
RIO 

6041 
RIO 

6042 
RIO 

6043 
RIO 

6044 
RIO 

6045 
RIO 

D-4 

Dead Track Register ( - ) 

I ~~~~ 71 
... 

I 
Data Path Status A (DSA) 

Write Uncor Part Mult 
TM Error Rec Track 
Check Error 
WTMCK UNCOR PRTRC MTE 

Data Path StatusB (OSB) 

Cmd ID Read Write 
Rej Check Ovrfl Ovrfl 
REJ IoCHK ~()VR WOVR 

Data Path Status C (DSC) 

Over Data PE GCR 
Block Ava; 1 1D ID 
BLOCK DAVAIL PEIo GCRID 

I. 

Phase Pointers 

I ~~!~:l I 
Amp Sensors 

~:sel Trk 7 
1 1 

Read End 
Corr Data 

Check 
ROCOR ENDCK 

CRC CRC 
C A 

CRCC CRCA 

TM 
Stat -oT P 
TMS NDTP 

I 

DTREG 

( -) I Dead 
Trk 0 

DPSTATA 

Vlcty 
Check 

VELCK 

DPSTATB 

CRC Buper 
CRC BUPER 

DPSTATC 

AS P PH P 
ASP PHASP 

PHASREG 

I ~~!~:l 
AMPSREG 

I 1 
=sel Trk 0 

95521 



0.7 WRITE DRIVER AND SENSOR REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6060 
RIO 

6061 
RIO 

Sensors (SSl) 

Tape 
EDT BOT Prsnt 

TAPE 

Current Monitor (WMN) 

All Erase All 
Trks Curr Trks 
Wrt On Off 
WRTAL ERS WROFF 

Leadr File 
Seen Prot 
LEADR FILEP 

(- ) 
Wrt F 
Itrpt 
CUROK 

0.8 INTERFACE REGISTER ALLOCATION 

6077 
RIO 

95521 

Interface Command (ICM) 

Sys Addr Dens Dens 
Reset Match Sel Sel 
Latch 1 0 
SYSRS SELCT NRZI "GCR 

Cmd 
Bit 

3 

Arms File 
Extnd Arm 

Index 
XTEND FINDX 

Cmd Cmd 
Bit " Bit 

2 1 

SENSORS 

Sensr 
Error 
ERROR 

CURRNTM 

Mach 
Arm 
Index 
MINDX 

INTFCMD 

Cmd 
Bit 

0 

D-5 
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APPENDIX E 

MEMORY ALLOCATION, INDUSTRY STD INTERFACE - 292X 

E. 1 MEMORY MAP 

0000 

1FFF 

2000 

3FFF 

4000 

5FFF 

6000 

7FFF 

8000 

9FFF 

AOOO 

AFFF 

BOOO 
BFFF 

COOO 

CFFF 

0000 
DFFF 

EOOO 

EFFF 

FOOO 
FFFF 

95521 

PROM 1 (Funct iona 1 ) 

PROM 2 (Functional) 

PROM 3 (Functional) 

PROM 4 (Diagnostic) 

PROM 5 (Diagnostic) 

Diagnostic RAM 

Not Used 

RAM (Funct i ona 1 ) 

Not Used 

Memory-Mapped I/O 

Not Used 

(0000-1FFF) 8k 

(2000-3FFF) 8k 
. 

(4000-5FFF) 8k 

(6000-7FFF) 8k 

(8000-9FFF) 8k 

(AOOO-AOFF) 256 bytes 

(COOO-C7FF) 2k 

(EOOO-EOFF) 256 bytes 
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E.2 KEYBOARD/OP PANEL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Read Keyboard (0 = key depressed) KBDATA 

E008 
RIO C014 C013 C012 C011 Co 10 

E.3 DIAGNOSTIC REGISTER ALLOCATION 

E028 
RIO 

Diagnostic Status (IDG) 

Ready Rewnd Formt 
Busy 

Read Diagnostic Download Byte 

~~68 msb I ... I ... I 

EODO 
RIO 

E030 
RIO 

E-2 

Servo Diagnostic Status 

Tach Tach 
Phase Phase 

A B 
TACHA TACHB 

Diagnostic Sense (ISN) 

Diag 
Swtch Buper Stop 

0 

100 
ips 

Mach 
Pump 
Down 
MPD 

Trak 

DlAGSTAT 

Diag Diag 
W!R Prty 
Done Error 
WTFlN PRlTY 

DIAGDWNL 

I '" I lsb I 
DlAGSERV 

Mach F i 1 e File 
Pump Pump Pump 

Up Down Up 
MPU FPD FPU 

DlAGSENS 

Diag Diag Diag 
Sel Sel Sel 

2 1 0 
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E.4 CAPSTAN CONTROL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Read Position Count 

~~~5 I msb I 

EOA7 
RIO 

Read Capstan Velocity 

msb 

E.5 REEL CONTROL REGISTER ALLOCATION 

EOB4 
RIO 

EOB5 
RIO 

EOB6 
RIO 

EOSB 
RIO 

I 

I 

95521 

Read Machine Position Count 

msb I 
I 

. .. I 

Read File Pos it ion Count 

msb I . .. I 

Reel Status (RSS) 

Mach Mach File File Watch 
Phase Phase Phase Phase Dog 

B A S A EPO 
MPHSB MPHSA FPHSS FPHSA WDERR 

Read Thread Counter 

msb 

PCREAD 

lsb 

VR 

lsb 

READMPOS 

I 
. .. I Isb I 

READFPOS 

I 
. .. I Isb I 

SRVOSENS 

Loop Power 
Out Fa i 1 
EPO EPO 
LOOPF PWRF 

THRDREAD 

lsb 
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E.6 DATA PATH CARD REGISTER ALLOCATION 

EDCD 
RIO 

EDC1 
RIO 

EOC2 
RIO 

EOC3 
RIO 

EOC4 
RIO 

EOCS 
RIO .. 

E-4 

Dead TracK Register ( - ) 

1 ~~~~ 71 
... 

1 

Data Path Status A (DSA) 

Write Uncor Part Mult 
TM Error Rec Track 
ChecK Error 
WTMCK UNCOR PRTRC MTE 

Data Path Status B (DSB) 

Cmd 1D Read Write 
Rej Check Ovrfl Ovrfl 
REJ 1DCHK ROVR WOVR 

Data Path Status C (DSC) 

Over Data PE GCR 
BlocK Avail 1D 1D 
BLOCK DAVA1L PE1D GCR1D 

Phase Pointers 

1 ~~!~~I 
Amp Sensors 

1 
~sel I . . . 
Trk 7 

Read End 
Corr Data 

Check 
RDCOR ENDCK 

CRC CRC 
C A 

CRCC CRCA 

TM 
Stat -DT P 
TMS NOTP 

1 

. . ' . 

DTREG 

(-) I Dead 
TrKD 

DPSTATA 

Vlcty 
Check 

VELCK 

DPSTATB 

CRC Buper 
CRC BUPER 

DPSTATC 

AS P PH P 
ASP PHASP 

PHASREG 

I ~~!~:I 
AMPSREG 

~sel TrK 0 
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E.7 WRITE DRIVER AND SENSOR REGISTER ALLOCATION 

EOEO 
RIO 

EOE1 
RIO 

Sensors (SS 1 ) 

Tape 
EDT BOT .Prsnt 

TAPE 

Current Monitor (WMN) 

All Erase All 
Trks Curr Trks 
Wrt On Off 
WRTAL ERS WROFF 

Leadr F i 1 e 
Seen Prot 
LEAOR FILEP 

( - ) 
Wrt F 
Itrpt 
CUROK 

E.8 INTERFACE REGISTER ALLOCATION 

E020 
RIO 

E030 
RIO 

E001 
R/W 

E002 
R/W 

95521 

lnterface Command (ICM) 

Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd 
Bit Bit Bit Bit 

7 6 5 4 

Read Switches and Stop 

Erase Stop Swtch 
Stop Wrt 6 

R/W Port A 6f 8155 

Load File +Runn Lwr 
Point Prot 100ips 

R/W Port B of 8155 

IAIrt EDT Corr File 
Stat Error Mark 

Cmd 
Bit 

3 

.Swtch 
5 

Wide 
Point 

Hard 
Error 

SENSORS 

Sensr 
Error 
ERROR 

CURRNTM 

Arms File Mach 
Extnd Arm Arm 

Index Index 
XTENO FINOX MINOX 

INTFCMO 

Cmd Cmd Cmd 
Bit Bit Bit 
2 1 0 

INTSTATO 

Swtch Swtch Match 
4 3 

INTSTATA 

Back GCR Mach 
Wards R/W 

lOOips 

INTSTATB 

Data 10 Enble 
Busy Burst Stop 
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E003 
R/W 

E019 
W/O 

E-6 

R/W Port C of 8155 

Z80 to 
Host 

(Read) 

Interface Registers 

Z80 fr 
Host 

(Wr t) 

INTSTATC 

Fake Fake -Enbl -Enbl 
WRSTB RDSTB WRSTB RDSTB 

INTCLR 
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APPENDIX F 

MEMORY ALLOCATION STK STANDARD INTERFACE 2925 

F.1 MEMORY MAP 

PROM 1 Functional (0000-1FFFl 8K 
0000 

1FFF 

2000 

3FFF 

4000 

5FFF 

6000 

7FFF 

8000. 

8FFF 

9000 

9FFF 

AOOO 

BFFF 

COOO 

DFFF 

EOOO 

FFFF 

PROM 2 Functional/Diagnostic (2000-3FFF) 8K 

Not Used 

Not Used 
• 

Not Used 

Not Used 

RAM Functional/Diagnostic (AOOO-BFFF) 2K 

Memory Map I/O (COOO-DFFF) 8K 

Memory Map I/O (EOOO-FFFF) 8K 

F.2 HOST INTERFACE REGISTER ALLOCATION 

The following paragraphs show the register allocation for both 
the StorageTeK Standard Interface and the Industry Standard 
Interface. When reading the lists the code is the first column 
and the bit positions are shown in the remaining columns in a 
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descending order (Bit 7 to Bit 0). 

F.2.1 StorageTekStandard Interface 

Host Status A (IHASTATl 

EFFO Host Host Host Host Host Host 
EDT BOT End Data Buper CorEr 
Stat Stat Data Chk Stat 

Host Status B (IHBSTAT) 

EFF1 Host Host Host Host Host Host 
Wrt Rdy Exp On1 Rew Op In 
Stat Stat Data Stat Stat Comp 

Error Multiplex Bux Byte 0 (IHEMUXO) 

EFF2 Dead Dead Dead Dead Dead Dead 
Trk 7 Trk 6 Trk 5 Trk 4 Trk 3 Trk 2 

Error Multiplex Bux Byte 1 (IHEMUX1) 

EFF3 WTM Un- Part Multi Not End 
Chk corr Rec Trk Used Data 

Err Err Chk 

Error Multiplex Bux Byte 2 (IHEMUX2) 

EFF4 Diag Diag Diag Diag Diag Diag 
Aid 7 Aid 6 Aid 5 Aid 4 Aid 3 Aid2 

Error Multiplex Bux Byte 3 (IHEMUX3) 

EFF5 EOT BOT Not Fi le Back High 
Stat Stat Used Pro ward Den 

Stat Stat Stat 

Host 
Rej 
Stat 

Host 
Ovrun 
Stat 

Dead 
Trk 1 

Vel 
Err 

Diag 
Aid 1 

Rdy 
Stat 

Parity Bits of Error Multiplex Bus (IHEMUXP) 

EFF6 Res Clr Not Not EMUX3 EMUX2 EMUX1 
Host Host Used Used P Wrt Tach CRC 
Busy Reset Stat ;rror 

F-2 

Host 
T Mrk 
Stat 

Host 
EPROM 
P Err 

Dead 
Trk 0 

Diag 
Mod 
Latch 

Diag 
Aid 0 

On1 
Stat 

EMUXO 
P DT 
Par 
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Host Command Bits (IHCMD) 

EFF7 Sys Dev Den Den Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd 
Res Match Sel Sel 1 2 3 4 
Lchd 1 0 

Set BlocK to Host (IHBLOCK) 

EF81 Isend Host BlocK Pulse: When written to. 

Host Interface Register (1H1FACE) 

EFB3 Early Not Host Host Host Sel Sel Sel 
EDT Used Busy Sys Stop EMUX EMUX EMUX 
SASB Res LTH 2 1 0 

Host Interface Register (1H1NTF) 

EFE3 Host Host Long Gate Dis- Sel Sel Sel 
SSC 10 Rec STP able MUX MUX MUX 

Burst Mode BlocK Empty 2 1 0 

F.3 INDUSTRY ST ANDARD INTERFACE 

Host Status A (PHASTAT) 

EFFO P Host P Host P Host P Host Not P Host P Host P Host 
EDT BOT High Hard Used Corr 10 Tape 
Stat Stat Speed Err Err Burst MarK 

Stat Stat Stat 

Host Status B (PHBSTAT) 

EFF1 Cntrl Data Host Host Not Not Not Not 
Erase Busy Data On 1 ine Used Used Used Used 
Gate Bypass Busy Stat 

Host Status C (PHCSTAT) 

EF90 Host Host Host Host Host Host Host Host 
Format Ready Go Reset Rewind RewCmd OvrRun Offl 
Busy Stat Latchd Latchd Stat Latchd Latchd Cmd 

Latchd 
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Host Command Reg (PHCMD) 

EFBO PerHos PerHos PerHos PerHos PerHos PerHos PerHos PerHos 
Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Host Interface Reg (PHINTF) 

EFE3 Diag Diag Sync Gate Disabl Tape Tape Tape 
F i 1 e GCR Mode F i 1 e Empty Sel Sel Sel 
ProSt Stat Pro & Mux Mux Mux 

GCR 2 1 0 

Host Interface Reg (PHIFACE) 

EFB3 El EOT Device Not Not Host Not Not Not 
SASS Match Used Used Stop Used Used Used 

lTH 

F.4 SWITCHS REGISTER ALLOCATION 

IIPORT2 

EFDO Not Not Not Not TO SlK SWTCHl 1MSClK SWTCHl 
Ava i 1 Avail Avail Avail Pulse Sync INPT Spare 

latchd Mode For 
Timr 3 

ISWITCH1 

EFD1 SWTCH1 SWTCH1 SWTCH1 10KHz SWTCH1 SWTCH1 SWTCH1 35 
Early Tape Read C1K to Read Write Write Micro-
EOT Mark Retry Servo Retry Retry Retry Second 

Sync CNT 1 Cnt 0 Cnt 1 Cnt 0 Offset 

ISWITCH2 

EFD2 No GCR Data Max Max INTF INMTF Data Data 
One Rate 2 B1K B1K Ramp 1 Ramp 0 Rate 1 Rate 0 
TRK Size 1 Size 0 
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ISWITCH3 

EFB7 Card Card Card Card Spare host Host Host 
Lvl 3 Lvl 2 Lvl 1 Lvl 0 Adr 2 Adr 2 Adr 0 

F.5 DATA BUFFER REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Start of Record (SOR) Pointer (ICSORO) 

EFE5 I Temp or Start of Record, LSBYTE 

Start of Record (SOR) Pointer (ICSOR1) 

EFE6 'Temp or Start of Record 

Start of Record (SOR) Pointer (ICSOR2) 

EFE7 'Temp or Start of Record, MSBYTE 

Load Fill Address Register (FAR) (ICFAR) 

EF82 ITransfer SOR to Fill Address Register 

Load Drain Address Register (FAR) (ICFAR) 

EF83 Transfer SOR to Drain Address Register 

Read DAR or FAR (ICADRSO) 

EFAO IRead Address 0, LSBYTE; Fill or Drain 

Read DAR or FAR (ICADRS1) 

EFA1 IRead Address 1; Fill or Drain 

Read DAR or FAR (ICADRS2) 

EFA2 'Read Address 2, MSBYTE; Fill or Drain 
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Reset Fu 11 (ICRESFUl) 

EF84 I Reset Fu 11 ; Written to, Wi 11 

Set Empty (ICSEMPTY) 

EF85 Iset Empty; When .Written to, Wi 11 

Data Buffer Mode 1 (ICMODE1) 

EFEO Disab1 Enable Enable Enable Enable Diag Diag Diag 
F i1 / FAR DAR CRC CAC TRAK Stop Parity 
DRA Read Read Diag Diag 

Data Buffer Mode 2 (ICMODE2) 

EFE4 Reset Reset Reset Res Hard- Hard- Hard- Hard-
Cache CRC CRC BlK ware ware ware ware 
PAR ER Check Gener- PlS IT Host Host Host Host 

ator & Read SRT Read WRT 
EOD IT Cmd Cmd Cmd Cmd 

Data Buffer ,Status (ICSTAT) 

EBF2 Cache Cache Fill Drain Treq Treq Cache Cache 
Full Empty Done Done FRM FRM stop Parity 

Cache Drive 

Data Buffer Interface (ICINTF) 

EFE3 host Host Sync Gate Disabl Sel . Sel Sel 
SSC ID Mode STP & Empty Mux 2 Mux 1 Mux 0 

Burst Block 

Diagnostic Write Data to Data Buffer (ICWRITE) 

EF87 Iwrite Data To Cache; 

- Diagnostic Read Data From Data Buffer (ICREAD) 

EFA3 IRead Data From Cache; 
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Data Buffer Error Status (ICERROR) 

EFC2 Tape Tape Cache Cache Tape Tape Tape Tape 
SSC 10 Par CRC Busy HOENS FPTS EMUX P 

Burst Err Err 

F.6 COUNTER I/O CHIP REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Chip 1 Read/Write Control Port (IIADDR1) 

EFC3 Not Not Contrl Contrl Contrl Contrl ContrllContrl 
Avai 1 Avail ADR 5 ADR 4 ADR 3 ADR 2 ADR 1A9R 0 

Chip 1 Read/Write Control Port (IIDATA1) 

EFC3 R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W 
Data 7 Data 6 Data 5 Data 4 Data 3 Data 2 Data 1 Data 0 

Chip 2 Read/Write Control Port (IIADDR2) 

EFD3 Not Not Contrl Contrl Contrl Contr 1 Contrl Contrl 
Avai 1 Avail ADR 5 ADR 4 ADR 3 ADR 2 ADR 1 ADR 0 

Chip 2 Read/Writ~ Control Port (IIDATA2) 

EFD3 R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W R/W 
Data 7 Data 6 Data 5 Data 4 Data 3 Data 2 Data 1 Data 0 
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F.7 TIMER/INTERRUPT REGISTER ALLOCATION 

NMI Timer Status (IIPORT1C) 

EFCO Not Not Not Not Early Diag NMI -NMI 
Avail Avail Avail Avail EDT ERL Timer3 Timer3 

CKT EDT Input Output 
Done CAP 

PULS 

Interrupt Status (IIPORT1B) 

EFC1 End of Busy Stop Timer1 Timer2 Timer2 Diag Timer2 
Data GOS In Sen To Output Gate; Tr ig- Erly Out; 
PL act ive TD ims Treq/ ger; EDT Not 
Intrpt Intrpt Intrpt AK Treq File Connec 

PUL ted 

F.8 TAPE DRIVE INTERFACE REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Tape Drive status A (ITASTAT) 

EFA5 Tape Tape Always Tape Tape Tape Tape Tape 
EaT BOT Zero Data BUPER Corr Reject Tape 
Stat Stat Check Err Stat Mark 

Stat Stat 

Tape Drive Status B (ITBSTAT) 

EFA6 Tape Tape Tape Tape Tape Tape Tape Tape 
Write Ready Expect On 1 ine Rewind Oper OvrRun EPROM 
Stat Stat Data Stat Stat Incomp Stat Par Err 

Tape Drive Error Multiplex Bus (ITEMUX) 

EFA7 EMUX EMUX EMUX EMU X EMUX EMU X EMUX EMUX 
Bit 7 Bit 6 Bit 5 Bit 4 Bit 3 Bit 2 Bit 1 Bit 0 

Tape Drive Status C (ITCSTAT) 

EFC2 Tape Tape Cache Cache Tape Tape Tape Tape 
SSC ID PAR CRC Busy HDENS FPTS EMUX P 

Burst ERR ERR 
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Tape Drive Command Register (ITDMC) 
, , 

EFE2 System Set Densty Densty Conmnd Coomnd Conmnd Conmnd 
Reset Stop Sel 1 Sel 0 3 2 1 0 

To 
I Tape 

Pulse Start (ITSTART) 

EF86 Tape Drive Start Pulse; When Written To Will 

Tape Drive Interface Register (ITINTF) 

EFE3 I Sync 
, 

Diag Diag Gate Disabl Tape Tape Tape 
File GCf\ Mode File Empty Sel Sel Sel 
Pro St Stat Pro & Mux 2 Mux 1 Mux 0 

GCR 

F.9 EARLY END OF TAPE CIRCUiTS REGISTER ALLOCATION 

Reset Early EDT Circuit (IEOTRES! 

EF80 IReset the Early EDT Circuit; 
I 

Early EOT Capstan Count IIEACAP11 
------------------------------~------------------l 

EFB4 ICapstan Counter, LSBYTE I 
~:----------------------------------~ 
Early EDT Capstan Counter (IECAP2) 

i 

EFB5 ICapstan Counter, MSBYTE 

Early EDT Swing Arm Count (IESWARM) 

EFB6 [sw;ngarm Counter 
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(INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK) 
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APPENDIX G 

2920-3910 EXTERNAL DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES 

G.1 2920-3910 EXTERNAL DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES 

01-01-00 INTERFACE STATUS 
01-02-00 INTERFACE DATA BUS 
01-03-00 INVOKE INTERNALS 
03-02-00 50 IPS PE LWR BYTES 5-2048 
04-41-00 50 IPS GCR LWR BYTES 1-2048 
05-02-00 100 IPS PE LWR BYTE CNT 5-2048 
06-41-00 100 IPS GCR LWR BYTES 1-2048 
10-00-00 DRIVE APPLICABILITY TEST 50-DUAL 
14-01-01 50 IPS PE WRT REL/MED DEFECT 
14-02-00 50 IPS PE READ FWD RELIABILITY 
14-03-00 50 IPS PE READ BKWD RELIABILITY 
14-04-01 PE WRT LONG RECORDS/MED DEF 
14-41-01 50 IPS GCR WRT REL/MED DEF 
14-42-00 50 IPS GCR READ FWD RELIABILITY 
14-43-00 50 IPS GCR READ BKWD RELIABILITY 
14-44-01 GCR WRT LONG RECORDS/MED DEF 
14-51-00 100 IPS PE WRT REL/MED DEF 
14-52-00 100 IPS PE READ FWD RELIABILITY 
14-53-00 100 IPS PE READ BKWD RELIABILITY 
14-61-00 100 IPS GCR WRT REL/MED DEF 
14-62-00 100 IPS GCR READ FWD RELIABILITY 
14-63-00 100 IPS GCR READ BKWD RELIABILITY 
14-71-00 STRESS TEST -2 SPEED, 3 GAP-
16-12-00 READ INTERCHANGE 
16-13-01 PE WRT REL TO EOT 
16-14-01 GCR WRT REL TO Eo-'F'-.,--·-~-------

16-27-00 SPEED REPORT 
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(INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK) 
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INDEX 

Address Selection. . . . 
AK Card Replacement ... 
Automatic 

Thread/Load--Vertica1 
Mount ........ . 

Backspace a Block (BSB) 

3-18 
8-23 

2-9 

Command. . . . . .. 4-39 
Backspace a File (BSF) 

Command. . . . . . .. 4-39 
Backward Motion (01) .. 9-2 
Beginning of Tape Status 

(BaTS) ......... 4-21 
Bi-Directiona1 Data (DATA 

0-7,P) ........ 4-11 
Bit Position Check After 

Part Replacement . 7-9 
B lock Sensed (BLOCK) 4-12 
BSB/BOT. . . . . ... 4-40 
BSB/Tape Mark. . .. . 4-40 
BSF/BOT. . . . . . . .. 4-39 
Buffered Mode Operation .. 2~22 
Busy (BUSY). . . . . .. 4-13 
Bypass Error Option (07) 9-5 

Cable Harness Replacement. 8-27 
Cable Harness, AC. .. 8-27 
Cable Harness, Motor . 8-27 
Cable Harness, Power . 8-27 
Cable Harness, Sensor. 8-28 
Cache Buffer . . . .. 2-22 
Cache Buffer Cards.. 6-12 
Cache Buffer Extended 

Memory T es t (62) . .. 9"" 19 
Cache Card Internal Test 

(17) .......... 9-11 
Cache Memory Display (00). 9-6 
Cache-Specific Commands .. 2-23 
Cache/IF Card 

Commun i ca t ions (1 6). . . 9 - 1 0 
Cached Operation (Multiple 

Buffered 
Records) 4-32, 
4-34, 4-35, 4-37, 5-19, 
5-20, 5-21 

Capstan .......... 2-13 

Capstan Alignment (Tape 
Tracking) ...... . 7-3 

Capstan Control Register 
Allocation .. C-3, 0-3, E-3 

Capstan Motor Replacement. 8-18 
Capstan, Reels, and 

Blower ....... . 
Card Cage Circuit Cards 

Replacement ..... 
CB Cache Buffer Card . 
Center of Gravity 

(Horizontal) Cabinet 
Mount ....... . 

Ci rcui t Cards. . . . . 
C lear Key. . . . . . . 
Command Ini t i at ion . . 
Command Lines (Command 

0-7) . .. . . . . . . . 
Command Reject (REJECT). 
Command Select (CMDO, 

8-18 

. 8-22 
6-15 

3-12 
8-22 

2-8 
4-22 

5-7 
4-13 

CMD1, CMD2, CMD3). .. 4-8 
Command-to-Status Wrap .. 5-34 
Commands with MTS in Write 

Status ....... . 
Con t i nue Op t ion (05) . . 
Controlled Erase Command 
Coo n ngF an Rep 1 acemeh t . 
Corrected Error (CRERR). 
Corrected--E-r-r-er-fF-€ER,) . 
Counter I/O Chip Register 

All oca t ion . . . . 
CP Cache Buffer Card 

Data Buffer Register 
All oca t ion . . . . 

Data Bus Parity Error 
(BUPER). . . . 

Data Busy (FDBY) 
Data Check (DATA CHK). 
Data Formats . . . . . 
Data Loopback ..... 
Data Path Card Register 

4-24 
9-4 

5-23 
8-26 
4-18 
5-11 

F-7 
6-17 

F-5 

4-21 
5-10 
4-14 

B-1 
5-35 

Allocation .. ~C-4, 0-4, E-4 
Data Path Status (1B) ... 9-11 
Demand Write Data Strobe 

(FDWDS). . . 5-12 
Density Select (DSO, DS1). 4-9 
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INDEX CONT 

Density Select Key ... 2-4 
Description 4-39, 

4-40, 4-41, 4-42, 4-43 
Diagnostic Commands.. . 5-32 
Diagnostic Features.. . 1-7· 
Diagnostic Keypad. . .. 2-5 
Diagnostic Mode Set (OMS) 

Command.. . .. 
Diagnostic Monitor. 
Di agnostic Regi ster 

4-25 
9-20 

A llocat ion . C-2, 0-2, E-2 
Diagnostic/Maintenance 

Programs . . 
Di sp 1 ay. ... . 
Display Address Key. 
DMS/FSB (SLX 2, 1, a = 

000) (Perform All 
. Dfagnpstics) ... 

DMS/FSF (SLX 2, 1, a = 
000) (Perform Loaded 

. 0 i agnos tics) . . . . 
DMS/NOP (Status Lines Test 

Command) . . . . . 
DMS/RD~ (SLX 2, 1, a = 

000) (Read No Motion 
Command). . ... 

OMS/Run (SLX 2, 1, a = 
000) (Reset Cache Error 
Counters) . .... 

DMS/WRT (SLX 2, 1, a = 
000) (Write in Place 
Conmand) . . . . 

DMS/WRT (SLX 2, 1, a = 
001) (Write No Motion 
Command) .. 

DMS/WRT (SLX 2, 1, a = 
111) ( Functional Mode 
Set) . . . 

Drive Basic Motion 1 100 
IPS (35). . .. 

Drive Basic Motion, 50 

9-1 
2-1 
2-6 

4-30 

4-30 

4-25 

4-29 

4-30 

4-26 

4-29 

4-29 

9-16 

IPS(34). . . . . .. 9-16 
Drive Clear (CLR) Command. 4-25 
Drive Rewind (36).. .. 9-16 
DSBO through DSB4. .. 4-44 
DSB5 and DSB6 Description. 4-44 
DSB8 through DSB55 

Description ....... 4-44 
Duty Cycle .. 2-21 

. 

Early End of Tape Circuits 
Register Allocation. 

Ear ly EDT. .. 
Early EDT Test (64). 
Effectivity. . 
Electronics. 
End of Data Pulse 

(ENDATP) . 
End of Tape (FEOT) '. 
End of Tape Status 

(EOTS) ...... 4-21, 
Ending Status Validity 
Enter Address Key. 
Enter Diagnostic Key. 
Enter Key. . . 
Enter Probe Key .. 
Environmental 

Requi rements . . 
EDT/BOT and Leader 

Sensors. . . 
EDT/BOT Indicator (Green). 
EDT/BOT Sensor Replacement 
EPROM Error (ROMPS) .... 
Erase Gap (ERG) Command. 
ERG/BOT. .. . . . 
Error Multiplex (ERRMX 

0-7,P) . . .. .. 
Expect i ng Data (RECV). 

F-9 
2-24 
9-19 
5-36 

1-7 

4-12 
5-11 

4-24 
4-23 
2-6 
2-8 
2-8 
2:::7 

1-10 

2-13 
2-3 
8-3 

4-14 
4-42 
4-42 

4-15 
4-12 

External 
Diagnostics. 5-32, 9-19 

File Mark Detected (FFMK). 5-10 
File Mark Search Forward 

Command (Ignore Data). 5-24 
File Mark Search Reverse 

Command (Ignore Data). 5-24 
F i 1 e Pro t ec t (FF PT). .. 5 - 11 
File Protect Indicator 

(Red) .. 2-4 
File Protect Sensor 

Replacement. 8-5 
Pile Protect Status 

(FPTS) . 4-21 
File Reel Hub. 2-15 
File Reel Hub Replacement. 8-19 
File Reel Motor 

Replacement. . . .. 8-20 
Fixed Erase/Erase Gap 

Command. . 5-23 

2 
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INDEX CONT 

Formatter Busy (FFBY). 5-10 
Formatter Enable (FFEN). 5-9 
Forward Motion (00). 9-2 
Forward Space a Block 

(FSB) Command. . . 4-41 
Forward Space a File (FSF) 

Command. 4-40 
Front Operator Panel 

Replacement. 8-23 
FSB/BOT. . . . 4-41 
FSB/Tape Mark. 4-41 
FSF /BOT. . . . 4-41 
Functional Description 6-1 
Functional Mode Command 

Descriptions 5-18 
Fuses. . 8-1 

GCR Amplitude Sensor 
(43=50 IPS, 53=100 IPS). 9-17 

GCR Basic Loop 
Write-to-Read, 50 IPS 
(24) 9-13 

GCR Basic LWR, 100 IPS 
(2E) 9-15 

GCR LWR Velocity (25). 9-13 
GCR LWR, One Track Dead 

(27) 9-14 
GCR Operation. 6-11 
GCR Positioning (4F=50 

High Density Status (GCR). 5-12 
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